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With! the! invention!of! the! Scanning!Tunneling!Microscope! (STM)!by!Binning! and!Rohrer![1,!2]!in!1982,!surface!science!steps!closer!to!the!world!of!atoms.!With!the!development! of! this! surface! sensitive! technique,! the! function! of! the! STM! is! not!confined!to!imaging!surfaces.!People!came!to!be!amazed!at!the!ability!of!the!STM!to!manipulate!atoms!one!by!one,!as!has!been!demonstrated!by!Eigler!and!Schweizer![3].!They!managed!to!write!the!IBM!logo!using!Xe!atoms!on!the!surface!of!a!nickel!single!crystal!at!4!K![3].!And!recently!a!nanoscale!“car”!assembled!from!molecules!with! functional! units! has! been! driven! by! a! STM! tip! on! the! Cu(111)! surface! [4].!Through!years!of!experimental!practice!and!exploration,!STM!has!proven!itself!as!the! backbone! of! surface! science! techniques! to! study! the! structural,! chemical,!electronic,!and!optical!properties!of!surfaces!and!surficial!nanostructures![5].!!The!work!presented! in! this! thesis! is!done!using!both!variable!temperature!ultraXhigh! vacuum! STM! (VT! UHV! STM),! low! temperature! ultraXhigh! vacuum! STM! (LT!UHV! STM),! and! the! technique! of! physical! vapour! deposition.! The! subjects! of! the!study!are!the!interface!interaction!of!C60!thin!films!on!Au(111)!using!Au!atoms!as!a!probe,!and!the!selfXassembled!nanostructures!of!C60!molecules!and!clusters!of!Au!atoms.!The!inertness!of!the!Au!surface!makes!it!an!ideal!candidate!for!this!study!provided!that! the! substrate! surface! stays! free! of! oxidization! and! contamination! for! a! long!time!in!the!UHV!chamber.!The!Au(111)!surface!has!been!widely!used!in!the!study!of! nanoXassemblies! [6],! multilayer! alloys! [7,!8,!9],! catalysis[10]! and! so! on.! As!observed! by! the! STM,! the! clean! Au(111)! surface! has! a! unique! herringbone!
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reconstruction! with! a! unit! cell! 22×√3! by! uniaxial! contraction! of! the! top! atomic!layer![11].!When!adsorbates!cover!the!Au(111)!surface,!the!reconstructed!surface!can! either! change! to! the! unconstructed! (1×1)! structure! via! relaxation! of! the!compressed!top!layer!(the!(111)!surface!of!the!FCC!crystals!exhibiting!a!hexagonal!unit!cell)!or!have!an!even!larger!atomic!density,!i.e.,!further!compression!of!the!top!layer!of!the!22×√3!reconstructed!Au(111)![8,!9,!12].!The!structural!transformation!of! the! reconstruction!pattern! reflects! changes! in! the! longXrange! strain! field! [13].!The! divergence! of! the! two! opposite! changes! of! the! reconstructed! clean!Au(111)!surface! comes! from! the! different! electronegativity! of! the! adsorbates.! ! The!adsorbates!which!are!more!electronegative!than!Au!obtain!electron!charges!from!the!Au(111)!substrate,!and!this!helps!to!relieve!the!stress!in!the!top!Au(111)!layer,!i.e.,! lifting! of! the! herringbone! reconstruction! [14].! By! contrast,! charge! transfer!from!the!adsorbates!to!the!Au(111)!increases!the!strain!in!the!top!layer!and!leads!to!the!further!compression!of!the!surface!Au!atoms![9].!The!herringbone!structure!can!be!preserved!if!adsorbates!are!weakly!bound!with!the!Au(111)!surface,!e.g.!the!selfXassembled!monolayer!(SAM)!of!many!organic!molecules![15].!!One!important!application!of!the!Au(111)!surface!is!using!it!as!a!template!to!grow!ordered!arrays!of!molecules!or!clusters![16].!The!molecules!or!clusters!are!always!trapped! at! the! elbow! sites,! where! surface! dislocations! are! present,! of! the!herringbone!structure.!!The! Fullerene! molecules,! especially! the! C60! molecule,! are! of! great! scientific!research!interest!for!both!their!chemical!and!physical!properties!with!applications!that! span! novel! material! engineering,! energy! storage,! and! electronics.! The!knowledge!of!the!C60!structure!and!the!mechanism!for!its!formation!is!now!quite!complete![17]!since!the!first!spectroscopic!proof!for!its!existence!in!1943![18]!and!
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the!achievement!of!C60!massive!production! in!optimized!conditions! in!1985![19].!The!electronic!properties!and!physical!structures!of!the!C60!molecule!in!the!form!of!individual!molecule,!or!close!packed!film!or!bulk!have!been!extensively!studied!by!surfaceXsensitive! experimental! techniques! [17,!20]! and! theoretical! calculations![21,!22].! Each! carbon! atom! is! connected! with! three! other! carbon! atoms! by! two!single!bonds!(bond!length!~!1.45!Å)!along!the!sides!of!pentagon!carbon!rings!and!one! double! bond! (bond! length!~! 1.40!Å)! shared! by! two! hexagonal! carbon! rings!with!equal!chemical!reactivity![23].!The!band!gap!of!a! free!C60!molecule!between!the! highest! occupied! molecular! orbital! (HOMO)! and! the! lowest! unoccupied!molecular!orbital!(LUMO)!is!about!1.5!eV,!and!the!ionization!potential!is!7.6!eV!and!the!electron!affinity!2.65!eV![17].!One! of! the! major! research! subjects! concerning! C60! in! surface! science! is! the!interface!interaction!of!the!C60! layer!with!various!substrates.!STM!is!of!particular!importance! in!the!characterization!of! the! film!growth!features!of!C60!on!surfaces,!especially! the! (111)! surface! of! the! noble! metals! (Cu,! Ag,! and! Au).! Temperature!programmed!desorption!experiments!show!that!the!order!of!the!binding!energy!of!C60! single! layer! to! the! (111)! surface!of! the! three!noble!metals,! from!strongest! to!weakest!is!Cu,!Ag,!and!Au![17,!24].!C60!molecules!readily!form!close!packed!layers!on!the!(111)!surfaces!of!noble!metals,!grown!out!from!step!edges.!The! C60! single! layer! on! Au(111)! takes! on! different! phases! [25]! with! a! dim! and!bright!contrast!among!the!C60!molecules!in!STM!images,!which!is!also!observed!for!the! C60! layer! on! the! (111)! surface! of! Cu,! Ag,! Pt! etc! [26,!27].! According! to! the!distributions! of! the! dim! C60!molecules! in! the! close! packed! layer,! the! phases! are!classified! into! three!categories,!namely! the!uniform!phase,! the!disordered!phase,!and!the!periodic!phase.!Each!phase!is!associated!with!superstructures!defined!by!
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the!relation!between! the!overlayer! lattice! to! the!crystalline!substrate! lattice.!The!uniform! phase! is! assigned! the! 38! ×! 38XR0°! superstructure,! and! the! disordered!phase!the!2√3!×!2√3XR30°!superstructure,!which!corresponds!to!a!commensurate!epitaxy!C60!layer!on!Au(111),!where!every!overlayer!lattice!point!is!in!coincidence!with! a! substrate! lattice! point! [14,! 24,!28].! The! superstructures! for! the! periodic!phases! are! not! single! option! due! to! the! complex! distributions! of! the! dim! C60!molecules! [25].! In! the! periodic! phases,! the! dimXmolecule! overstructures! are!rotated! to! the! molecular! layer,! and! have! different! periodicities! concerning! the!arrangement!of!the!dim!molecules![25].!The!understanding!of!an!interface!is!the!first!step!towards!design!of!new!interfaces!in!nanoscale! systems,!which! is! critical! for! the! fabrication!of! functional!electronic!devices.!The!final!observed!epitaxial!molecular!layers!on!substrates!result!from!the!delicate! balance! of! the! overlayerXsubstrate! interface! energy,! the! energy! of! the!molecules! within! the! overlayer,! and! the! lattice! registry! between! the! two!interacting!layers![28].!If!the!interaction!between!the!molecules!of!the!overlayer!to!the!substrate!is!much!larger!than!that!among!the!molecules!within!the!overlayer,!a!commensurate! overlayer! forms! at! the! expense! of! close! packing! within! the!molecular!overlayer![28].!One!example!is!the!selfXassembled!monolayers!(SAMs)!of!alkanthiols! on! Au(111),! where! the! alkanthiols! strongly! adsorb! on! the! Au(111)!substrate!through!the!SXAu!chemical!bond.!If!the!intramolecular!bonding!is!much!stronger! than! the! interlayers! interaction,! the! overlayer! will! conserve! its! native!structure![28].!Due!to!the!large!size!difference!between!the!C60!molecule!and!the!metal!atom,!and!the! strong! intralayer! bonding! (the! Van! der! Waals! force)! within! the! C60! layer,!incommensurate!growth! is!common! for!a!C60!overlayer!on!metallic!surfaces! [24],!
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and!such!growth!is!always!accompanied!by!a!change!of!strain!at!the!interface,!e.g.,!the! lifting! of! the! herringbone! reconstruction! of! Au(111).! The! adsorption! of! C60!molecules! on! metal! surfaces,! e.g.,! Au,! Ag! and! Pt,! can! sometimes! induce! the!reconstruction! of! the! metal! surfaces,! with! the! formation! of! atomic! pits,! where!metallic!atoms!are!missing!from!the!closeXpacked!surface![29,!30].!The!adsorption!site!of! the!dim!C60!molecules! is!considered!to!be!over! the!nanopit! [25].!And!thus!the!dim!C60!molecules!bind!more!strongly!than!other!C60!molecules!do,!which!can!be!reflected!from!the!diffusion!and!nucleation!of!Au!atoms!at!the! interface!of!the!C60!overlayer!on!Au(111)!with!dim!and!bright!contrast!among!the!molecules.!The!nature! of! the! interface! formed! upon! physical! or! chemical! adsorption! on! the!substrate! greatly! influences! the! properties! of! the! overlayer,! e.g.! its! order! and!stability.! Therefore,! part! of! this! thesis! concentrates! on! the! question! of!what! the!interface!between!the!C60!overlayer!and!the!Au(111)!looks!like.!Another! research! subject! during! my! PhD! study! is! about! the! self! assembled!nanostructures.!The!study!of!the!properties!of!the!selfXassembled!monolayer!is!an!active!research!field!because!of!its!ease!of!fabrication,!the!diversity!of!the!possible!structures!of!the!SAM!with!specific!functionalities!and!potential!applications,!in!the!areas! of! electronics,! catalysis,! optics! and! so! on! [16,!31,!32].! The! linkages! that!connect!the!molecules!within!the!extended!networks!of!SAM!are!usually!hydrogen!bonding! [33,!34]! and! metalXligand! bonding! [35,!36],! which! all! are! directional!bondings.! The! improvement! of! the! spatial! order! in! nanostructure! growth! is! one!topic! under! intensive! study! via! the! choice! of!molecules!with!different! functional!groups![16].!!A!second!way!to!regulate!molecules!is!through!their!interactions!with!substrates,!especially! when! the! substrates! have! periodic! structures! through! reconstruction.!
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The!surface!defects!of!the!reconstruction!are!usually!where!the!molecules!can!be!trapped,!as!in!the!growth!of!ordered!arrays!of!metal!clusters!on!Au(111)!with!the!herringbone!reconstruction![37,!38]!as!the!template.!We!also!take!advantage!of!the!Au(111)! herringbone! reconstruction! to! grow! selfXassembled! C60/Au! clusters,!where!no!directional!bond!is!needed!to!form!structures!with!wellXdefined!size!and!shape.!The!thesis!is!constructed!as!follows.!Chapter!2!is!the!literature!review.!The!Au(111)!surface!is!used!as!the!template!in!my! study.! The! (111)! surface! of! gold! in! the! FCC! bulk! structure! has! the! lowest!surface!energy!compared!with!other!surfaces,!and!on!the!basis!of!STM!studies!with!atomic!resolution,!its!characteristics!especially!the!herringbone!reconstruction!are!described!in!detail.!Theoretical!simulations!provide!more!information!concerning!the!energies!and!forces!behind!the!reconstruction!based!on!empirical!observations.!The! Au(111)! surface! supported! growth! or! adsorption! is! another! area! under!intense! investigation,! which! is! vital! for! the! application! potentials! of! Au! in! the!development! of! nanoscience! and! nanotechnology.! The! lowestXenergy! structures!and!electronic!properties!of!small!Au!clusters!(Aun,!n!≤!20!integer)!in!the!gas!phase!are!also!included!in!the!review!as!Au!clusters!are!the!stable!cores!in!the!fabrication!of!the!selfXassembled!C60/Au!clusters!in!my!experiments,!whose!geometry!decides!the! electron! distribution,! and! the! electronic! density! of! states,! and! thus! their!stability.!The! properties! of! the! C60! molecule! are! introduced! in! the! subjects! regarding! its!physical!and!electronic!structures,!thin!film!growth!on!metallic!substrates!and!C60!related! nanostructures.! Theoretical!models! provide! complementary! insights! into!
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the! interpretation! and! prediction! of! the! intramolecular! interaction! and! the!interlayer!interaction!with!metallic!substrate,!as!well!as!band!structures.!!Chapter!3! introduces! the! techniques,! deposition!methods! and!operation!practice!used! in! the! experiments.! The! features! of! the! two! systems! –! the! variable!temperature! (VT)! STM!and! the! low! temperature! (LT)! STM!are!presented,!which!are! designed! respectively! for! the! demand! of! different! experiments.! Experiments!were!carried!out!at!temperature!ranging!from!77!K!to!about!410!K.!All!the!samples!were!kept!in!an!ultra!high!vacuum.!Chapter!4!and!chapter!5!deliver! the!experimental! results.!Chapter!4! is!about! the!study! of! the! interfacial! interaction! between! the! closeXpacked! C60! layer! and! the!Au(111)! surface! through! the! diffusion! of! Au! atoms! at! various! substrate!temperatures.! Different! phases! of! the! C60! overlayer! are! also! observed.! The!emphasis!is!on!the!periodic!phases,!as!for!C60!domains!more!than!one!periodicity!of!the!superstructures!formed!by!dim!C60!molecules!exists.!The!diffusion!of!Au!atoms!at! the! interface!between!the!C60!overlayer!and!the!Au(111)!substrate!reveals! the!different! bonding! strength! between! the! dim! C60! molecule! and! the! normal! C60!molecule.!And! the!Au! islands!nucleated!at! the! interface! imply! complex!modes!of!overlayer!growth,!where!the!surface!strain!needs!taking!into!consideration.!Chapter!5! is! about! the! selfX! assembled!C60/Au! clusters!on! the!Au(111)! template.!The! first! step! for! assembling! the! biXcomponent! clusters! took! place! at! low!temperature! about! 110! K! following! sequential! deposition! of! Au! atoms! and! C60!molecules.!Then!the!introduction!of!a!slow!annealing!process!from!110!K!to!room!temperature! promotes! the! ripening! process! of! the! clusters! and! results! in! the!population!of!one!type!of!C60/Au!clusters!of!particular!size,!shape!and!composition!due!to!the!thermodynamic!balance!of!binding!energy!and!strength.!The!structure!
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of! this! cluster! is! interpreted,! based! on! existing! knowledge! of! the! physical!dimensions!of!the!molecule!and!the!atom!as!well!as!the!optimized!bonding!lengths!of! C60XC60,! AuXAu! and! C60XAu.! Other! minor! structures! of! the! clusters! are! also!discussed.!!The!thermal!stability!of!the!clusters!was!studied!with!inXsitu!annealing!and!the!structure!evolution!was!followed!by!STM.!The! importance! of! the! Au(111)! surface! is! that! it! acts! like! a! template! during! the!whole! fabrication! process,! when! the! elbow! sites! anchor! the! clusters! at! low!temperatures!and!regulate!the!changes!of!the!size!and!shape!of!the!clusters!during!the!annealing!process!from!low!temperature!to!room!temperature.!!The! final! chapter! gives! a! summary! of! the! results! already! obtained,! and! a! future!plan.!
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2.1'Scanning'Tunnelling'Microscopy'Simply! speaking,! the! STM! is! an! electron! microscope! that! detects! the! tunnelling!current! between! a! metal! tip! and! a! conductive! sample! to! study! surfaceUrelated!subjects!at!the!atomic!level.!From!the!conception!of!electron!tunnelling!to!the!final!fulfilment!of! the!STM,!a! lot!of!effort!has!been!devoted! to!STMUbased!research.!At!the!same!time,!STM!also!stimulates!the!rapid!progress!of!surface!science.!!STM!is!a!complex! system! involving! not! only! the! quantum! physical! phenomenon! which!people! knew! a! long! time! before! the! fulfilment! of! the! STM,! but! also! other!technologies!closely!related!to!controlling!the!system!working!with!the!precision!at!the!nanometer!scale.!
2.1.1'Electron'Tunnelling'In!classical!mechanics,!if!the!energy!of!an!electron!is!lower!than!that!of!a!potential!barrier,! the! electron! cannot! penetrate! through! the! barrier! to! the! other! side.! But!from! the! view! of! quantum! mechanics,! there! is! always! a! probability! that! the!electron!can!go!through!the!barrier.!The!basic!physical!concepts!are!as!follows![1].!For! simplicity,! the! quantum! tunnelling! effect! is! described! in! one! dimension.! In!quantum!mechanics,!particles!such!as!the!electron!have!wave!properties!and!can!
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dz2 ψ z( )+U z( )ψ z( ) = Eψ z( ) .!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.1)![1]!For!E!>!U(z),!the!solution!for!Eq.!2.1!is!!!ψ z( ) =ψ 0( )e±ikz .!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.2)![1]!The! e±ikz !part! in! Eq.! 2.2! indicates! the! wave! nature! of! the! electron! when! it!propagates.!And!!
k = 2m E −U( )
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.3)![1]!is!the!wave!vector[2].!If!E!<!U(z),!the!solutions!for!Eq.!2.2!is!! ! = ! 0 !!!" ,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.4)![1]!




















there! is! no! bias! applied! between! the! sample! and! the! tip,! electrons! have! an! equal!
possibility!of! tunnelling!through!the!barrier! in!either!direction.! If!a!negative!bias! is!















From! Eq.! 2.4,! we! can! extract! the! information! of! tipUsample! separation! from! the!change!of!tunnelling!current.!If! − ! !! !is!5!eV,!1!Å!change!of!z!leads!to!the!change!of! the!exponent!part! in!Eq.!2.4!by!9.8! times.!The! fact! that! the! tunnelling! current!exponentially!depends!on!the!barrier!gap!z!between!the!tip!and!the!sample!is!one!of!the!reasons!that!gives!the!STM!a!vertical!resolution!of!about!0.01!Å.!!Compared!with! theoretical! calculations,! larger! corrugations!of! surface! atoms!are!observed!by!STM.!More!factors!beside!the!tunnelling!effect!need!to!be!considered!for!the!detected!tunnelling!current.! Imaging!force![3]!should!be!expected!to!exist!during!scanning.!As!from!basic!electrostatics,!the!electrons!for!example!on!the!tip!induce! positive! charges! on! the! scanned! conductive! surface.! The! negative! and!positive!charges!would!interact!with!each!other.!This!interaction!further!modifies!the! wave! function! between! the! tip! and! the! sample,! and! can! account! for! the!observed! much! larger! tunnelling! current! compared! to! that! from! theoretical!calculations!without!considering!the!imaging!force.!In!1960,!Bardeen![4]!applied!perturbation!theory!to!explain!the!electron!tunnelling!current! for! STM! imaging.! The! tip! and! the! sample! were! treated! as! two! isolated!systems.!The!tunnelling!current!came!from!the!overlap!of!the!wave!functions!of!the!two! systems! when! the! tip! and! the! sample! were! close! enough.! This! calculation!shows!more!complex!consideration!of!the!tunnelling!current.!!Another! important! constant! in! the! STM! tunnelling! junction! is! the! tunnelling!conductance!(quantum!conductance)!G!which!is!defined!as!! = !!! = !!!,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.5)![2]!
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where!!!!is! the! tunnelling! current,! V! the! bias! voltage! and! G0! is! the! conductance!constant![2].!G!is!found!to!be!a!quantized!quantity!with!the!value!to!be!! !!!! ,!where!n!is!an!integer!and!T!is!the!transmission!coefficient.![5].!
2.1.2'STM'Atomic'Resolution'The!resolution!of!the!STM!inaugurates!experiment!and!working!on!an!atomic!scale![6].! The! atomic! resolution! achieved! by! STM! prompts! theoretical! researches! to!understand! the! mechanisms! behind! the! images! obtained.! Tersoff! and! Hamann!proposed! an! sUwaveUtip! model! [7,!8].! In! the! sUwaveUtip! model,! the! tip! with! a!curvature!of!R!is!treated!as!a!spherical!potential!well.!The!sUwave!solution!for!the!Schrödinger!equation!plays!the!only!important!role!for!the!tunnelling!current.!The!STM!image!shows!the!contours!of!charge!density!of!simple!metal!surfaces.!The!sUwaveUtip! succeeds! in! explaining! the! superstructures! for! example! Au(110)! with!periodicities!of!0.815!nm!and!1.223!nm,!or! large!atoms![9,!10]!on!metal!surfaces,!but!it!is!not!sufficient!to!reveal!the!principles!behind!the!atomic!resolution!of!about!0.2! nm! achieved! by! STM.! Theoretically! the! corrugation! that! an! sUwave! tip! can!achieve!is!one!magnitude!smaller!than!has!been!observed!by!STM.!!If!the!STM!image!only!shows!the!local!density!states!(LDOS)!at!the!Fermi!level!of!a!surface! for! example! the! Al(111)! surface,! the! corrugation! of! Al! atoms! should! be!within! 0.03! Å! [11].! However,! the! observed! corrugation! [12]! is! one! order! of!magnitude! higher! than! 0.03! Å.! ! The! tip! electronic! states! play! an! important! role!during!imaging.!Chen![13]!interprets!the!atomic!resolution!of!STM!from!the!pz!and!
dz2! states! of! a! tip! made! of! a! dUband! metal! or! semiconductor.! When! the! higher!angular!momenta! of! a! tip! are! considered,! the! STM! topography! is! not! simply! the!contour!of!LDOS!of!the!surface![14],!which!could!give!an!insight!to!the!origin!of!the!
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large!corrugations!observed.!The!d!band!metals!have!higher!corrugations!of!charge!density!near!the!Fermi!level!than!those!of!free!electron!metals!as!the!dz2!state!near!the!Fermi!level![15].!If!both!the!tip!and!the!surface!are!d!band!metals!with!the!dz2!state,! the! theoretical! corrugation! amplitude! could! be! two! orders! of! magnitude!larger!than!that!predicted!using!the!sUwave!tip!model.!!The!pz![16]!state!tip!increases!the!corrugation!amplitude!by!a!factor!a!little!larger!than!1!at!K!of!the!Brillouin!zone!of!the!surface![17].!The!dz2!state!tip![13]!shows!a!corrugation! amplitude! ∆z! 10! times! larger! than! the! corrugation! amplitude! of! the!chargeUdensity!state!probed!by!the!sUstate!tip!from!theoretical!calculations![8,!18].!There! are! also! other! states,! e.g.!dxz! and!dx2! of! a! tip! considered! for! STM! imaging,!which!give! inverted!corrugation!of!metal!atoms![17]!as!shown!in!Fig!2.3.!The!Au!atoms!in!the!STM!image!(Figure!2.3)!are!imaged!as!hollow!instead!of!protrusions.!!
!




!Due!to!the!tip!proximity,!the!density!of!electron!states!of!the!surface!is!supposed!to!be!modified![19]!as!long!as!the!tunnelling!current!comes!into!effect.!During!the!tip!approach,! the! tunnelling! barrier! is! observed! to! decrease! substantially! and!more!tipUinduced! states! such! as! a! hybridized! spz!and! a!px,yUlike! states! arise! inUbetween!the! gap! accompanying! increased! charge! density.! According! to! theoretical!calculation! of! the! Al! tip! U! Al(111)! system! [19],! when! the! tip! is! 4.2! Å! from! the!surface,!a!bondlike!channel!connects!the!tip!states!and!the!surface!states.!When!the!effective! barrier! for! electrons! becomes! negative,! electrons! are! transported! in! a!quantum!ballistic!manner.! The! effective! barrier! varies! on! different! surface! sites,!which!amplifies!the!electronic!features!of!a!flat!metal!surface!and!may!be!used!to!explain!the!atomic!resolution!of!STM.!!The! atomic! forces! between! the! tip! and! surface! also! contribute! to! the! improved!resolution!of!STM.!The!forces!existing!in!vacuum!tunnelling!were!first!studied!by!Teague! [20].! In! his! experiment,! the! attractive! force,! the! van! der! Waals! force!between! two! gold! electrodes! and! the! electrostatic! force! originating! from! the!applied!voltage!could!possibly!deflect!the!electrode!surface!in!the!tunnelling!region,!which!affect!the!observed!profile!between!the!tunnelling!current!I!and!electrodes!separation!S.!The!atomic!forces!existing!during!scanning!leads!to!the!realization!of!the! atomic! force! microscope! (AFM),! which! is! another! powerful! tool! to! study!surfaces.!At!long!distances,!the!interaction!between!the!tip!and!the!sample!is!dominated!by!the!van!der!Waals! force!when!there! is!no!overlap!between!the!wave!functions!of!tip! and! sample! in! quantum! mechanics,! which! means! there! is! no! exchange! of!electrons!between!the!two.!!
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When!the!tip!comes!close!to!the!surface!in!the!intermediate!region!where!the!van!der!Waals!force!and!the!repulsive!force!are!negligible,!the!electron!tunnelling!effect!induces! the! interaction! between! a! metal! tip! and! a! metallic! surface,! in! which!attractive! force,! the! exchange! force! or! the! resonance! force,! is! discovered! [21].!Dürig!et!al.!measured!the!force!gradient!originating!from!the!resonance!interaction,!linearly! increasing! with! the! gap! width! before! mechanical! contact! happened!between!the!tip!and!the!sample.!The!local!deformations!of!tip!and!surface!caused!by!strong!repulsive!force!between!the!apex!atoms!of!the!tip!and!their!counterparts!on!the!surface,!are!also!considered!to! contribute! to! the!observed! large! corrugation!of! simple!metal! surfaces.!Atomic!resolution!on!a!metal!surface!whose!surfaceUdensityUstates!corrugations!are!small!is!always!obtained!when!the!tip!gets!very!close!(~!3!Å)!to!the!metal!surface,!which!requires!an! imaging!condition!of!a! large!tunnelling!current!of! the!order!of!10!nA!and!a!small!bias!voltage!of!the!order!of!10!mV.!Under!these!imaging!conditions,!it!is!supposed!that!there!exists!a!repulsive!force!between!the!tip!and!the!surface,!which!induces! local! elastic! deformations! [3]! of! both! tip! and! surface.! The! local! elastic!deformations! caused! by! the! repulsive! force! as! a! result! of! coreUcore! interaction!amplify! the! motion! of! the! tip! with! respect! to! the! surface! and! therefore! the!electronic!corrugation.!
2.1.3'General'Applications'of'STM'STM!has!been!proved!to!be!one!of!the!most!powerful!tools!in!surface!science!study![22].!The!basic!and!most!important!application!of!STM!is!studying!surface!features!such! as!metal! or! semiconductor! surfaces.! The! first! atomicUresolution! STM! image!was! obtained! on! the! Si(111)! surface! [23].! The! realUspace! image! shows! detailed!
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!The!corrugation!observed!on!Si(111)!is!as! large!as!0.9!Å![23]!which!exceeds!that!expected!from!theoretical!calculations.!After!the!achievement!of!atomic!resolution!on!Si(111),!more!and!more!STM!images!with!atomic!resolution!were!obtained!on!clean!metal!surfaces.!It!is!always!hard!for!STM!to!detect!the!atomic!corrugations!on!metal! surfaces! due! to! their! rather! smooth! surface! charge! density! distribution.!Individual!Au! atoms!on! the!Au(111)! surface!were! first! resolved! in!1987! [24]!by!STM! with! a! vertical! corrugation! of! 0.3! Å.! Later,! in! 1990,! the! Au(111)U22×√3!reconstruction! [25]! was! observed.! This! will! be! introduced! in! detail! in! the! next!subsection.!!Molecular!orbitals!are!also!observed!by!STM!under!different!tunnelling!conditions![26].! On! hydrogen! saturated! Si(100),! after! annealing! at! 690! K,! the! occupied!Uorbital!formed!by!coupling!of!Si!dangling!bonds!is!observed!under!negative!sample!
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bias!by!STM!as!a!bright!feature!symmetrically!distributed!around!a!Si!dimer!row.!On! the! contrary,! under! positive! sample! bias,! the! unoccupied!Uorbital! shows! a!node!structure!where!the!node!sits!between!the!two!Si!dimer!rows.!!Although!STM!images!can!hardly!show!any!chemical!information,!different!atoms!of! bimetallic! surfaces! [27,!28,!29]! sometimes! exhibit! an! obvious! contrast! under!STM! imaging! due! to! their! large! difference! in! electronic! structure.! An! amplitude!difference! of! about! 0.3!! between!Pt! and!Ni! atoms! on! a! single! crystal! surface! is!observed!by!STM![27].!On!the!(111)!surface!of!Pt25Ni75!single!crystal,!a!bright!and!dark!contrast!exists!for!different!species!of!metal!atoms,!with!Pt!atoms!appearing!dark!and!Ni!atoms!bright.!As! the!bright!dark!contrast! largely!depends!on! the! tip!conditions,!it!is!possible!that!some!adsorbate,!such!as!sulfur!or!oxygen,!attached!to!the!STM!tip!interacts!differently!with!the!surface!atoms,!which!leads!to!chemically!resolved!STM!images.!A!similar!height!contrast!of!about!0.2!Å!is!also!observed!on!the! PtRh(100)! surface! [28]!with! Pt! atoms! imaged! darker! than!Rh! atoms.! In! this!case,!the!chemical!contrast!is!considered!to!come!from!the!difference!in!electronic!structure!of!Pt!and!Rh,!unlike!Pt!and!Ni!that!are!in!the!same!column!of!the!Periodic!Table.!Here!the!chemical!contrast!is!reflected!as!brightness!contrast!in!STM!images.!The! STM! study! of! bimetallic! alloys,! for! example! PdAu! alloy! [29],! with! catalytic!properties!shed!light!on!the!understanding!of!the!catalytic!origin!of!metallic!alloys!from!the!view!of!surface!composition,!the!distribution!of!respective!metallic!atoms!in! the! surface! layer! and! the! active! sites! for! activating! chemical! reactions! on! the!surface.!Besides! the! basic! function! of! imaging! surfaces! in! real! space,! the! atomic! scale!manipulation!carried!out!by!STM!tip!shows!more!and!more!exciting!results!with!the!advance!of!STM.!One!of!the!famous!examples!is!the!IBM!logo!written!on!a!single!
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crystal!Ni(110)!surface!using!Xe!atoms![30].!A!“sliding”!process!invented!by!Eigler!and!his!colleagues!is!used!to!precisely!position!each!Xe!atom!on!the!surface.!During!normal! scanning,! the! tip!was!at!a!distance!when! its! interaction!with!Xe!atoms! is!weak.!When!moving! a! targeted!Xe! atom,! scanning!was! stopped,! and! the! tip!was!drawn!near!the!Xe!atom!and!stopped!at!a!distance!when!the!interaction!between!the!tip!and!the!Xe!atom!was!large!enough!to!drag!the!Xe!atom!sliding!on!Ni(110).!Then!the!scanning!resumed!until!the!tip!reached!the!final!destination!and!dropped!the!Xe!atom!there!when!a!voltage!pulse!was!applied!on!the!tip.!At!last,!the!tip!was!withdrawn! from! the! surface! and! the! targeted! Xe! atom! stayed! where! it! was!positioned.! Later! Eigler! and! his! colleagues! built! a! corral! of! radius! 71.3! nm! [31]!with! a! STM! tip! by! placing! individual! iron! atoms! in! a! circle! on! Cu(111)! at! low!temperature.! Inside! the! nanostructure,! surface! state! electrons! are! confined! and!scattered!by!Fe!atoms.!The!density!of!states!inside!the!corral!studied!via!tunnelling!spectroscopy! show!resonance! features!of! atomic! states,!whose!peaks! lie! close! to!the!electron!eigenstates!inside!a!2D!circular!potential!box.!Beside!2D!confinement!of!surface!electrons,!1D!electronic!states!existing!within!the!1D!Cu!chain!on!Cu(111)!are! also! detected! by! tunnelling! spectroscopy! [32].! The! combination! of! STM!manipulation!and! tunnelling!spectroscopy!provides!an!effective! tool! for! studying!the!fundamental!electron!states! in!nanosystems,!which! is!of!practical! importance!for! the!miniaturization! of! electronic! devices! and! possible! catalytic! and!magnetic!applications.!The!STM!tip!can!be!treated!as!an!electron!or!hole!source!during!scanning.!Electron!or! hole! injection! has! been! discovered! to! drive! molecular! reaction! on! surfaces.!Organic!molecules!with!certain!tails!such!as!thiol,!can!form!an!ordered!monolayer!on!flat!surfaces!while!molecules!with!the!alkyne!group!without!an!anchor!to!attach!
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themselves! to!surfaces!hardly! follow!the! thermally!activated!pathway!to! form!an!uniform!layer![33],!as!the!activation!barrier!to!their!binding!with!surface!atoms!is!too! high! to! overcome.! When! the! STM! tip! scans! over! disordered! layer! of!phenylacetylene!molecules! on! Au(111)! at! positive! sample! bias! [33],! injection! of!electrons! activates! phenylacetylene! molecules! to! selfUassemble! into! ordered!domains,!when!the!organic!molecules!are!supposed!to!bind!with!Au!atoms!in!the!(111)!surface.!This!electronUassisted!process!opens!up!a!new!way!to!control!selfUassembly!of!desired!molecules!for!possible!electronic!applications.!STM!can!also!drive!a!molecular!motor! in! the!nanometer!scale!on!a!metal!surface![34,!35].! The! molecule! motor! is! a! mesoU(R,! SUR,S)! isomer! with! four! chiral! units!acting! as! four!wheels!when!driven! by! the! tip.! The!molecule! can!move! in! a! fixed!direction!when!tip!injects!a!positive!pulse!(electron!tunnelling!from!the!tip!to!the!sample)!over!the!molecule,!which!induces!the!concerted!action!of!the!four!motor!units.! The! directional! movement! of! the! isomer! is! achieved! by! an! appropriate!choice!of!the!chirality!of!each!wheel!unit.!This!design!conception!initiates!the!study!of!nanoscale!mechanical!system!with!directionally!controllable!motion.!




2.2.1'The'Features'of'the'Au(111)'Surface'Before! the! advent! of! the! STM,! Au! surfaces! with! different! crystallographic!orientations,! such! as! the! 111 ,! 110 !and! 100 !had!been!widely! investigated!by!transmission! electron! microscope! (TEM)! [ 36 ,! 37 ,! 38 ],! low! energy! electron!diffraction! (LEED)! [39]! and! HighUResolution! HeliumUAtom! Scattering! (HRHAS)![40].! As! early! as! 1935,! Finch! et! al.! [41]! studied! electroUdeposited! Au! films!with!electron!diffraction!and!obtained!a!diffraction!pattern!exhibiting!normal!and!“extra”!rings.!They!attributed!these!“extra”!rings! to!an! interstitial!entry!of!gas!molecules!into! the! top! layer! of! the! Au! thin! film,! as! the! pattern! was! only! shown! after! the!sample!was! sufficiently! heated! in! air! or! oxygen! at! a! temperature! of! 773! K,! and!gradually! disappeared!when! the! sample!was! heated! in! vacuo.! That!was! the! first!discovery! of! the! reconstruction! of! the! Au(111)! surface! but! the! reasons! for! and!detailed!structure!of!the!reconstructed!surface!remained!unknown.!Later!from!the!LEED!pattern![39],!an!anomalous!structure,!corresponding!to!the!extra!rings!seen!from!transmission!electron!diffraction!(TED)!results,!of!Au(111)!was!also!observed!after!cleaning!the!surface,!which!is!believed!to!originate!from!a!reconstruction!that!the!hexagonally!packed!top!layer!of!Au!was!contracted!by!5%.!The!reconstructed!Au! surface! was! further! verified! by! TEM.! From! high! vacuum! TEM! images! with!topographic! information,! the!Au(111)! surface!after! cleaning!and!heating! [36,!37,!38]!showed!a!reconstructed!structure!with!!a!contracted!top!surface!layer!with!6.3!nm!spaced! fringes! in! the! 110 !direction! (see!Figure!2.5).! !The! fringes!were!very!sensitive!to!surface!contamination,!which!is!why!they!were!not!discovered!in!other!
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similar!experiments!lacking!of!high!vacuum!environment.!It!was!also!confirmed!by!a!TEM!study!that!the!surface!was!compressed!in!the! 110 !direction,!by!about!4.2%!compared! to! the! bulk! [37]!which! also! exhibits! a! bright! and!dark! contrast! at! the!fringe!boundaries!(see!Figure!2.5c,!indicated!by!arrowheads).!!
!
Figure! 2.5! Electron!micrographs! of! reconstructed! Au(111)! surfaces.! (a)! Au! islands!
grown! on! MoS2! dark! field! image! formed! by! 111 !reflection.! Arrowheads! point! to!
Moiré!fringes!and!arrows!the!fringes!from!reconstruction![36].!(b)!Fringes!inside!a!Au!
crystallite![37].!(c)!Au!platelets!on!MoS2.!Arrows!indicate!the!fringes!and!arrowheads!
the!Moiré! fringes.! The! surfaces! are! divided! into! three! domains!A,B,! and! C!with!
differently!oriented!fringes![38].!(Images!reproduced!from![36,!37,!38])!!Takayanagi!and!Yagi![42]!proposed!a!model!of!the!Au(111)!reconstruction!based!on! their!TEM!observation,! as! shown! in! Figure!2.6a.! The!unit! cell! of! the!Au(111)!reconstruction!is!denoted!as!p×1!with!p!ranging!from!22!to!24,!in!correspondence!to! surface! layer! contraction! by! 4.2U4.6! %! on! average! in! the! 110 !direction.! Au!atoms! (open! circles)! in! the! second! layer! are! located! at! site! A! of! the! FCC! crystal!structure!while!there!is!a!transition!part!to!connect!the!two!area!of!Au!atoms!(solid!circles)! in! the! top! layer! occupying! site! B! or! site! C.! The! Burgers! vectors! of!!! =1 6 211 !and!!! = 1 6 121 !indicate!displacement!of!Au!atoms! in! the! transition!area.! Figure! 2.6b! is! a!modified!model! proposed! by!Harten! et! al.! [40]! from! their!
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of! Au! atoms! in! the! top! layer! is! realized! by! displacement! of! atoms! in! the! Burgers!
vectors!!! = 1 6 211 !and!!! = 1 6 121 .! [42]! (b)! On! the! top! is! the! vertical!
corrugation!of!three!lines!in!the!unit!cell.!At!the!bottom!is!a!top!view!of!the!top!two!









atoms! are! shown! in! the! image! with! the! Au! atoms! in! the! first! layer! in! red,! in! the!
second!layer!in!grey!and!in!the!third!layer!in!black.!The!23!Au!atoms!(red)!in!the!first!
layer! and! also! 22! FCC! hollow! sites! in! the! second! layer! are! enclosed! by! a!
parallelogram!(white).!Surface!Au!atoms!are!compressed! in! the! 110 !direction.! (b)!









































The!width!of!a!pair! is!22!Å!and!the!distance!between!two!pairs! is!44!Å![44].!The!bending!sites!of!DLs!are!of!two!types,!named!as!bulged!elbow!and!pinched!elbow.!At!the!bulged!elbow,!one!of!the!paired!DLs!is!pushed!toward!the!FCC!area!where!an!additional!atomic!row!exists!on!the!open!side!of!the!bent!DL,!shown!in!Figure!2.8b!marked!by!an!oval!resulting!in!a!larger!HCP!area,!seen!in!Figure!2.8a!with!triangles!pointing!down.!On!the!contrary,!at!the!pinched!elbow,!the!FCC!area!is!enlarged!due!to!the!shift!of!the!DLs!towards!the!HCP!region,!as!seen!in!Figure!2.8a!with!triangles!pointing!up,!where!an!additional!atomic!row!exists!in!the!HCP!region.!Sometimes,!surface!defects!such!as!screw!dislocation!on!the!surface!and!steps,! interfere!with!the!DLs!and!disturb!the!zigzag!pattern!as!the!strain!in!the!top!layer!is!changed.!The!elbows!have!been!used!as!nucleation!sites!for!the!growth!of!many!types!of!atomic!and!molecular!structures.(These!various!features!of!the!clean!Au(111)!surface!were!the!focus!of!theoretical!study!when!the!reconstruction!was!first!observed.!Theoretical!physicists!devoted!their!efforts!to!simulate!the!reconstruction!pattern!of!Au(111)!using!the!FrenkelUKontorova!model!based!on!the!“DoubleUSineUGordon”!(DSG)!potential![48,!49]!and!inclusion! of! the! longUrange! elastic! stress! [50,!51,!52],! as!well! as! embedded! atom!method! [53,!54],! in! which! both! the! manyUbody! surface! strain! and! nearUsurface!elastic!properties!are!considered.!However,!the!large!unit!cell!of!the!reconstruction!makes! theoretical! calculations! difficult! to! produce! all! the! features! of! the!reconstruction.!The!doubleUsineUGordon!soliton!model!discriminates!the!energetic!difference!between! the!ABC!and!ABA!stacking,!which!gives! rise!up! to!a!different!size!distribution!of!the!FCC!and!HCP!areas.!The!DSG!potential!applied!to!surface!Au!atoms!can!produce!the!solitons!with!misfit!dislocations!and!the!zigzag!pattern!of!solitons!but!cannot!get!a!right!size!of! the!unit!cell! [48].!Ravelo!and!ElUBatanouny!
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associated! molecular! dynamics! with! the! DSG! model! to! explain! the! observed!softening! of! surface! phonon! branches! in! the! shear! horizontal! and! longitudinal!directions! in! their! model! by! introducing! a! proper! size! of! dislocation! and!misfit!between! the! substrate! and! the! surface,!which! causes! a!decrease!of! surface! force!constants! that! induces! the! reconstruction! [49,!55].!Wang! also! used! a!wellUtested!manyUbody! interatomic! potential! in!molecular! dynamics! simulation,! to! perfectly!reproduce! the! surface! phonon! spectra! [56]! observed! from! experiments! and! the!unit!cell!of!the!reconstruction.!All!the!theoretical!calculations!mentioned!above!can!at! best! reproduce! the! unit! cell! of! Au(111)! reconstruction!without! the! rotational!domain.!More!factors!need!to!be!included!for!theoretical!simulation!of!the!Au(111)!reconstruction.!Surface! stress! is! supposed! to! be! one! of! the! reasons! for! inducing! surface!reconstruction.!Atoms!at!the!surface!have!lower!coordination!numbers!than!those!in!the!bulk!due!to!which!they!tend!to!have,!in!most!cases,!a!shorter!bonding!length!within!the!plane.!Theoretical!calculations![57]!found!the!unreconstructed!Au(111)!surface!experiencing!a!tensile!stress,!which!is!in!accordance!with!the!compression!of! the! reconstructed! Au(111)! surface.! The! compression! reaches! maximum! at!elbow! sites,! three! times! larger! than! that! of! the! DLs,! which! accounts! for! the!preferential! nucleation! at! the! elbow! sites! [52].! Surface! strain! is! also! believed! to!modify! the! secondary! structure! [51],! the! rotational! domain! of! the! Au(111)!reconstruction.! The! formation! of! elbows! probably! lowers! surface! energy,! and!therefore!externally!exerted!elastic!deformation!(compression)!of!Au!thin!film!on!mica!eliminates!the!number!of!elbow!sites,!as! is!confirmed!from!both!theoretical!calculations![50,!51]!and!experimental!observations![58].!
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Another!way!to!study!the!Au(111)!reconstruction!is!from!the!view!of!the!difference!in!the!electronic!!structures!of!surfaceUlayer!and!bulk!Au!atoms![54,!56,!59,!60,!61].!Heine!and!Marks!studied!the!forces!in!bulk!Au,!a!competition!between!the!d!shell!repulsion! and! the! sp! electron! attraction,! and! further! inferred!what! the! Au(111)!surface!would!likely!to!react!to!forces!that!are!present!when!the!electron!density!of!the! surface! was! chopped! off! [60].! They! discussed! the! sp! electron! redistribution!within! the! top! surface! and! concluded! that! the! local! geometry! affects! the! charge!redistribution,!based!on!the!fact!that!the!sp!electrons!go!into!the!attractive!mantle!core!region!to!lower!their!energy.!Therefore,!for!a!large!flat!surface,!Au!atoms!with!additional!electron!density!lying!inUbetween!experience!compressive!stress!while!Au!atoms!at!the!step!edge!with!a!different!charge!distribution!undergo!tangential!expansive!stress.!Their!studies!provided!an!insight!into!the!possible!causes!of!the!observed!compression!of!the!Au(111)!surface.!The!charge!distributions!within!the!Au!surface,!clusters!and!particles!are!of!great!interest!for!the!study!of!structures!of!organic! networks,! catalytic! activities! etc.! Later! Layanthi! et! al.! [61]! applied! the!manyUbody! interaction! approach! to! the! study! of! surface! lattice! dynamics.! From!their! theoretical! calculated! surfaceUphonon! dispersion! curves,! both! charge!redistribution! and! surface! lattice! instability! (surface! reconstruction)! of! Au(111)!were!shown.!Reconstruction! is! a! common!way! for! crystal! surfaces! to! lower! free! energy!when!the! bulk! symmetry! is! discontinued! by! the! surface.! Temperature! [62,!63,!64],!adsorbates![65,!66,!67],!and!electrochemical!potentials!in!electrolytes!![68,!69,!70]!can! lead! to! phase! transitions! of! the! reconstructed! Au(111).! STM! worked! in!atmosphere!when! it!was! invented.! Later! it!was! also! enabled! to!work! in! various!conditions! including! high! vacuum,! extreme! temperatures,! and! solutions! of!
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electrolytes! for! the!study!of! the!properties!of!surfaces! in!different!environments.!When! the! reconstructed! Au(111)! surface! is! in! contact! with! air! or! solution,! the!herringbone! reconstruction! gradually! disappear! with! the! transition! of! surface!structure! from!22!×√3!to!1×1![69],!which!may!be!due! to! the!release!of!strain!by!adsorbates!from!air!or!liquid.!Adsorbates!of!different!electronegativity!from!that!of!Au,!can!also!affect!the!reconstruction!of!the!Au(111)!surface,!due!to!the!change!of!electronic! states!of! the! surface.! If! the! adsorbates,! for! example!C60!molecules,! are!less!electronegative!than!Au,!i.e.,!charges!transferred!from!the!Au!to!the!adsorbates,!the!Au(111)!surface!with!herringbone!reconstruction!is!believed!to!fully!or!partly!recover!to!the!1×1!structure![71,!72,!73]!–!the!same!as!the!bulk!structure.!On!the!other!hand,!if!the!adsorbates,!for!example!K!and!Na,!are!more!electronegative!than!Au! in! the! (111)! surface,! i.e.,! donating! charges! to! Au,! the! Au(111)! surface!experiences!further!compression,!resulting!in!a!greater!atomic!density!of!the!first!Au(111)!layer!compared!with!the!22×√3!herringbone!reconstruction![65,!66].!The!temperatureUdependent!phase!transition!(change!of!reconstruction!pattern)!of!the!Au(111)! surface! is! studied! by! XUray! diffraction! [62,! 63]! and! STM! [64].! In! the!temperature!range!from!300!K!to!865!K,!Sandy!et!al.![62,!63]!observed!the!normal!herringbone! construction! of! Au(111)! from! the! X! ray! diffraction! pattern.! If! the!temperature! was! further! increased! to! 1250! K,! a! new! structure! named! the!discommensuration! fluid!phase! formed! in! the! surface! layer!of!Au(111),! in!which!the! compression! of! the! surface! layer! is! isotropic! on! average! with! disordered!arrangement!of!discommensuration! lines!and!elbow!sites.!Both!the!periodicity!of!reconstruction!unit!cell!and!the!separation!of!elbow!sites!decrease!with!increasing!temperature.!There! is! coexistence!of!both!phases!at! the! temperature! range! from!865!K!to!879!K.!STM!observed!shortening!of!DLs!in!every!rotational!domain![64].!
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The!electronic!structure!of!the!Au(111)!surface!dictates!various!surface!processes!and! exhibits! features! of! great! interest! due! to! its! structural! and! energetic!inhomogeneity!from!the!reconstruction.! It!has!been!studied!experimentally!using!both!highUresolution!angleUresolved!photoemission!Spectroscopy!(HRARPES)![74,!75,!76,!77]! and! STM! [78,!79,!80,!81,!82],! as!well! as! theoretical! simulations! on! the!basis! of! first! principle! calculation! [83]! and! density! functional! theory! [84,!85].!Surface!resonance!states,!in!the!research!category!of!electronic!surface!properties,!are! split! off! from! bulk! bands.! Paniago! et! al.! [75]! discovered! a! localized! dUlike!surface!resonance!state!within!the!uppermost!layer!of!reconstructed!Au(111).!The!















Figure! 2.10! (a)! A! 512! Å! ×! 512! Å! electron! density!!!! −320! "#, ! !map! of!
reconstructed!Au(111).! (b)!External!potential! ! !map!of! the! same!area! in!a.!The!




!Schouteden! et! al.! [82]! investigated! surface! states! of! Au(111)! from! Fourier!transform!(FT)!and!inverse!FT!images!of!STM,!which!enables!the!study!of!broader!energy! ranges! up! to! 3! eV! than! previous! studies! carried! out! using! STS! and! STM.!Besides! the! standing!waves,! they! also! found! traces! of! bulk! states,! which! vanish!quickly!on!the!surface!and!contribute!to!the!oscillation!of!standing!waves.!!!
2.2.2'Atomic'Steps'There! are! two! kinds! of! Au! steps! on! Au(111)! originating! in! the! intrinsic!characteristic!of!the!(111)!surface,!hexagonally!packed,!of!FCC!crystals![91],!where!there!are! two!types!of!close!packed! 110 !step!edge!as!shown!in!Figure!2.11![92,!!93,!94,!95,!96].! The! crystallographic! structures! of! step! A! and! step! B! are! related!
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of! steps! A! and! B!with! growth! direction! in! 112 !and! 112 !respectively.! The! step! A!
forms!a!(100)!microfacet!and!the!step!B!forms!a!(111)!microfacet.!(Image!cited!from!
[94].)!
!The! atomic! steps! of! Au(111)! attract! great! interest! as! they! are! a! kind! of! surface!defects! where,! when! the! DLs! approach! steps,! the! reconstruction! diverges! into!different! patterns! [92,! 93,! 95].! When! the! DLs! extend! beyond! a! step! of! {111}!microfacet!vertically,! their! structure! is!not!disturbed!by! the! step,! i.e.,! the!DLs!on!both! the! upper! and! lower! terraces! can! be! connected! directly! as! seen! in! Figure!2.12a.! On! the! other! hand,! a! step! of! {100}! microfacet! cuts! off! the! connection!between!the!DLs!on!the!upper!and!lower!terraces!with!a!slender!area,!nearest!to!
First&Layer&Au&Atoms&
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Figure! 2.12! (a)! The! DLs! can! cross! the! step! with! {111}! microfacet! without!disturbance.!(b)!A!DL!forms!on!the!lower!terrace!and!is!parallel!to!the!step,!which!stops! the!DLs!on! the!upper! terrace! extending! continuously! to! the! lower! terrace.!The!DLs! on! the! lower! terrace! bend!when! they! approach! the! {100}!microfaceted!step.!




gold! fingers! is!direction!dependent!due! to! the!anisotropy!of! the!Au(111)! surface!and!the!difference!of!energetic!stability!of!Au!steps,!and!a!fast!growth!rate!can!be!achieved!by!a!proper!combination!of!scan!direction!and!step!orientation.!The! 110 !direction,! the! compression! direction! of! the! Au! surface,! and! its! rotational!counterparts! 011 !and! 101 !are! found! to! be! the! preferred! directions! that! gold!fingers! align! along! [100].! The! gold! finger! is! unstable! on! the! surface! when!temperature! is!above!380!K.!After!annealing,! the!step!appearance!of!gold! fingers!on! both! sides! diverge! from! each! other,! as! the! step! of! {111}! microfacet! stays!smooth! while! the! other! one! of! {100}! microfacet! has! the! FCC! area! of! the!herringbone! reconstruction! projecting! out! from! the! edge! to! form! a! serrated!structure!Figure!2.13![96].!The!serration!of!the!step!minimizes!the!step!energy!by!changing!the!step!with!{100}!microfacet!in!high!energy!into!small!segments!of!the!step!with!{111}!microfacet!in!low!energy!arranging!in!a!sawUtooth!pattern.!An!STM!image!and!a!schematic!diagram!are!shown!in!Figure!2.13!to!show!the!change.!!
!
Figure! 2.13! On! the! left! is! an! STM! image! of! gold! fingers! after! annealing.! The! gold!
fingers!grew!in!the!direction!perpendicular!to!the!DLs,!i.e.,! 110 .!After!annealing,!one!
of! the! two! long! step! edges! with! {100}! microfacet! was! transformed! to! serrated!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !





structure! with! {111}! microfacet! as! shown! in! the! schematic! diagram! on! the! right.!
(Images!cited!from![96].)!
!!The! long! range! organization! and! stability! of! Au(111)! vicinal! surfaces! populated!with! steps,! are! also! closely! related! to! the! atomic! structure! of! the! steps! [95,!101,!102].! A! vicinal! surface! is! always! related! to! a! lowUindex! surface! in! crystal! and!consists!of!a!series!of!consecutive!steps!with!lowUindex!terraces.!An!ordered!array!of! steps! in! the! vicinal! surfaces! of! Au(111)!with! preferential! separation! between!steps!was!reported! from!STM!observation! [103],!which!can!be!explained! !by! the!mechanism! of! surface! energy! minimization! through! surface! reconstruction.! The!terrace!sizes!between!the!steps!of!vicinal!surfaces!from!theoretical!study![101]!are!closely!related!to!the!surface!reconstruction,!specifically!the!width!of!the!terraces!being!multiples!of!the!reconstruction!periodicity!of!the!Au(111)!surface!when!the!surface!free!energy!is!in!a!local!minimum.!The!Au(455)!surface,!one!of!the!Au(111)!vicinal! surfaces,!misoriented! to! the! (111)! surface!by!5.76°,!was! studied!by!XUray!diffraction! and! STM! [104].! The! steps! of! the! (455)! surface! are! equally! spaced! at!room!temperature!after!the!treatment!of!being!annealed!at!a!temperature!of!880!K!and! then! cooled! to! room! temperature,! the! surface! is! in! a! hillUandUvalley!morphology!with!steps!divided!into!two!phases!of!orientational!angles!4°!and!10°!with!respect!to!(111),!and!superperiodicities!80!nm!and!100!nm!respectively![102,!104].! The! two! phases! of! the! clean! Au(455)! surface! further! evolve! at! high!temperatures! from! 550! K! to! 1000! K! with! one! phase! showing! an! increasing!misorientation!angle!from!4°!to!5.2°!and!larger!step!density!while!the!other!phase!stays! intact!with!no!change!of!misorientation!angle!and!step!density.!Many!other!vicinal! surfaces! of! Au(111)! [93,! 102,! 104,!105,!106]! have! been! studied! from! the!
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view! of! thermal! dynamics,! surface! stress! etc.! to! explore! the! original! nature! of!vicinal!surfaces!and!their!potential!applications.!The!monoatomic!steps!of!Au(111)!and!its!vicinal!surfaces!are!used!as!template!for!the! growth!of! one!dimensional! (1D)!nanostructures! due! to! their! tunable! terrace!sizes!and!site!selectivity![107,!108,!109].!For!instance,!the!Au(677)!vicinal!surface!with! a! {111}! microfacet! has! alternative! FCC! and! HCP! segments! ! along! the! step!edges,!which! leads! to! a! clear! adsorption! selectivity! as! various!molecules! tend! to!attach!to!the!FCC!region!at!a!low!coverage![107,!108,!110].!Theoretical!calculation!explains!the!site!selectivity!through!a!mechanism!of!relaxation! in!the!HCP!region!where! atoms! in! the! lower! edge! relax! outward! and! thus! gain! extra! coordination!resulting!in!a!passivated!step!edge![111].!Beside!the!site!selectivity,!sizeUregulated!and! parallelUaligned! growth! of! graphene! nanoribbons! of! subnanometer!width! is!also!realized!on!the!step!terraces![112].!!
2.2.3'Au(111)'Supported'Metal'Nanostructures'!Due!to!the!inertness!surface!of!Au!and!the!large!terrace!easily!obtained!by!thermal!deposition!of!Au!on!mica!or!Highly!Ordered!Pyrolytic!Graphite!(HOPG),!Au!surface!is!an!ideal!substrate!to!study!atoms/molecules!deposited!on!Au!in!air![113]!or!in!high!vacuum.!Therefore,!beside!Au!single!crystals,!Au!thin!films!grown!on!mica!and!HOPG!can!also!exhibit! the!Au(111)!surface!with!atomic!flat!terraces!extending!to!hundreds!of!nanometers.!The!study!of!gold!epitaxial!growth!was!characterized!by!STM,!as!the!direct!imaging!of!the!surface!provides!the!growth!mode!in!atomic!scale![114].! At! the! initial! stage! of! epitaxial! growth,! i.e.,! submonolayer! coverage,! Au!atoms,! after! landing!on! the! freshly! cleaved!mica! surface,! nucleate! into! islands!of!singleUlayer! height.! The! gold! islands! can! expand! to! large! terraces! of! several!
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hundred!Å!with!a!continuous!supply!of!Au!atoms.! !A!second! layer!starts! to!grow!before!the! first! layer! is!completely! filled.!For!Au!thin! films!of!hundreds!of! layers,!hillUandUvalley!surface!topography!is!observed.!Moderate!annealing!at!temperature!of!about!300!°C!during!epitaxy!growth!can!lead!to!a!smoother!surface!morphology!as! thermal! activation! promotes! Au! atom! diffusion! across! the! surface,! which! is!indirectly! proved! by! depressions! on! Au! surface! filling! in! and! the! movement! of!steps![115]!at!room!temperature.!!Another! important!system!of!Au(111)!supported!growth! is! the!bimetallic!system!using!gold!as!a!base!and!other!metals!such!as!Ni,!Pd,!Pt!etc.!as!dopants![116].!This!system! is! extensively! used! in! heterogeneous! catalysis! to! improve! selectivity! and!efficiency!via! the! interplay!of! the! two!metallic! elements.!The!growth!mechanism!and!longUterm!post!deposition!changes!for!these!metals!on!Au(111)!are!the!focus!of!scientific!research!as!the!size!and!shape!of!the!metallic!clusters!on!Au(111)!are!crucial!in!the!field!of!nano!devices!fabrication,!and!catalysis.!Some!metals!such!as!Ag,! Cu! and!Al! stay! anchored! after! landing!on! the! surface!while! some!metals,! for!example!Pd,!Ni,!Co!and!Pt,!diffuse! to!preferred!nucleation!sites! in!most!cases! the!elbow!sites!and!step!edges,!on!the!Au(111)!surface.!Generally,! from!the!aspect!of!surface!diffusion,!the!metals!deposited!can!be!classified!into!two!categories,!where!the! difference! mainly! comes! from! the! interaction! between! the! cluster! and! the!surface.!!Ag! clusters! deform! from! incoming! structures! to! a! flattened! structure! even! after!being! softUlanded! on! substrates! [117,!118].! The! height! of! the! Ag! clusters! shifts!from! a! maximum! of! four! layers! to! a! minimum! single! layer! with! increasing!deposition!energy! from!1!eV!to!340!eV,! i.e.,! the!kinetic!energy!of!a!cluster.!When!the!kinetic!energy!of!Ag!clusters!is!below!3!eV,!the!clusterUsurface!interaction!is!the!
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key!factor!for!cluster!height!distribution:!the!larger!the!cluster!size!the!higher!the!cluster! height.! There! exists! a! postUdeposition! decay! process! for!Ag! clusters! softUlanded! on! Au(111),! which! is! explained! from! theoretical! simulations! [118,!119,!120].!Grönhagen!et! al.! [118]! suggests! that! the!downwards!diffusion!of!Ag! atoms!from! step! edge! of! the! top! layer! cluster! is! assisted! by! a! nonlocal! effect! that! the!increasing! binding! energy! of! lowerUpart! cluster! with! Au! surface! lowers! the!migration!barrier!of!Ag!atoms!on!the!top!of!a!cluster.!For!Ag!thin!film!on!Au,!at!low!coverage,!Ag!islands!grow!continuously!in!fingerlike!rows!until!expanding!to!large!terraces! at! high! coverage! [121,!122].! For! coverage! over! a!monolayer,! there! is! a!mixing!of!Ag!and!Au!atoms!at!the!interfacial!layer![123].!The! Cu! adlayers! on! Au(111)! have! been! widely! studied! in! electrochemical!environments! [124,!125,!126].! Similarly! to! Ag,! in! underpotential! deposition! of!liquid!environment,!the!nucleation!behavior!of!Cu!is!homogeneous!on!Au(111)!due!to!its!lower!surface!energy!than!Au(111)![127].!Ordered!structures,! 3× 3 !30°!and! 1×1 !are!observed!in!situ!by!STM![124,!125].!!Yet,!under!vacuum!conditions,!at!a!coverage!of!~0.02!ML,!Cu!atoms!are!shown!as!dark!features!at!elbow!sites!in!the!area!where!dislocations!exist,! i.e.,!the!FCC!area!of!bulged!elbows!and!the!HCP!area!of!pinched!elbows![128].!When!the!coverage!reaches!0.062!ML,!small!islands,!formed!at!coverage!of!0.02!ML,!grow!further!into!triangular!islands![128].!Copper!islands!begin!to!merge!from!a!coverage!of!0.36!ML![128]!and!a!second!Cu!layer!has!developed! before! the! completion! of! the! first! layer.! Similar! discommensuration!lines! to! these! on! Au(111)! are! observed! on! both! first! and! second! Cu! layer! on!Au(111)!but!grow!unidirectionally![128].!!The!metal! atoms!Ni! and! Pd! both! prefer! to! grow! at! elbow! sites! of! reconstructed!Au(111)!from!small!2D!clusters!to!truncated!triangular!islands![129,!130].!There!is!
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a! place! exchange! mechanism! for! the! nucleation! of! 2D! Ni! clusters! at! the! very!beginning,! in!which!Au!atoms!at! the! elbow!sites! are! substituted!by!deposited!Ni!atoms!and! these!Ni!atoms! in! the! top!Au! layer! further!anchor! incoming!Ni!atoms![131].!The!growth!of!the!first!and!second!layers!can!proceed!at!the!same!time,!as!long!as!the!2D!Ni!islands!on!Au(111)!are!large!enough!to!accommodate!incoming!Ni!atoms![132].!Annealing!ultrathin!Ni!layers!on!Au(111)!lead!to!smoothness!of!the!surface,!and!at!570!K!Ni!film!is!submerged!by!Au!atoms!forming!bimetallic!Ni/Au!alloy!under!top!Au!layer,!as!shown!in!the!schematic!diagram!Figure!2.14![132].!!
!
Figure!2.14!Schematic!diagram!showing! the!annealing!process!of!Ni! thin! layers!on!
Au(111)! from! room! temperature! (RT)! to! 570! K! and! the! process! of! Ni! atoms!
submerging!into!the!Au!substrate![132].!!Theoretical! calculations! based! on! the! embeddedUatom! method! [133]! further!confirm!that!Ni!clusters!on!Au(111)!diffuse!into!Au!substrate!in!a!twoUstep!manner!by!firstly!incorporation!into!Au!surface!layer!and!then!expulsion!of!Au!atoms!in!the!surface,!which!is!an!energetic!and!kinetic!tendency!of!the!Ni/Au!system.!Another!widely!studied!bimetallic!system! is!Pt/Au! in! the!application!of!catalysis.!Before!the!formation!Pt!islands,!a!single!Pt!atom!on!Au(111)!is!imaged,!similarly!to!Cu,!as!a!dark!void!on!the!Au!surface,!which!is!due!to!the!place!exchange!with!the!
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surface!Au!atom.!An!opposite! STM!contrast! for!Pt! atoms!on!an!Au! substrate!has!also! been! obtained! in! different! tip! conditions! [134].! Pt! clusters! can! also! form!ordered!structures!on!Au(111)!at!very!low!coverage.!!The!growth!tendency!shows!random!distribution,!accompanying!the!modification!of!the!herringbone!pattern!at!higher! coverage! of! Pt! due! to! the! change! of! local! stress! [135].! The! ordered!structures!of!Pt!islands!are!fabricated!on!the!vicinal!Au!surface!–!Au(788)![135]!as!in!the!case!of!Ag![136].!In!UHV!deposition,!the!growth!of!2D!multilayers!of!Pt!can!be!observed!by!STM![136].!The!growth!of!Pt!cluster!on!Au(111)!is!also!studied!by!in! situ! XUray! absorption! spectroscopy! (XAS)! for! the! purpose! of! ! catalytic!application!in!fuel!cells![137],!where!Pt!as!a!catalyst!is!of!great!interest!to!scientists!and!widely!studied!for!the!oxidation!of!CO!and!its!reaction!with!oxygen.!When!Pt!is!oxidized! by! oxygen,! the! resulting! Pt! oxides! behave! totally! different! from! pure!metal!on!the!Au(111)!surface,!as!is!discussed!in!section!2.3.!
2.2.4'Aun'Cluster:'Structure'and'Catalytic'Property'The! electronic! structure! and! geometric! structure! of! nanoparticles! and!nanoclusters!are!key!factors!in!determining!their!physical!and!chemical!properties,!stability,! and! electronic! characters,! all! of! which! could! possibly! influence! their!commercial!potentials! in! industry!and!manufactory.!Extensive! scientific! research!in! various! disciplines! unveils! more! and! more! knowledge! of! gold! clusters! and!nanoparticles![138].!So!far,!Au!clusters!have!been!proposed!to!take!on!2D!planar!and!3D!caged!structures.!!The!thermal!stability!of!Au!nanoparticles!or!clusters![139,!140]!in!the!size!range!of!hundreds!of!angstroms!in!diameter!plays!an!important!role!in!applications!in!fuel!cells,!catalysis![141]!etc.!that!require!high!energy!to!activate!reactions!such!as!CO!
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oxidation![142]!and!nitrogen!oxide!reduction![143].!Sintering!of!Au!nanoparticles!during!catalytic!reactions!can!lead!to!serious!deterioration!of!their!efficiency.!One!way! to! stabilize! Au! clusters! on! substrate! is! to! find! a! surface! that! can! pin! the!clusters! and! sometimes! assist! the! performance! of! the! clusters! [139].! Direct!observation! of! Au! clusters! in! images! always! needs! the! assistance! of! a! different!substrate!such!as!a!metallic!or!oxide!surface!as!support,!which!will! interact!with!the!clusters!and!affect!the!properties!of!Au!clusters!to!some!extent.!In!this!section,!the!structures!of!Au!clusters! in!the!gas!phase!with!atomic!number!n!<!20!will!be!discussed,! which! are! free! from! any! effects! of! substrates! [138].! Theoretical!modelling! is! focused! on! the! geometric! structures! and! correlated! electronic!properties!of!neutral,!anionic,!and!cationic!Au!clusters!in!gas!phase!to!explain!the!catalytic!activity!in!terms!of!active!reaction!sites!and!size!sensitivity.!The!electronic!information! can! be! obtained! using! photoelectron! spectroscopy! and! optical!spectroscopy![144].!And!the!structural!information!can!be!indirectly!deduced!from!quantum!chemical!calculation!by!comparison!between!the!spectra!of!theoretically!proposed!structure!and!experimentally!obtained!spectra![144].!Häkkinen!and!Landman!studied!the!anionic!and!neutral!Au!clusters!Aun!2!≤!n!≤!10!by! comparing! theoretical! structures! with! photoelectron! spectroscopy! data,! and!found! that! optimal! structures! changed! from! planar! when! n! ≤! 7! to! three!dimensional![145].!They!calculated!that!the!binding!energy!per!atom!with!respect!to! the!number!of!atoms! in! the!cluster!and!discovered!an!oddUeven!oscillation! for!Aun! clusters! with! even! numbers!more! stable! than! oddUnumbered! Aun±1! clusters![145],!and!that!the!anionic!evenUnumbered!AunU!cluster!can!attribute!electrons!to!the!antiUbonding!LUMO!of!O2!adsorbed!on!the!clusters,!due!to!their!higher!affinity!levels,!which!could!induce!a!high!reactivity!of!the!oxygen/Au!cluster!system.!Wang!
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et!al.!through!a!unconstrained!global!search!for!lowest!energy!structures!for!small!Aun!clusters,!found!that!the!structural!transition!happened!at!the!Au7!cluster!which!was!in!a!flat!cage!shape!–!a!pentagonal!bipyramid!and!that!an!oddUeven!fluctuation!–!similar!to!the!discovery!of!Häkkinen!and!Landman!mentioned!above,!of!cluster!properties!in!the!aspects!of!HOMOULUMO!gap,!and!ionization!energy,!i.e.,!the!evenUnumbered!Aun!clusters!more!stable![146]!existed.!The!lowest!energy!structure!of!Au12!is!a!flat!cage!–!a!transitional!structure!from!2D!planar!(n!≤!6)!to!3D!compact!and!spherical!(n!≥!15)!with!binding!energy!per!atom!2.5!eV!and!HOMOULUMO!gap!0.82!eV![146].!P.! Gruene! et! al.! investigated!Au! clusters! in! the! size! of! 7,! 19! and!20!by!means! of!vibrational! spectroscopy! and! quantum! mechanical! calculations! [ 147 ].! The!vibrational! spectra! from! infrared!multipleUphoton! dissociation! spectroscopy! and!corresponding! DFT! calculations! of! the! Au7! structure! imply! a! nonsymmetric!geometry! –! a! flat! edgedUcaped! triangle! –! to! be! the! ground! state! structure! [147],!which!is!at!variance!with!most!studies.!!Gilb! et! al.! obtained! the! geometry! of! positively! charged! Aun+! (n! <! 14)! via! ion!mobility! measurement! [148]! where! the! mass! of! clusters! is! determined! by! the!travel! time!for!the! ion!drifting!through!a!gas!(helium)!cell!accelerated!by!a!static!field!and!the!cross!section!of!a!given!Aun!cluster!isomer!corresponds!to!one!certain!value,! therein! containing! the! structural! information! of! the! cluster.! Their! DFT!calculation!shows!that!Aun!cluster!dimension!expands!to!three!dimensions!at!n!=!8!and! the! theoretical! crossUsections! of! lowest! energetic! structures! agree!well!with!experimental!data!within!the!measurement!error!except!when!n!equals!4,!10!and!13![148].!!
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The! dimensional! structure! transition! occurs! due! to! the! lowering! of! the! cluster!energy!by!increasing!the!number!of!bonds!for!each!atom!the!transitional!numbers!as! shown!before!usually!being!around!6!or!7.! In! contrast! to!previous! theoretical!calculations,! fairly! large! planar! clusters! with! a! maximum! of! 12! gold! atoms! are!expected! to! exist! in! ion! mobility! measurement! ! [149].! ! In! the! ion! mobility!experiment![149],!the!dodecamer!has!two!peaks!in!the!plot!of!arrival!times!versus!intensity,! which! indicates! the! existence! of! two! isomers! for! Au12,! one! of! 3D!structure!and!the!other!of!2D!symmetric!structure.!One!plausible!explanation!for!the!formation!of!a!large!planar!Au12!anionic!cluster!is!the!relativistic!effects!in!the!clusters!made!of!coinage!metals!(Cu,!Ag!and!Au).!The!electron!distribution!of!a!Au!atom! has! a! fully! filled! 5d! shell! and! a! single! electron! at! the! 6s! shell,! where! the!relativistic! effect! stabilizes! the! 6s1! electron! and! delocalizes! 5d10! electrons,! and!causes! a! hybridization! of! the! s! and! p! electrons! associated! with! shortened!interatomic! bonding! lengths! for! the!Aun! (n! =! 4U14)! clusters! [150,!151,!152].! The!significant! relativistic! effect! of! gold! clusters! can! possibly! change! their! chemical!reactivity!and!physical!stability!in!the!goldUrelated!system![153].!A!planar!quantum!dot!model!can!also!be!applied!to!explain!the!planar!structure!of!Au12!because!the!outer!electron!shell!of!orbitals!in!the!Au12!cluster!is!fully!occupied!by!the!12!Au!6s1!electrons! in! a! configuration! of! 1s21p42s21d4,! the! origin! of! its! structural! stability!![138,! 153].! The! Au! clusters! in! a! closedUshell! electron! configuration! show! low!binding!energy!and!a! large!energy!gap! in!photoelectron!spectra![151].!The!2D!to!3D!transition!at!the!critical!cluster!size!12!is!further!proved!from!the!Argon!tagging!experiment![154].!Ar!atoms!can!be!physisorbed!on!the!Au(111)!plan!of!Au!clusters!via!weak!van!de!Waals!interaction,!therefore!favouring!adhesion!on!2D!Au12U!more!than! its!3D! isomer.!The!planar!2D!Au12U! cluster!condensed!with!Ar!atoms!can!be!
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pressure!or!ambient!condition![160].!The!exploration!of!PtUbased!system!helps!to!understand!catalytic!reactions!such!as!in!CO!oxidization![165]!and!the!reduction!of!NO!and!oxygen![166]!where!Pt!plays!a!key!role.!The!knowledge!leads!to!practical!industrial!applications!in!the!design!of!catalytic!reactor![167].!!The!adsorption!states!of!oxygen!on!Pt(111)!undergo!transition!from!physisorbed!to! chemisorbed! through! kinetic! activation! at! a! temperature! as! low! as! 40! K! as!revealed! by! XPS! detection! [168].! Oxygen! atoms! from! dissociative! adsorption! on!Pt(111)!arrange! in! !an!ordered!(2×2)!structure!at!a! low!temperature!of!~!150!K!under!STM!observation![169,!170].!Atomic!oxygen!is!imaged!as!a!dark!spot!on!the!Pt(111)!surface!occupying!a!FCC!hollow!site![169,!171].!When!CO!molecules!and!O!atoms!coadsorb!on!the!Pt(111)!surface,!both!of!them!arrange!in!a!regular!structure!U!c(4×2)!for!CO!and!(2×2)!for!O!as!mentioned!before.!The!transformation!of!COad!and! Oas! to! CO2,! which! will! be! released! from! the! surface,! takes! place! at! low!temperature! and! from! the! boundary! of! the! islands! of! CO! and! O! [170].! With! a!continuous! supply! of! CO,! the! Pt(111)! surface! is! fully! covered! by! CO! until! the!depletion! of! Oad! [170].! Under! high! oxygen! pressure! ~! 1! Torr,! and! at! elevated!temperatures,! Pt! surfaces! undergo! oxidization! [161].! From! XPS! and! XAS! data![160],!Miller!et!al.!proposed! that! the!oxidization!process!of!Pt(111)!started! from!the!formation!of!a!PtO!surface!oxide!with!chemisorbed!oxygen,!proceeded!to!a!thin!PtO2! trilayer! and! at! last! bulk! oxidization.! On! Pt(110)! Figure! 2.15a! where! every!other!closeUpacked!Pt!row!is!missing,!oxygen!atoms!prefer!the!FCC!sites!aside!the!Pt! ridges! [163,! 164].! A! possible! structure! of! PtO2! is! proposed,! based! on! STM!observations!and!DFT!calculation!with!oxygen!coverage!of!2!ML,!to!be!like!what!is!shown!in!Figure!2.15b![163,!164,!172].!Due!to!the!oxygen!adsorption,!Pt!atoms!in!the! row! are! supposed! to! experience! vertical! relaxations! induced! by! an! effective!
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attractive! interaction! between! every! pair! of! oxygen! atoms! in! the! direction!perpendicular! to! 110 ![163,!164].!The!uniformity!of! this!kind!of!PtO!chain!along!the! ridge! can! be! improved! by! performing! O! exposure! at! elevated! substrate!temperatures!up!to!about!600!K![164].!!
!





[172].!!The!steps!of!Pt!substrate!are!energetically!preferred!sites! for!oxygen!adsorption,!dissociation!and!formation!of!Pt!oxide![173,!174]!which,!comparing!with!gasUphase!O2,!may!be!due!to!that! the!Pt!steps!assist! in! lowering!the!dissociation!barrier! for!absorbed!molecular!oxygen! [175],!or! stabilize! the!molecular!precursor! state!and!the! transition! state! after! oxygen! adsorption! [174],! according! to! theoretical!






modelling.! Miller! et! al.! associate! the! variation! of! dissociation! barriers! with! the!oxygen!coverage![176,!177]!in!which!small!dissociation!barriers!of!about!0.3!~!0.4!eV!are!yielded.!Their!calculation!shows!that!the! interatomic! interaction!of!OUO!in!different! supercells!which! are! closely! correlated!with! different! oxygen! coverage,!influences!the!final!state!of!oxygen!atoms,!thus!giving!a!dissociation!barrier!of!0.24!eV!comparable!with!experiment!evidence.!
2.4'The'C60'Molecule'Fullerene! usually! refers! to! molecules! made! only! of! carbon! atoms! in! closed!structures! of! cages.! One! member,! the! most! famous! and! well! studied,! of! the!fullerene! family! is! C60!which! is! given! a! specific! name! –! buckminsterfullerene! or!buckyball![178].!The!C60!molecule!in!a!nearly!spherical!cage!has!attracted!a!lot!of!attention!due! to! its! unique! and! symmetric! structure! and! a! variety! of! properties,!which! can! be! used! in! different! disciplines,! e.g.! in! surface! science! C60! molecules!always!acting!as!building!blocks!in!nanostructures.!In!this!section,!the!knowledge!about!C60! from!synthesis,! isolation! to! its!physical! and! chemical!properties! in! the!form! of! a! single! molecule! or! a! thin! film! on! the! Au(111)! substrate! or! solid! is!introduced.! Some! interesting! discoveries! of! C60! related! nanostructures! are!included!at!the!end.!
2.4.1'C60'Molecule:'Synthesis'and'General'Properties''So! far! three!methods! have! been! employed! to! synthesize! C60!molecules.! The! arcUdischarge!process![178,!179]!was!the!first!discovered,!and!mostly!convenient!way!to!produce!C60!molecules,!where!more!than!50%!of!the!fullerene!production!was!C60!molecules!by!optimizing!the!time!interval!between!the!evaporation!of!carbon!flakes!using!laser!pulses!firing!on!graphite!and!the!expansion!of!the!carbon!flakes!
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carbon!ring!that!a!electronErich!6:6!bond!of!the!neighbouring!molecule!faces!to![190].!!!C60!molecules! in! solid! form! can! form! a! crystal! structure! in! FCC! configuration! at!room!temperature!and!ambient!pressure!in!a!rapid!and!isotropic!rotating!state!and!at! temperatures! below! 249! K! [191],! in! a! simple! cubic! (SC)! structure! with!orientational!order!of!each!molecule!which!results!from!both!the!high!symmetry!of!the! icosahedral! and! nearUspherical! structure! of! the! molecule,! and! optimized!bonding!with!least!overlap!of!carbon!atoms!among!neighbouring!C60!molecules!in!the! solid.! This! configuration! is! that! the! electronUrich! 6:6! carbon! bond! faces! the!centre!of!the!electronUpoor!pentagonal!carbon!ring![190]!as!shown!in!Figure!2.16b.!At!high!pressure,!1.2!Gpa,!the!van!der!Waals!cloud!between!molecules!in!the!solid!
!
a b 
6:6 6:5 6:6 
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Figure!2.17!Phase!diagram!of! the!C60!molecule.! The! left! solid! line! is! the! crystalline!





The! horizontal! line! on! the! top! of! the! diagram!and! vertical! line! on! the! right! of! the!
diagram! are! the! limits! of! pressure! and! temperature! when! C60! molecule! can! stay!
intact.!![195!and!references!therein]!!Accompanying! with! phase! transition! between! FCC! and! SC! at! 261! K,! there! is! a!discontinuity! during! the! process! of! lattice! constant! diminution,! with! decreasing!temperature! with! a! variation! of! 0.044! ±! 0.004! Å! (Figure! 2.18)! from! XUray!measurement! with! a! hysteresis! of! less! than! 0.5! K! [200].! An! abnormal! volume!expansion! is! also!observed!at!~!90!K!during!heating!or! cooling! studied!by!highUresolution!capacitance!dilatometry![201].!In!the!thermal!expansivity!measurement,!
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order!phase! transition!between!FCC!and!SC.!A! secondEorder!phase! transition! starts!
from!90!K!as!shown!in!the!inset.!From!5!K!to!90!K,!a!minority!of!C60!molecules!(about!
16.5!%)!orientates!in!a!direction!close!to!the!optimized!van!der!Waals!arrangement.!
(b)! A! phase! change! in! orientational! orders! as! temperature! increasing! from!5!K! to!









The!orientational!phase!transition!temperature!is!frequency!dependent.!Therefore,!different! transition! temperatures!have!been!reported,!around!80!K! from!thermal!expansion! experiments! [201,! 203]! and! around! 160! K! from! sound! velocity!measurement! [205]! and! dielectric! response! observation! [206].! Essentially,! the!observed!phase!transition!has!the!same!origin![207].!!The!electronic!structure!of!the!C60!molecule!has!been!extensively!studied!by!both!experimental! [208,!209,!210,!211,!212]! and! theoretical! methods! [213,!214,!215,!216 ],! which! is! critical! for! the! understanding! of! molecular! adsorption! and!desorption,! the! formation! of! thin! film! and! multiUelement! nanoclusters! etc.! The!photoemission!(PES)!technique!can!probe!the!occupied!states!of!the!C60!molecule!below!the!Fermi!energy!level!(EF)![209,!210],!where!studies!are!often!carried!out!on!C60!molecules!in!condensed!form!on!different!substrates.!The!PES!spectrum!is!obtained!from!the!information!in!the!emitted!electrons!excited!by!incident!photons!of!energy!ℎ!.!The!ionization!energy!of!a!C60!molecule!was!reported!to!be!7.6±0.2!eV,!from!the!XUray!photoemission!study![209],!and!its!electron!affinity!to!be!2.65±0.05!eV! [217],! this! high! value! making! the! C60! molecule! an! electron! acceptor! in!interactions!with!other!atoms!such!as!alkali!metals!or!noble!metal!surfaces![218].!With!increasing!photoelectron!energy,!deeper!energy!levels!of!the!molecule!can!be!detected.! The! valence! band! structure! of! the! C60!molecule! is! characterized! by! pπ!derived! bonding! states! within! 5! eV! below! the! EF,! sEpσ! derived! bonding! states,!within! 5eV! to! 12! eV! below! the! EF,! and! the! deepest! states! derived! from! sUlike! σ!bands,!all!inclusive!in!a!bandwidth!of!about!23!eV,!similar!to!that!of!graphite!and!diamond! [210].! The! inverse! photoemission! spectroscopy! (IPES)! technique! can!detect!the!unoccupied!states!of!the!C60!molecule,!in!which!incident!electrons!enter!the!excited!states!with!emission!of!photons!of!different!energy![211].!The!energy!
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Both! the! PES! and! IPES! measurements! involve! the! changes! of! electrons! in! the!studied!system.!!!Therefore,!the!PES!spectrum!shows!the!band!information!for!the!(60U1)!electron,!as!one!electron!escapes!from!the!molecule!due!to!the!excitation!of!photons,!and!the!IPES!spectrum!contains!the!energy!states!for!the!(60+1)!electron!as! one! extra! electron! is! injected! into! the! molecule,! occupying! an! excited! state!above!the!LUMO.!The!excited!states!observed! in!highUresolution!electronUenergyUloss! spectroscopy! (HREEL)! are! the! states! for! a! neutral! C60! molecule.! So! far! the!smallest!energy!gap!in!HREEL!is!~!1.6!eV![222]!as!shown!on!the!rightmost!side!of!Figure!2.19.!
2.4.2'C60'Molecules'on'the'(111)'Surfaces'of'Noble'Metals'STM! is! an! ideal! technique! to! study! C60!film! on! various! substrates! regarding! the!epitaxial! growth! mode! of! the! film,! the! interface! interaction! between! the! C60!monolayer!and!the!substrate!as!well!as!the!properties!of!individual!C60!molecule!at!low! temperature! when! the! rotation! of! the! molecule! is! frozen.! The! structural,!thermal!and!electronic!properties!of!C60!molecules!will!be!discussed!in!detail.!!
2.4.2.1'C60'Molecules'on'the'Au(111)'Surface'To! deposit! C60! molecules,! one! can! thermally! evaporate! C60! molecules! onto! the!substrate.! The! growth! modes! of! C60! on! metal! surfaces! vary! with! the! different!interactions! between! molecule! and! surfaces.! The! most! commonly! studied!crystallographic!surface!for!noble!metals!such!as!Au,!Ag!and!Cu!is!the!close!packed!(111)!surface.!The!nucleation!and!growth!of!C60!molecules!on!the!Au(111)!surface!will!be!presented!as!an!introduction!to!the!subject.!!At!room!temperature,!C60!molecules!can!diffuse!freely!on!the!Au(111)!surface!until!they!meet!the!step!edge!where!the!initial!growth!of!two!dimensional!islands!starts,!
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with!a! subsequent! supply!of!C60!molecules,! firstly!on! the! lower! terrace!and! then!both!on!the!lower!and!upper!terraces![223,!224,!225].!The!exclusive!adsorption!at!the! lower!terrace!side! is!due!to!the!enhanced!LDOS![86]!there,!and!therefore!the!strong! interaction! between! the! molecule! and! the! Au! atoms.! The! unique! 22×√3!herringbone! reconstruction! of! Au(111)! leads! to! an! ordered! growth! of! 2D! C60!islands!at!the!elbow!sites!at!a!low!temperature!of!~!80!K![225],!when!the!kinetic!energy!of!C60!molecules!cannot!escape!the!confinement!of!the!barrier!at!the!elbow!sites! where! a! surface! lattice! dislocation! exists! [129].! Besides,! the! alternatively!arranged! FCC! and! HCP! segments! at! the! step! edge! have! different! affinity! to! C60!molecules.! At! low! coverage,! only! the! FCC! segments! are! decorated! with! small!molecular! arrays! [223].!With! increasing! coverage,! closeUpacked!molecular! layers!form!in!a!layerUbyUlayer!manner.!C60!molecules!in!the!second!layer!don’t!show!any!preference! to! step! edge! and! little! interaction! with! the! substrate,! as! their!desorption!temperature!is!about!573!K,!well!below!the!desorption!temperature!of!the!first!C60!layer!from!the!Au!substrate,!which!is!about!773!K.!In!experiment,!we!can!take!advantage!of!this!property!to!obtain!a!pure!single!layer!of!C60!molecules.!In!the!closeUpacked!multilayers,!the!nearestUneighbour!distance!is!~!1.0!nm![226,!227],!and!the!molecular!height! is!about!0.7!nm!on!the!Au(111)!surface,!and!0.81!nm!on!the!first!C60!layer!where!each!molecule!sits!at!the!threeUfold!hollow!site!of!the!hexagonally!packed!first!layer![223].!!The!close!packed!direction!of! the!C60!overlayer! is!not!always! the!same!as! that!of!the!underlayer!Au(111)!surface.!Using!the!DLs!on!the!uncovered!Au!surface!which!runs! in! the! 112 !direction! as! a! reference,! the! relative! orientations! of! the! C60!overlayer!on!the!Au(111)!surface!can!be!determined.!So!far!four!phases!have!been!reported! from!STM!and! low!energy!electron!diffraction!(LEED)!observations,! the!
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superlattices! denoting! as! 2√3×2√3UR30°,! 38×38UR0°,! √589×√589UR14°! or! 7×7UR14°! in!bulk!C60! lattice! spacing! to! represent! the! size!of! a!unit! cell! and!3×3UR34°![223,!228,!229,!230].! In! each! of! the! above! expressions! for! the! superlattices,! the!numerical!value!behind!“R”!represents!the!relative!angle!between!the!close!packed!direction! of! the! Au(111)! surface! and! that! of! the! C60! layer.! Large! coincident! unit!cells!are!required!to!match!the!lattice!difference.!The!molecule!spacing!of!1.0!nm!is!not!in!registry!with!the!atom!lattice!constant!0.238!nm,!except!the!2√3×2√3UR30°!phase.!Therefore,! in!all!the!other!phases!the!occupation!sites!of!C60!molecule!in!a!unit!cell!on!the!(111)!substrate!are!not!the!same,!and!the!occupations!are!at!any!of!a!hollow!site,!a!bridging!site,!an!onUtop!site!and!places!inUbetween!these!sites![223].!The!2√3×2√3R30°!phase!is!the!only!one!where!all!C60!molecules! in!the!overlayer!sit! on! the! same! site! over! an!unreconstructed!Au(111)! surface,! and! is!named! the!commensurate! phase.! This! phase! is! also! experimentally! observed! to! be! the!thermodynamically! stable! phase,! and! becomes! abundant! after! the! sample! is!annealed! at! 350! °C! [229].! The! 38×38! phase,! which! has! a! unit! cell! that! contains!38×38!Au! atoms!or! 11×11!C60!molecules,! is! called! the! “inUphase”! superstructure!because!of!the!coincidence!of!the!close!packed!direction!of!both!the!Au!underlayer!and! the! C60! overlayer! [229].! The! R14°! phase! has! a! unit! cell! comprised! of! 49!molecules.!At!a! low!temperature!of!5.7!K,! low!enough!to!stop!molecular!rotation,!Schull! and! Berndt! reported! the! observation! of! orientational! order! in! the!superstructure! [230],! rotated!by!±14°! to! the!close!packing!direction!of! the!(111)!lattice.!!The! intramolecular! structure!of!C60! can!be!differentiated!under!STM!observation!when!the!molecule!is!static!at!low!temperature!or!anchored!by!strong!interaction!with!the!substrates![231].!Three!intramolecular!patterns,!(Figure!2.20a)![230]!of!a!
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C60! molecule! in! STM! images! can! be! assigned! to! three! different! molecular!orientations! [232]!based!on! the! fact! that! at!positive! sample!bias,! the!pentagonal!ring!is!imaged!bright![233].!!!
!
Figure! 2.20! The! assignment! of! three! molecular! orientations! to! corresponding!
intramolecular! STM! images.! (a)!Three! STM! images! of! intramolecular! structures! of!
C60!molecule.! The!bright! lobe! is! the! fiveEmember!pentagon! ring.! (b)! Corresponding!
molecular!orientations.!The!pentagon!rings!are!in!orange!colour.!One!bright!ring!is!a!
pentagon! ring! facing! upwards! or! the! Au! substrate,! two! bright! lobes! a! 6:6! double!





molecule![189].!If!a!C60!molecule!is!imaged!as!one!bright!lobe!at!positive!bias,!one!of! its! pentagon! rings! sits! on! the! substrate,! and! due! to! the! symmetry! of! the!quasispherical! shape! of! C60,! also! faces! upwards! from! the! top! view.! Two! lobes!indicate!that!a!6:6!bond!as!shown!in!the!middle!of!Figure!2.20b,!is!in!direct!contact!with! the! substrate,! and! a! threeUlobe! structure! means! a! hexagon! ring! on! the!substrate!as!shown!on!the!right!of!Figure!2.20b.!The!internal!structures!of!the!C60!molecule!are!also!observed!if!the!molecule!is!attached!to!the!tip!of!QUplus!AFM.!The!appearance! of! Si! atoms! in! Si(111)! U! (7×7)! changes! with! molecular! orientations!when!different!parts!of!the!molecular!cage! interact!with!the!dangling!bonds!of!Si!atoms[234].!!In!the!7×7UR14°!structure,!an!orientational!order!is!observed.!The!molecules!in!one!edge!of! a!unit! cell! rotate!gradually!by! steps!of!7°! around! the! same!axis!with! the!change!of!adsorption!sites! from!hexagon!ring!to!a!6:6!bond!and!back!to!hexagon!ring! [230].! A! fourth! superstructure,! 3×3UR34°,!with! a! small! size,! in!which! every!third!molecule!sits!on!the!same!site!on!the!(111)!surface!is!also!confirmed!by!STM![73].!The!close!packed!direction!is!only!4°!different!from!the!close!packed!direction!of! the! R30°! structure.! The! average! separation! between! two! dim! fullerene!molecules!is!about!three!molecules![73].!!!The( photoemission! and! inverse! photoemission! study! of! C60! layer(s)! on! Au(111)!indicates!the!existence!of!charge!transfer! from!the!Au!substrate!to!the!molecules!and!a!shift!of!the!LUMO!to!the!Fermi!level!which!is!aligned!with!the!Fermi!level!of!the!substrate![221,!235,!236].!The!transferred!electron,!estimated!to!be!about!0.8!eU!or!less!on!Au(111),!occupies!the!LUMOUderived!state![229].!Thus!the!interaction!between! C60! and! Au(111)! is! assigned! to! be! chemisorption,! yet! the! weakest!interaction! among! the! metal! surfaces! soUfar! studied.! The! charge! transfer! at! the!
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interface! is! believed! to! be! the! dominant! reason! for! the! high! desorption!temperature!of!monolayer!C60!on!Au(111).!STS!study!shows!a!2.3!eV!gap!between!the! HOMO! and! the! LUMO! of! molecule! in! a! single! C60! layer! [237].! Differential!conductance! spectroscopy! at! 7! K! locates! the! HOMO! of! a! C60! molecule! in! a!molecular!layer!at!−1.7±0.2!eV,!the!LUMO!at!1.0±0.2!eV!and!the!LUMO+1!at!2.2±0.2!eV![238].!!!The! charge! transfer! induces! the! decrease! of! HOMOULUMO! separation! [235]!resulting! from! the! decrease! of! the! charging! energy! U! (Hubbard! energy! from!Coulomb!interaction!among!charges),!which!comes!from!the!screening!effect!from!charges! at! the! surface! and! among! molecules! [238,!239].! The! HOMOULUMO! gap!measured!by!STS!is!the!sum!of!the!gap!of!a!neutral!C60!molecule!and!the!Coulomb!energy! from! the! repulsion! between! the! tunnelling! electron! and! the! charges! in!molecular!cage![239].!The!repulsive!interaction!decreases!the!energy!gap.!The!STS!over! one! single! C60! molecule! alone! on! Au(111)! indicates! a! negligible! charge!donation!from!the!substrate!and!hence!the!energy!gap!of!HOMOULUMO!increases!to!2.8!±!0.1!eV,!when!the!screening!effect!from!surrounding!molecules!disappears![239].!The!photoemission!measurement!of! the!work!function!gives!a!value!of!4.7!eV! for! single! layer! C60! on! Au(111),! which! is! 0.6! eV! smaller! than! that! of! the!substrate,!also!contributed!to!the!screening!effect![229].!!Theoretical!calculations!of!the!C60!layer!on!Au(111)!obtain!a!covalentUlike!bonding!with! ionic! features! at! the! interface! between! the! C60! overlayer! and! Au! substrate![240,!241].!The!theoretical!prediction!of!charge!transfer!from!Au!to!C60!is!about!0.2!eV! [240]! less! than! the!experimental!measurement!mentioned!before.!The! lowest!energetic!adsorption!site!for!a!C60!molecule!is!the!hollow!site!on!Au(111),!where!a!
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hexagonal!ring!of!the!C60!molecular!cage! is!parallel!with!the!surface!and!sits!on!a!hollow!site!with!an!adsorption!energy!of!U1.3!eV![240,!241,!242].!A! dim! and! bright! contrast! phenomenon! exists! among! C60!molecules! in! the! first!monolayer! on! Au(111)! and! other!metal! surfaces.! Under! STM! imaging,! some! C60!molecules!look!dimmer!than!other!molecules!on!the!same!substrate.!Gardener!et!al.!carried!out!a! thorough! investigation!about! the!dim!C60!molecule! [73]!using!STM.!The! height! difference! between! the! dim! molecule! and! the! bright! molecule! is!dependent!on!the!bias!voltage!used! in!scanning,!and!ranges! from!0.35!Å!to!1.2!Å!with! the! largest! value! at! −1.8!V!which! can!be! attributed! to! the! difference! in! the!LUMO! of! the! dim! and! bright! molecules! [73].! They! also! studied! the! transition!dynamics! of! switching! from! the! dim! to! the! bright! or! vice! versa! at! room!temperature!as!this!thermally!driven!dynamics!stops!at!low!temperature!77!K.!What! could! be! the! mechanisms! behind! the! formation! of! the! dim! C60! molecule?!Because! STM! cannot! get! a! direct! image! of! the! interface,! theoretical! simulation!plays! an! important! role! in! determination! of! the! interfacial! structure! [243,!244,!245].!The!formation!of!Au!vacancies!with!the!size!of!one!Au!atom!or!of!seven!Au!atoms! beneath! the! dim! C60!molecule! on! the! Au(111)! substrate! is! established! by!theoretical!calculation![244,!245].!The!configuration!with!a!C60!molecule!placed!on!a!gold!vacancy!is!proposed!to!exist!with!reconstruction!of!the!first!atomic!layer!of!the!Au!substrate![245,!246].!The! formation!of! the!Au!vacancy! is!attributed!to! the!interaction! between! the! molecule! and! the! Au! surface,! with! hybridization! of!molecular! π! orbitals! and!metal! s! states! [246].! An! additional! mechanism! for! the!brightness!contrast!is!that!there!is!more!charge!gain!from!the!Au!substrate!for!the!dim! molecule! than! for! the! bright! molecule,! and! therefore,! larger! tunnelling!resistance!of!the!dim!C60!molecules!when!electrons!tunnel!to!the!LUMO!of!the!dim!
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C60!molecule!![73].!The!dim!C60!molecule!is!inclined!to!take!on!a!certain!polar!and!azimuthal! orientation! at! 77! K! [247].! The! dim! C60!molecule! is! imaged! to! have! a!hexagonal!carbon!ring!in!contact!with!the!Au(111)!substrate,!as!it!shows!three!lobs!on!the!STM!image.!The!locking!of!the!cages!of!dim!molecules!indicates!a!local!effect!from!the!underlying!Au!substrate![248],!perhaps!the!singleUatom!Au!vacancy.!!!The!coverage!of! the!C60!monolayer!can! lift! the!herringbone!reconstruction!as!has!been! observed! in! many! experiment! [243,! 244].! However,! a! fast! deposition! rate!may! lead! to! a! slow! process! of! lifting! the! herringbone! reconstruction! [71,! 223].!Therefore,! in! some!cases! the! reconstruction! is! still! visible! [71].!The! formation!of!the!dim!molecules! in! the!monolayer!possibly! leads! to!a!second!reconstruction!of!the!Au(111)!layer!U!the!relaxation!of!the!Au!first!underlayer!to!form!Au!vacancies.!Another! relevant! phenomenon! resulting! from! the! interaction! between! the! C60!single! layer! and! the! Au(111)! substrate! is! the! various! distributions! of! dim! C60!molecules!in!different!phases,!as!shown!in!Figure!2.21.!As!mentioned!above,!each!phase! is! associated! with! a! unique! superlattice! structure! in! the! molecular! layer!where! there! is! an! angle! between! the! close! packed! direction! of! the! C60!layer! and!that! of! the! substrate,! and! a! periodic! sequence! for! the! occupation! site! of! each!molecule!on!the!substrate.!Therefore,!the!distributions!of!dim!molecules!in!a!close!packed!C60!layer!are!strongly!correlated!with!which!phase!the!molecule!layer!takes!on.! For! different! phases,! the! occupation! sites! of! C60! molecules! on! the! Au(111)!repeat!in!various!periods.!Figure!2.21a!shows!an!STM!image!in!which!the!C60!layer!is! in! the! “disordered”! phase!with! high! density! of! dim!molecules! [73].! The! term!“disordered”!here!means!contrast!disorder! in!the! image.!The!disordered!phase! is!assigned! to! the! 2√3×2√3UR30°! superstructure,! all! molecule! being! at! equivalent!lattice!sites.! !A!uniform!phase!(Figure!2.21b)!has!a!few!dim!molecules!in!random!
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distribution! with! the! 38×38UR0°! superstructure,! every! eleven! C60! molecules!occupying!the!same!lattice!site.!If!the!dim!molecules!form!2D!arrays!of!longUrange!orders,!the!C60!layers!are!in!the!quasiperiodic!phase!(Figure!2.21c!and!d).!It!seems!that! a! unite! cell! can! be! roughly! assigned! to! each! periodic! phase! based! on! the!positions!of!dim!molecules!or!clusters!of!two!or!three!dim!molecules.!
!
Figure! 2.21! The! different! phases! of! C60!overlayer! on! the! Au(111)! surface.! (a)! STM!
image!of!a!disordered!phase!as!the!dim!molecule!is!randomly!distributed.!This!phase!
is! related! to! the! 2√3×2√3ER30°! structure.! (b)! The! uniform! phase! with! randomly!
distributed! dim! C60!molecules.! This! phase! has! the! 38×38ER0°! superstructure.! (c)! A!







2.4.2.2'C60'Molecules'on'Cu(111)'and'Ag(111)'The!growth!mode!of!C60!molecules!on!the!(111)!surfaces!of!Cu,!Ag,!and!Au!follows!the! same! pattern.! 2D! islands! in! hexagonally! closeUpacked! arrangement! start! to!form! after! steps! are! fully! covered! by! molecules.! These! three! different! metal!surfaces! all! donate! electrons! to! C60!molecules!with! differences! in! the! amount! of!charge! transferred,! which! reflect! from! the!modification! in! the!molecular! orbital!states![229,!249].!The!binding!energies!along!with!the!amount!of!charge!gain!from!the!substrates!indicate!an!increasing!bonding!strength!between!the!C60!layer!with!the!(111)!surface!of!metals!from!Au,!Ag!to!Cu.!!!An! annealing! treatment! at! ~! 370! K! of! a! C60! layer! on! Cu(111)! during! or! after!molecule!deposition,!promotes!the!growth!of!a!wellUordered!phase!with!a!p(4×4)!superlattice!–!a! commensurate! layer! [250].! !The! intramolecular! structures!of!C60!on!Cu(111)! are! readily! observable! in! STM!even! at! room! temperature!due! to! the!strong! bonding! with! the! substrate! [250,!251].! A! clover! shape! with! three! bright!lobes!in!threeUfold!symmetry!is!obtained!at!sample!positive!bias,!and!a!doughnut!shape!of!the!HOMO!is!observed!at!sample!negative!bias.!The!molecular!orientation!can! also! be! inferred! from! XUray! photoemission! diffraction! patterns! with! the!assistance!of! theoretical!simulation![252].! !The!XPD!further!confirms!that!the!C60!molecules! are! adsorbed! on! Cu(111)! with! a! hexagonal! ring! in! two! azimuthal!equivalent!orientations!of!angular!difference!60°![252].!On! the! basis! of! the! intramolecular! structure,! the! adsorption! geometry! of! the!molecule! in! the! (4×4)! phase! is! assigned! to! a! hexagonal! ring! on! the! hollow! site![250].! Other! metastable! superstructures! of! a! C60! layer! on! Cu(111)! can! exist! at!temperature!between!300!~!330!K,!with!unique!brightness!contrast!among!the!C60!molecules! in! the! layer! [253].! All! the! phases! of! C60! layer! on! Cu(111)! involve!
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different! degree! of! relaxation! in! the! atomic! layer! of! the! Cu! substrate,! and!adjustment! of! nearest! neighbour! (NN)! distance! of! C60UC60! in! the! molecular!overlayer!due!to!the!competing!balance!between!the!C60UCu!(adsorbateUsubstrate)!and!C60UC60!(adsorbateUadsorbate)!interactions![253].!The!electronic!information!from!photoemission!spectra!suggests!the!HOMO!at!−1.7!eV!and!the!partially!occupied!LUMO!near!the!Fermi!level,!as!well!as!a!weak!state!in!the!HOMOULUMO!gap! at! −1! eV!due! to! a! strong!hybridization! effect! of!metal! and!carbon! states! [249].! There! is! a! large! discrepancy! in! the! amount! of! charge!transferred!from!the!substrate,!between!theoretical!calculation!which!is!about!0.8!e−![254]!and!photoemission!measurements!of!about!1.5!~!2!e−![249,!255].!Tamai!et!al.! attributes! this! overestimation! from! experimental! work! to! the! hybridization!state!near!Fermi!level,!which!actually!does!not!contribute!to!charge!transfer![249].!!The!work! function! for! singleUlayer!C60! covered!Cu(111)! is! about!4.86!eV! smaller!than!that!of!a!bare!Cu!surface!(4.94!eV)![255].!!The! interaction!of! the!C60!layer!with!Ag(111)! is! stronger! than! that!with!Au(111),!given! a! higher! desorption! temperature! ~! 785! K! [72].! The! stable! molecular!geometry! on! Ag(111)! is! confirmed! from! lowUenergy! electron! diffraction! (LEED)!and!STM!to!be!2√3×2√3UR30°![224,!256,!257]!the!same!as!the!stable!structure!of!C60!on!Au(111).!The!sample!is!usually!annealed!at!high!temperature!of!~!575!K!to!change!metastable! structures! to! stable!ones.!The!LEED!pattern!obtained!at!32!K!without! moleculeUrotational! motion,! supplemented! by! DFT! calculation,! suggests!that!C60!molecules!occupy!Ag!vacancies! formed!through!substrate!reconstruction!![257].! The! DFT! calculation! of! the! balance! between! the! energy! cost! of! vacancy!formation!and!energy!compensation!of!chemisorption!favors!the!predication!of!the!relaxation!of!the!Ag(111)!substrate![257].!!
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!!In!the!three!situations!of!C60!monolayer!covered!noble!metal!surfaces,!vacancies!in!the! first! atomic! layer! of! the! substrate! have! been! proposed! from! theoretical!simulations! to!be!due! to!strong! interactions!between!the!C60! layer!and! the!noble!metal!surfaces,!which!could!possibly!be!the!reason!for!the!observed!dim!and!bright!contrast!among!C60!molecules![241,!243,!246].!!!
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Figure! 2.22! Ordered! nanostructures! formed! by! C60! molecules.! (a)! C60! molecules!








distance! between! two! melamine! molecules! being! 9.98! Å! [262].! A! schematic!diagram! in! Figure! 2.23b! shows! the! packing! of! the! hexagonal! pores! through! the!connection! of! threeUfold! junctions! (highlighted! by! a! truncated! square! in! Figure!2.23c).! ! After! subsequent! deposition! of! C60! molecules! onto! the! 2D! network,!heptameric!C60!clusters!are!trapped!in!the!pores!of!the!network![262].!!
!
Figure! 2.23! Schematic! diagram!and! STM! image! of!melamineEPTCDI! selfEassembled!
network.!The!structure!of!the!threeEfold!nanoEjunction!a!with!the!melamine!molecule!
in! the! middle! and! three! PTCDI! molecules! attached! to! the! connector! (melamine)!
through!hydrogen!bonding.!STM!image!of!the!organic!network!b!and!corresponding!
diagram! c! show! how! the! two! types! of! molecules! form! the! porous! network! on! the!
surface![262].!!!Some! heteroUmolecular! architecture! can! also! grow! on! the! surface! of!semiconductors! where! the! moleculeUsubstrate! interaction! is! pronounced! [264].!












molecules!(bright!protrusions)!accommodated!on!the!porous!template.![264]!!Besides!the!aboveUmentioned!examples!of!C60!molecules!being!of!mainly!physical!incorporation! into! an! open! selfUassembled! template! with! porous! structures,!another! approach! to! stabilize! C60! molecules! is! through! electron! donor/acceptor!interaction![267].!With!an!appropriate!coverage!of!pUsexiphenyl!(six!benzene!rings!
a b c 
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connected!in!a!row!denoted!as!6P)!on!Ag(111),!the!flat!molecules!organize!into!a!2D!network!of!nanoUstripes!with!alternative!arrangement!of!molecules!in!faceUon!(molecular! plane! parallel! to! the! substrate)! and! edgeUon! (molecular! plane! in!upright! orientation)! configuration! (Figure! 2.25a)! [267].! The! separation! between!two!edgeUon!molecules!is!about!1.1±0.02!nm.!After!deposition!of!C60!molecules!and!annealing!treatment!(380!K)!of!the!C60U6P!nanoUstripe!system,!the!Ag(111)!surface!is!covered!with!periodic!C60!chains!separated!by!faceUon!and!edgeUon!nanoUstripes![267].!The!morphology!of!the!C60/6P!nanojunctions!and!corresponding!schematic!diagram!are!shown!in!Figure!2.25b!and!c.!!!
Figure!2.25! (a)!A! schematic!drawing!of! the!molecular!configuration!of!6P! layer!on!
Ag(111).!The!organic!molecules!arrange!in!a!faceEon!(molecule!facing!parallel!to!the!
substrate)! and! edgeEon! (molecule! sitting! vertically! on! the! substrate)! manner.! The!
distance!between!nearest!two!molecules!of!the!same!orientation!in!a!strip!is!1.1!nm.!
(b)!STM!image!of!the!C60/6P!nanojunction!arrays.!The!linear!bright!protrusions!are!
C60! rows.! InEbetween! the!C60! rows!are!nanoEstripes!of!6P!molecule!arranged! in! the!
faceEon! and! edgeEon! fashion.! (c)! Illustration! of! the! nanojunction! arrays! with!
alternating!C60!chains!and!6P!nanoEstripes.![267]!












ACA! layer.! Around! the! ordered! structure! is! the! ACA! layer! in! gas! phase.! The! pink!
rhombic! shadow! covers! eight! C60! molecules,! each! sitting! on! top! of! three! ACA!
molecules.!A!corresponding!diagram!is!in!d.!(d)!The!unit!cell!for!the!order!structure!is!
highlighted! by! a! rhombus.! It! consists! of! one! C60! and! six! ACA! molecules.! The! ACA!
molecules! can! be! divided! into! two! “pinwheel”! trimers! (two! insets)! arranged! in!
opposite!rotation!directions.!One!C60!molecule! is! located!on!top!of!one! trimer.! [269,!
270]!!The!geometry!and!interaction!of!the!C60!molecule!with!surrounding!environments!are!the!focus!of!much!research!because!it!is!not!only!of!basic!scientific!interest!but!also!important!in!the!design!of!molecular!electronics.!Application!of!C60!molecules!in! association! with! other! organic! molecules! with! functional! groups! in! surface!





science!opens! a!new!way! to! explore!nanostructures!with!defined! structures! and!properties.!!!
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All( the( STM( experiments( are( carried( out( in( an( ultra( high( vacuum( to( ensure( the(cleanness(of( the(sample.(Due(to(the(UHV(condition,(we(follow(certain(procedures(for( the( preparation( of( STM( tips( and( samples.( The( main( content( of( this( chapter(include( the( basic( physics( principles( related( to( ultra?high( vacuum( (UHV),( the(general(practice(in(operation,(and(the(procedures(of(sample(preparation.(Two(STM(systems( –( the(VT( STM(and( the( LT( STM( –( are( used( to( fulfil( the( requirements( for(different(experimental(conditions.(
3.1(The(Ultra=High(Vacuum(
3.1.1(The(Definition(of(Ultra=High(Vacuum(Surface( science( sometimes( involves( the( study( of( surfaces( more( or( less( free( of(condensation( from( background( adsorption,( and( this( requires( a( vacuum(environment.( A( vacuum( is( associated( with( limited( amount( of( gas( in( a( confined(space(and(specified(in(the(pressure(unit.(The(ultra?high(vacuum(is(in(the(range(of(equal(to(or(below(10?9(mbar.(The(knowledge(of(the(kinetics(of(atoms(and(molecules(is(essential(for(a(good(understanding(of(the(vacuum(systems.(The(molecule( or( atom( flux( in( the( unit( of(monolayer( (ML)( per( second( (s)( can( be(described(by(the(Hertz?Knudsen(equation(!! = !!!"!!!(,( ( ( ( (((3.1)(which( embodies( the(mass( of( a(molecule(m,( the( environment( temperature(T,( and(the( pressure( p( [1].( Generally( speaking,( at( a( pressure( of( about( 1×10?6( mbar,( a(surface( can( be( fully( covered( by( molecules( in( only( one( second( assuming( that(
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molecules( adhere( to( the( surface( once( they( hit( the( surface( at( 300( K( [1].( If( the(vacuum(pressure(is(about(1×10?10(mbar,(the(surface(can(stay(intact(for(about(one(hour.(The(UHV(condition(is(also(necessary(for(electron(spectroscopy(measurement.(As(detecting(electrons(need(a(transit(path(in(the(order(of(1(metre(from(the(sample(to( the(detector(when( the(detecting(electrons(should(be( free(of(any(collision(with(the(molecules(in(the(vacuum.(This(travel(length(corresponds(to(the(physics(term(–(the(mean(free(path(λ( ! = !!!!!"#,(( ( ( ( ( (3.2)(where(σ(is(the(collision(cross(section(equal(to(the(square(of(a(molecular(diameter([2].(At(pressure(of(1.0(×(10?10(mbar(and( room( temperature( (~(300(K),( the(mean(free( path( is( about( 500( km(which( is( far( above( the( vacuum( standard( for( electron(spectroscopy.((
3.1.2(Attaining(UHV(To(achieve(and(maintain(UHV,(a(joint(cooperation(of(vacuum(pumps(and(pressure(gauges(is(essential.(Vacuum(pumps(are(classified(into(two(categories(–(gas(transfer(vacuum(pumps(and(gas?binding(vacuum(pumps.(Each(pump(has(its(own(pumping(speed( and( pressure( region( of( maximum( working( efficiency.( ( In( the( air?tight(chamber( of( the( Omicron( STM( used( in( our( experiments,( the( system( is( equipped(with(an(ion(pump(and(a(Ti(sublimation(pump((TSP)(to(maintain(the(vacuum.(These(two( pumps( belong( to( the( category( of( gas?binding( pumps.( The( ion( pump( ionizes(molecules( by( a( high( electrical( field( (typically( 3kV,( 5( kV( and( 7( kV)( between( its(cathode( and( anode.( ( The( ions( are( accelerated( and( then( either( collected( by( the(cathode( or( buried( in( the( wall( of( the( pump.( Ti( is( an( active( metal( that( most( gas(molecules( bind(with( irreversibly.(Our(TSP(pump(has( three(Ti( filaments.(When( it(
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works,(Ti(is(sublimed(from(the(filament,(forming(a(thin(layer(of(Ti(on(the(inner(wall(of(a(metal(cylinder(usually(assembled(to(vacuum(chamber.(Gases(are(absorbed(by(the(fresh(layer(of(Ti.( In(order(to(extend(the(service(life(of(Ti(filaments,(TSP(pump(usually(work(at(vacuum(better( than(10?7(mbar.(Because( there( is(outgas( from( the(chamber(wall(and(other(subtle(leaks(through(connections,(a(UHV(chamber(depends(on(these(two(pumps(–(the(ion(pump(and(TSP(to(maintain(the(vacuum.(There(are(inlets(of(the(STM(UHV(chamber,(which(are(used(for(sample(transfer(from(outside( to( the( UHV( chamber,( for( chemical( vapour( deposition( and( for( pumping(down(the(chamber(before(it(reaches(UHV(condition.(In(these(cases,(the(vacuum(in(the( chamber(deteriorates( to(high(vacuum( level( in( the( range(of(10?7( to(10?5(mbar(when( the( ion(pump(needs( to(be( switched(off.(A(pumping( station,( consisting(of( a(mass(transfer(pump(and(a(rough(pump(that(is(used(as(a(backing(pump,(is(put(into(use(during(those(operations.(A(rough(pump(is(connected(at(the(outlet(of(the(mass(transfer( pump.( Our( UHV( chamber( is( equipped( with( a( turbo( pump( and( a( rotary(pump.(When( the( rotary(pump(reaches( the( required(backing(vacuum((10?2(~(10?3(mbar),(the(turbo(pump(accelerates(to(its(peak(speed.(The(rotary(pump(can(work(at(atmospheric(pressure(with(a(high(throughput.(A(good(backing(pressure(can(assist(the(performance(of(the(turbo(pump.(Turbo(pump(has(a(better(pumping(efficiency(on( heavy( molecules( than( in( light( molecules( such( as( He( and( H2.( The( vacuum(chamber(can(be(kept(at(about(10?8(mbar(when(the(pumping(station(is(working.((
3.1.3(Venting(and(Baking(Venting(a(UHV(chamber(is(necessary(sometimes,(to(change(or(fix(parts(inside(it.(To(prevent( contamination( to( the( parts( inside( the( vacuum( chamber,( it( should( be(
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vented(with(nitrogen(gas.(Water(vapor(from(air(sticks(to(the(vessel(wall,(which(is(difficult(to(remove(following(evacuation.((If( the(UHV( chamber( is( opened( and( gets( contact(with( the( atmosphere,( a( bakeout(step( is(a(must( to(achieve(UHV(standard((≤(10?10(mbar)(with(cooperation(of( three(types( of( pumps( at( different( pumping( stages.( During( bakeout,( the( STM( system( is(covered( with( heat( shields.( After( the( vacuum( is( better( than( 10?5( mbar,( an( oven(inside( the( bakeout( cover( gradually( heats( the( whole( system( at( a( temperature(increment(rate(of(1(°C/min.(The(ultimate(bakeout(temperature(is(set(to(be(140(°C(to(150( °C( and( the(heating( lasts( for(24(hours( to(60(hours( in( accordance(with( the(volume(of(the(chamber(and(what(kinds(of(gases(the(chamber(has(been(exposed(to.(This( process( helps( to( remove( water( with( increased( desorption( and( diffusion(efficiency.( The( bakeout( controller(monitors( the( bakeout( process( from(heating( to(cooling.( Before( start,( all( the( glass( windows( and( ceramic( parts( are( covered(with(alumina( foil( and( all( the( unbakeable( parts,( made( of( plastic( or( having( magnetic(property,( need( to( be( taken( off( from( the( system.( And( all( the( electronic( connect(cables( are( protected( with( metal( plugs( to( avoid( harmful( discharge.( During( the(cooling(period(at(about(70(°C,(the(ion(pump(and(TSP(are(degassed(by(starting(the(devices( at( different( work( powers( for( a( short( time,( until( they( can( work( without(causing(a(pressure(increase.(Because(of(the(requirement(that(the(materials(in(UHV(environment( need( to( have( a( low( outgas( rate( and( high( temperature( resistance,(stainless( steel( components(and(metal( seals( (e.g.(Cu)(must(be(used.(Molybdenum,(Tantalum,(and(Tungsten(are(also(appropriate.((The(whole(UHV(system( is(protected(by( the( interlock.( In( case(of(power( failure(or(other(emergencies(that(can(cause(damage,(all( the(gauges(and(pumps(will(be(shut(
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down( automatically( when( the( vacuum( exceeds( the( minimum( base( pressure( for(operation.(
3.1.4(The(Leakage(Detection((The(UHV(system(is(very(sensitive( to( leakage(due( to( the( large(pressure(difference(between( the( space( inside( and( outside( of( the( chamber.( Air( leakage( disturbs( the(normal( functioning( of( the( UHV( STM( system.( Usually,( leakage( is( subtle( with(pressure( increase( of( one( or( two( orders( of( magnitude,( which( requires( sensitive(measuring(methods(to(locate(where(the(leakage(happens.(The(common(method(we(use(employs(the(mass(spectrometer(and(test(gas(Helium.(He(is(chosen(as(the(test(gas(because(it(is(non?active,(non?toxic(and(takes(up(a(small(share(in(air.(Because(He(is(lighter(than(the(average(mass(of(air(and(therefore(flows(upwards,(leak(detection(should(start(from(the(highest(point(of(all(the(suspected(parts.((He(atoms(can(quickly(diffuse(through(the(leak(to(the(detector(of(the(mass(spectrometer,(which(is(located(inside( the( chamber.( The( controller( of( mass( spectrometer,( connected( with( the(detector(through(a(port,(has(an(audible(indicator,(which(increases(the(sound(pitch(when(He(concentration(rises.(Leakage(can(also(be(confirmed(from(mass(spectrum(of(the(gas(molecules(in(the(UHV(chamber(when(the(ratio(of(the(peaks(of(nitrogen((mass(=(28)(and(oxygen((mass(=(32)(is(4/1,(near(the(ratio(of(the(two(gases(in(air.(
3.2(Tip(Treatment(There(are(mainly(two(ways(to(prepare(an(STM(tip.(The(commonly(used(method(is(the(DC(chemical(etching(method,(where(tungsten(wire(is(etched(in(a(NaOH(or(KOH(solution.((Normally,(an(Ir/Pt(tip,(it(is(mechanically(cut(using(a(clipper.(When(cutting(the(wire,( there( should( be( an( angle( between( the(wire( and( the( cut( direction.( The(smaller( the( angle( is,( the( sharper( the( tip( will( be.( This( is( a( relatively( more(
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straightforward(method(than(chemical(etching.(And(the(tip(can(function(very(well(to(get(clear(STM(images.(Chemical(etching(is(a(more(controllable(method.(It(is(easy(to( get( a( sharp( tip.( The( aspect( ratio( of( the( etched( tip( is( controlled( by( the(concentration( of( the( solution,( the( length( immersed( in( the( solution,( and( etching(voltage.(




























the(tip(after(etching.(The(NaOH(residual(on(the(tip(is(removed(by(dipping(the(tip(in(distilled(water(and(then(ethanol(several(times.(The(tip(is(also(degassed(inside(the(high(vacuum(preparation( chamber( at(150( ˚C( for(30(minutes.(Now( the( tip( can(be(used(in(the(VT(STM(to(image.(But(for(the(tip(used(in(the(LT(STM,(the(tungsten(oxide(layer(on(its(surface(is(further(removed(by(high?temperature(treatment.((
















W(oxide( there.( (b)(When(a( current( flows( through( the( tip,( it( is( resistively( heated.( A(
temperature(of(about(1000(°C(is(achieved(when(a(current(of(6.3(A(is(applied(and(the(
tip(glows(in(bright(orange(colour.((This(baking(process(removes(the(tungsten(oxide(layer(from(the(tip,(after(which(the(sharp(end(of(the(tip(exhibits(metal(surface(of(a(shiny(white(colour.(The(W(metal(has(a(high(melting(point((3410(°C).(Tungsten(oxide((WO2)(sublimes(at(a( temperature(above(800°C([3].(At(last(the(tip(is(taken(out(from(the(vacuum(and(transferred(into(the(preparation(chamber(of(the(UHV(STM(chamber,(where(it(is(gently(annealed(at(about(150(°C(to(remove(adsorbates(from(air.((The( quality( of( the( STM( tip( is( important( in( order( to( get( atomic( resolution( and( a(stable( tunneling( condition.( There( are( a( number( of( ways( to( sharpen( a( tip( from(practical(experiences.((STM(tip(can(be(treated(by(controlled(collision([3].(After(the(collision(there(is(usually(a(crater(left(on(the(surface.(A(high(bias(is(suddenly(applied(to( the( tip( and( kept( for( several( scans,( during(which( there( is( a( strong( interaction(between(the(tip(and(the(sample.(And(then(the(bias(is(reduced(to(the(normal(value,(~(±1(V.(Usually(after(this(treatment,(the(tip(becomes(better,(with(a(stable(tunneling(junction.( Improvement( of( tip( resolution( can( also( be( induced( by( increasing( the(tunneling(current(by(a( factor(of( two( for(a( few(seconds.(Both(of( these(sharpening(processes(may(cause(the(tip(to(move(to(a(new(position.(For(new(tips,(it(is(easier(to(get(atomic(resolution(of(the(Au(111)(surface(perhaps(due(to(the(large(curvature(of(the(tip(at(the(apex.(The(resolution(of(the(STM(can(be(improved(with(the(decoration(of(H(atoms(at(the(tip(apex([4,(5,(6].(Weiss(et(al.(carried(out(a(low(temperature(experiment(at(5(~(10(K(
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to(image(3,4,9,10?perylenete?tracarboxylic?dianhydride((PTCDA)(on(Au(111)(with(an( H?sensitized( tip[4].( The( attachment( of( a( hydrogen( atom( is( accomplished( by(filling(the(STM(chamber(with(molecular(hydrogen,(and(the(dissociative(adsorption(of(hydrogen(molecule(to(the(tip([6].(They(managed(to(observe(the(intramolecular(structure( with( the( resolution( of( carbon( rings,( which( may( result( from( local(molecular(interaction([4].((
3.3(Sample(Preparation(The(samples(–(Au(thin(films(on(HOPG,(used(in(the(experiments(were(prepared(in(a(high( vacuum( Edwards( evaporator.( Metal( and( molecule( evaporation( is(accomplished(in(the(UHV(STM(chamber.((






shown)( in( this( line( controlled( by( interlock.( The( other( gas( line( is( for( pumping( the(















When(the(vacuum(in(the(chamber(reached(1×10?7(mbar,( the(HOPG(substrate(was(gently(heated(to(250(°C(to(remove(adsorbates.(An(elevated(substrate(temperature(ensures(sufficient(surface(mobility(of(Au(atoms(on(the(flat(surface(of(HOPG,(and(the(Au(thin(films(obtained(always(have(flat(terraces(of(the(area(of(up(to(1(µm2.(The(Au(wire( was( degassed( at( a( temperature( about( 20( °C( below( the( evaporation(temperature(for(20(minutes(with(a(direct(current(flowing(through(the(Mo(boat.(The(temperature(of( the(source(was(measured(with(an(optical(pyrometer.(The(shutter(between( the( substrate( and( the( Au( source(was( always( closed( before( the( start( of(deposition.( After( finishing( the( deposition,( samples( were( kept( in( the( vacuum(chamber( until( the( temperature( of( the( sample( decreased( to( room( temperature.(Then( the( sample(was( taken(out( from( the(evaporator(and( transferred( to( the(UHV(chamber( of( the( STM.( Practical( experience( shows( that( Au( thin( film( prepared(following(this(procedure(always(exhibits(large(flat(terraces(under(the(observation(by(STM.(The(Au(sample(is(put(on(an(UHV(sample(holder(with(a(resistive(heating(plate(below(the(sample,(which(is(used(in(variable(temperature(experiments(to(heat(the(sample.(In( the( UHV( chamber( of( the( STM,( the( Au( thin( film( is( further( cleaned( by( Ar+(sputtering(and(high?temperature(annealing(at(1000(K( for(several(cycles(until( the(herringbone(reconstruction(of(Au( (111)(can(be(seen(by(STM.(A(4?5(kV(voltage( is(applied(between(the(anode(and(cathode(of(an(ion(gun(to(discharge(Ar(gas,(and(the(Ar(ions(are(accelerated(by(an(electrical(field(of(1(kV.(The(size(of(the(sample(is(0.5(cm2(and(an( ion(beam(current( is( about(10(~(14(μA,(which(amounts( to(6.25(×1013(ions(per(second(sputtering(on(the(surface(of(the(Au(sample.(After(removing(the(top(few(layers,(the(annealing(process(allows(the(Au(thin(film(to(recover,(recrystallize,(and(release(impurities(in(the(bulk.(The(sputtering(and(annealing(process(needs(to(
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be( repeated( for( a( few( cycles( until( a( clean( Au( surface( with( the( herringbone(reconstruction(can(be(observed(by(STM.(
3.3.2(Au(Atom(and(C60(Molecule(Deposition(In?situ(deposition(inside(the(UHV(chamber(is(fulfilled(with(Knudsen(cells((K(cells),(which( are( used( to( thermally( evaporate( sources( of( low( partial( pressure.( The(Knudsen(cell(for(depositing(C60(molecules(is(homemade.(C60(powder((commercially(available)( is( contained( in( a( pocket(made( of( tantalum.( A( K?type( thermocouple( is(welded( near( the( nozzle( to(measure( the( temperature( of( the(metal( pocket.( Before(every(deposition,(the(C60(source(is(degassed(at(about(600(K(for(10(minutes.(During(deposition,( the(cell( is(heated( to(about(750(K(with( the(background(vacuum(in( the(range( of( 10?8(mbar.( At( such( a( temperature,( the( deposition( rate( is( approximately(0.05(ML(per(minute.(The(deposition(time(corresponds(to(the(extent(of(the(coverage.(The( Knudsen( (high( temperature( effusion)( cell( for( Au( atom( deposition( was(purchased( from( CreaTech.( Au( wire( of( 99.99%( purity( is( placed( in( an( alumina(crucible.(The(control(unit(can(accurately(change(the(temperature(of(the(Au(source.(A(manually(controlled(shutter(is( installed(in(front(of(the(orifice(of(the(cell.(Before(deposition,( the(Au(source( is(degassed(at(1120( °C( for(5(minutes(and(deposited(at(1100(°C.(The(deposition(rate(of(Au(atoms(at(1100(°C(is(about(0.012(ML(per(minute(as(measured(from(the(Au(coverage(in(STM(images.(
3.4(The(VT(and(LT(STM(System(In( this( section,( the( VT( STM( and( LT( STM( are( discussed,( which( are( specifically(designed( for( different( experiments( in( various( conditions.( The( VT( STM( is( useful(when(studying(the(thermal(response(of(a(sample(at(different(temperatures,(where(the( STM( can( follow( the( changes( on( the( surface.( A( high?resolution( image( with(
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molecular( structure,( and( stable(STS,( can(only(obtained(at( low( temperature(using(the( LT( STM.( The( atomic( resolution( of( both( systems( is( achieved( with( the(combination(of( electronic( control( and(mechanical(design(as(well( as( the(quantum(tunneling(effect.((The( electronic( control( for( both( VT( STM( and( LT( STM( is( similar.( There( are( three(connections(between(the(control(unit(and( the(STM(stage.(One( is( the(preamplifier((VT(PRE)(for(the(amplification(of(the(tunneling(current.(A(second(cable(is(the(cable(for( the( control( signals( of( the( piezo( scanner( and( the( coarse( motion( motor.( The(movement( of( the( piezo( in( the( z( direction( is( controlled( by( a( feedback( loop( to(maintain(constant(current(or(height(during(scanning.(A(third(is(the(heating/cooling(control(cable,(which( is(useful(during(variable( temperature(experiments(and( for(a(defined( sample( potential( with( the( connection( to( earth.( In( the( VT( system,( the(sample( is( held( at( virtual( ground( while( the( tip( is( at( a( changeable( potential(controlled(by(a(computer(interface.(An( important( part( in( the( mechanical( design( of( the( STM( is( vibration( isolation.(Mechanical( noise( from( the( surrounding( environment( causes( disturbance( to( the(tunneling(junction.(Vibration(isolation(is(achieved(via(adoption(of(several(damping(stages.(First(of(all(is(the(foundation(isolation.(The(whole(STM(system(is(placed(on(a(special(stage(with(a(damping(suspension(for(both(vertical(and(horizontal(motion.(Acoustic(noise(is(prevented(by(the(lab(walls(which(have(panels(that(adsorb(sound.(A( second( isolation( is( with( the( STM( stage,( where( four( springs( are( used( for(suspending(the(STM(stage(during(scanning.(A(push?and?pull(motion((PPM)(drive(is(used(to(lock(the(STM(stage(when(exchanging(samples(and(tips,(and(unlock(the(STM(stage( during( scanning.( An( eddy( current( damper( made( of( copper( plates( and(permanent( magnets( is( mounted( around( the( STM( stage.( When( a( ring( of( copper(
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plates(moves(in(the(magnetic(field,(eddy(current(is( induced(in(the(conductor,(and(damping(forces(in(the(opposite(direction(to(the(relative(movement(direction(of(the(copper( and( the( magnet( are( generated( through( interaction( between( the( eddy(current(and(the(magnetic(field,(to(damp(the(motion(of(the(STM(stage.(((Besides(noise(from(environment,(there(is(also(electrical(noise(from(tunneling(gap(fluctuation(due(to( instability(of( the( tip.(Bright(streaks(on(STM(images(come( from(the(movement(of(adsorbates(on(the(tip(or( the(sample(that(disturbs(the(tunneling(junction.(
3.4.1(The(Features(of(the(VT(STM(A(simple(top(view(of( the(VT(STM(chamber( is(shown(in(Figure(3.4.(This(system(is(relatively( compact( compared( with( that( for( the( LT( STM.( Samples( and( tips( are(transferred(to(the(vacuum(chamber(through(the(Fast(Entry(lock((FEL)((on(the(top(of(Figure(3.4).(The(small(chamber(of(the(FEL(is(at(ambient(condition(when(a(sample(is(put(at(the(transfer(folk(from(outside.(Then(the(FEL(chamber(is(sealed(with(three(knurled( screws( through( the( door( flange,( and( is( pumped( by( a( rotary( and( turbo(pumping( station.( There( is( a( gate( valve( between( the( FEL( and( the( UHV( chamber.(After(at(least(20(minutes’(pumping,(the(gate(valve(is(slowly(opened(and(the(sample(can(be(taken(out(and(put(in(the(carousel(by(a(wobble(stick,(which(is(a(transferring(tool(for(samples(and(tip(within(the(vacuum(chamber.((The(manipulator(is(an(important(part(associated(with(the(chamber.(It(can(hold(the(tip(and(sample(at(the(heating(stage(for(annealing(treatment(at(temperatures(from(room(temperature(to(about(1100(K(by(indirect(heating.(During(Ar+(sputtering(and(molecule(dosing(in(the(gas(phase,( the(sample(surfaces(can(be(positioned(towards(different( ports( where( ions( or( molecules( enter( the( UHV( chamber( with( primary(
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(polar)( rotation( of( the( manipulator.( A( carousel( with( twelve( spaces( is( used( for(parking(samples(and(tips.(Au(samples(can(stay(clean(and(free(of(any(contamination(for(several(days(inside(the(chamber.((
(
Figure(3.4(A( simple(diagram(of( the(UHV(VT(STM(main( chamber.(A( top( view(of( the(
sample( plate( is( shown( on( the( right.( The( paths( for( sample( or( tip( transfer( from( the(




be( rotated( to( let( the( sample( or( tip( face(different(ports.( The(wobble( stick( can(move(
sample(and(tip(within(the(UHV(chamber.(
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The( sample( is( cooled(by(a( clamp(block(and( the( tip( (yellow)( is( scanning( the( sample(
(blue)( at( low( temperatures.( (c)( The( sample( is( heated( by( a( direct( current( flowing(
through(the(sample((red).((d)(An(indirect(resistive(heating(method(used(with(current(
passing( through( the( PBN(plate( (red)( above( the( sample( for( radioactive( heating( the(
sample((red).([Images(from(Omicron(VT(STM(manual]((When( there( is(a( temperature(gradient(between( the(sample(and( tip,( thermal(drift(due( to( thermal( contraction( or( expansion( of( the( sample( always( occurs.( The( scan(frame( needs( to( be( adjusted( manually( to( compensate( for( thermal( drift,( and( to(centralize(the(area(of( interest(during(scanning.(From(Figure(3.6b(we(can(see(that(only( the( sample( is( heated( or( cooled( while( the( STM( stage( stays( at( room(temperature.((
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3.4.2(The(Features(of(the(LT(STM((The(LT(STM(is(designed(for(low(temperature(experiments.(The(LT(STM(is(operated(at(77(K(with(LN2(cooling(or(at(5(K(with(LHe(cooling.(Unlike(the(VT(STM,(the(entire(STM(stage( including( the(vibration( isolation( is( kept(at( the( same( low( temperature.(Therefore,(the(system(has(an(outstanding(thermal(stability.((Two(separate(and(concentric(bath(cryostats(enclose(the(working(stage.(The(outer(cryostat(is(filled(with(LN2(for(thermal(shielding,(the(inner(cryostat(for(cooling(filled(with(either(LN2(for(experimentation(at(77(K(or(LHe(for(experimentation(at(5(K.(The(shielding(from(the(outer(cryostat(can(substantially(extend(the(usage(of(expensive(LHe(in(the(inner(cryostat(during(experiment.(Other(temperatures(between(5(K(to(60(K(and(77(K(to(room(temperature(are(also(achievable(using(the(LT(STM.(There(is(a( heater( fitted( to( the( scanning( stage( with( a( silicon( diode( for( temperature(measurement.( Elevated( temperatures( have( an( increased( cost( in( the( LN2( or( LHe(consumption.((There( is( a(preparation(chamber(associated(with( the(analysis( chamber(where( the(STM(stage(is,(with(a(gate(valve(separating(the(two.(Sample(and(tip(are(transferred(into(the(preparation(chamber(first(through(a(small(fast(entry(lock.(The(manipulator(equipped(with( the(preparation( chamber(has( two( stages,( one( for( heating( and( the(other( one( for( cooling.( The( heating( stage( has( a( resistive( heating( element( and(electrical(connection(with(external(power(supply(and(other(measurement(devices.(An(Au(sample(or(a(Si(sample(needs(to(be(placed(at(the(heating(stage(for(cleaning.(The(cooling(stage(is(used(when(deposition(onto(a(substrate(at(low(temperature(is(required.(In(addition(to(the(polar(rotation(movement,(the(manipulator(can(move(in(the(horizontal(direction(to(transfer(objects( from(preparation(chamber(to(analysis(chamber.((
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Operation( at( low( temperature( needs( a( lot( of( care.( The( scan( range( of( the( tip( is(limited(to(1.2(μm(for(LT(STM((compared(to(4(μm(for(VT(STM).(The(surface(sticking(probability( almost( equals( to( 1( at( 50( K( or( below.( The( vacuum( in( the( analysis(chamber(is(maintained(at(10?12(mbar(to(avoid(residual(gas(adsorption(onto(the(cold(surface.(If(atoms(are(picked(up(by(the(tip(at(low(temperature,(they(are(hard(to(get(rid(of( in(normal( tunneling( conditions.(On( the(other(hand,( atoms(are(more( stable(than(they(are(at(room(temperature.((
References(([1]( K.(W.( Kolasinski.( Surface( Science:( Foundations( of( Catalysis( and( Nanoscience.(Second(Edition,(Wiley,((2008).([2]( J.( A.( Venables.( Introduction( to( Surface( and( Thin( Film( Processes.( Cambridge(University(Press,(Cambridge((2003).([3]( C.( J.( Chen.( Introduction( to( Scanning( Tunneling( Microscopy.( Second( Edition,(Oxford(University(Press,(Oxford(315((2008).(([4](C.(Weiss,(C.(Wagner,(R.(Temirov,(and(F.(S.(Tautz.(Direct(Imaing(of(Intermolecular(Bonds(in(Scanning(Tunneling(Microcopy.(J.(Am.(Chem.(Soc.(132,(11864((2010).([5]( C.( Weiss,( C.( Wagner,( C.( Kleimann,( M.( Rohlfing,( F.( S.( Tautz,( and( R.( Temirov.(Imaging(Puali(Repulsion( in(Scanning(Tunneling(Microscopy.(Phys.(Rev.(Lett.(105,(086103((2010).(([6]( J.( I.( MartÍnez,( E.( Abad,( C.( González,( F.( Flores,( and( J.( Ortega.( Improvement( of(Scanning(Tunneling(Microscopy(Resolution(with(H?Sensitized(Tips.(Phys.(Rev.(Lett.(





The( interfaces( between( C60( single( layer( and( various(metal( substrates( have( been(widely(studied(using(different(surface(analytic(techniques,(as(reviewed(in(Chapter(2.( Scanning( tunnelling(microscopy( is(an( ideal( technique( to( study( the(growth(and(nucleation(of(the(C60(layer.(However,(the(interface(structure(buried(beneath(the(C60(layer(is(out(of(the(reach(of(STM.(The(interface(information(can(be(derived(indirectly(from( spectroscopy( and( diffraction( patterns,( as( well( as( theoretical( simulations(about( the( electronic,( chemical( and( physical( properties( of( the( interface.( This(chapter(introduces(the(experiment(of(study(on(the(C60/Au(111)(surface.(((All(STM(images(in(this(chapter(are(presented(in(goldVscale(colour(of(the(raw(data,(with(plane( subtraction( to( remove( tilt.( Streaks(on( the(STM( images( are(due( to( the(perturbation(of(the(tunnelling(junction(by(Au(atoms(or(C60(molecules(in(proximity(to(the(tip(at(work.(
4.1(C60(Monolayer(on(the(Au(111)(Surface(Due( to( the( high( chemical( and( physical( stability( of( C60( molecules,( they( can( be(thermally(evaporated(and(readily(form(hexagonally(compact(islands(on(the(Au(111)(surface.(However,(due(to(the(size(difference(between(the(C60(molecule((about(10.02(Å(in(diameter)(and(the(Au(atom((about(2.35(Å(in(diameter),(the(C60(epilayer(is(not(always( commensurate(with( the(Au(111)( surface.( So( far,( three( superstructures(of(C60( monolayer( on( Au(111)( have( been( widely( recognized( [1,(2].( Only( in( the(2√3×2√3VR30°(superstructure(do(all(the(C60(molecules(occupy(the(same(lattice(site(
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on(Au(111).(Due(to(the(strong(interaction(between(C60(and(metallic(surfaces,(a(dim(and(bright(contrast(or(height(contrast(is(widely(observed(by(the(STM(for(C60(layer(on(the(surfaces(of(various(metals(such(as(Cu,(Ag,(and(Au.(One(explanation(for(the(observation( is( that( the( bright( C60(molecule( occupies( a( top( site( over( an( Au( atom(having(a(weaker(bonding(with(the(surface(while(the(dim(C60(molecule(sits(over(a(nanopit( (an( Au( vacancy( in( the( (111)( surface)( with( a( stronger( bonding( via( a(facilitated(charge(transfer(from(the(metal(substrates([3,(4,(5].(To(properly(describe(a( close( packed( C60( layer( on( Au(111),( one( needs( to( know:( i)( the( closeVpacking(direction(of(the(molecules(relative(to(the(closeVpacking(direction(of(Au(atoms(in(the(substrate;( ii)( the( distribution( of( dim( and( bright( molecules.( Based( on( i),( we( can(classify( C60( layers( into( 38×38VR0°,( 2√3×2√3VR30°,( and( 7×7VR14°( rotational(domains.(Based(on(ii),(we(can(further(describe(a(C60(domain(as(a(contrast(uniform(phase,( contrast(disordered(phase,( and(periodic(phase.(Here( the( contrast(uniform(phase(or(uniform(phase(represents(a(domain(where(C60(molecules(have(the(same(height( apart( from( a( very( small( fraction( of( dim( looking( molecules.( The( contrast(disordered(phase(refers(to(a(domain(consisting(of(a(random(mixture(of(bright((high)(and( dim( (low)(molecules.( The( periodic( phase( refers( to( a( domain(where( the( dim(molecules(are(equally(spaced(from(each(other.(Here(the(domain(indicates(a(region(of(close(packed(C60(molecules(in(the(same(orientation(with(respect(to(the(substrate.(This(section(introduces(the(observations(of(the(different(phases(of(the(C60(layer(on(Au(111)( and( the( diffusion( of( Au( atoms( at( the( C60/Au(111)( interface( at( room(temperature.(
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Figure( 4.1( Submonolayer( C60( on( Au(111)( without( annealing.( (a)( Au( surface( is( not(
fully( covered.( On( the( terrace,( a( large( C60( island( is( in( two( phases( with( the( phase(





1.2V.( The( dim( and( bright( contrast( is( vague( compared( to( the( image( b( obtained( at(














are( in( the( uniform( phase,( B( domain( in( the( periodic( phase( and( C( domain( in( the(
disordered(phase.( (b)(ZoomOin( image(of( the(domain(boundary(between(the(unifrom(



























between(the(disordered(and(uniform(phases.(The(void(at( the(boundary( is(about( the(




4.1.2(The(Periodic(Phases(From( LT( STM( experiments( [ 6 ],( dim( molecules( are( observed( to( be( in( the(configuration( of( a( hexagonal( carbon( ring( in( parallel( with( the( Au(111)( surface.(Different(theoretical(calculations(proposed(that(the(occupation(site(of(the(dim(C60(molecule(could(be( the(onVtop(site( [7](or( the(hollow(site( [8](on( the((111)(surface.(With( the( assumption( that( the( dim( molecules( in( the( periodic( phase( take( on( the(same( adsorption( site,( an( optimised( superstructure( can( be( assigned( to( each(periodic(phase(observed,(considering(the(physical(dimensions(of(the(C60(molecule(10.02(Å(in(diameter(and(lattice(constant(of(Au(111)(2.88(Å.(In(comparison(with(the(interactions(between( the(C60(monolayer( and( the( (111)( surface(of(metals( such( as(copper,(silver(and(platinum,( the( interaction(with( the(Au(111)(surface( is(weakest,(and( large( periodic( domains( with( relatively( uniform( arrangements( of( dim(molecules(have(been(observed(on(the((111)(surface(of(copper,(silver(and(platinum(where(C60(molecules(are(strongly(attached.(The(periodic(phase(of(the(C60(layer(on(Au(111)(has(short(range(order,(Figure(4.3a(and(b.(In(Figure(4.3a,(a(blue(rhombus(marks( the(smallest(unit( (√7×√7)((in( terms(of( the( lattice(constant(of(C60( layer)(of(the( periodic( structure( regarding( the( dim( C60( molecules( within( the( close( packed(layer.( Along( the( close( packing( directions( (two( black( lines( in( Figure( 4.3a)( the(average( interval( between( two( dim(molecules( is( seven(molecules.( If( the( periodic(structure( evenly( spreads( over( the( layer,( the( dim(molecules( are( positioned( as( is(shown( in( the( ball(model( Figure( 4.3c(where( the( red( balls( correspond( to( the( dim(molecules.(The(interval(between(two(neighbouring(dim(molecules(along(the(close(packing( directions( can( be( accurately( counted( to( be( 7( C60( molecules.( A( second(
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the( relatively( rotational( angle( of( the( close( packed( direction( of( the( C60( layer( with(
respect( to( that( ( 110 )( of( Au(111).( (b)( A( second( periodic( phase( with( a( unit( cell(
(√13×√13).(Along(the(two(close(packing(directions(marked(by(two(black(lines,(there(
is(one(dim(C60(molecule(in(every(ten(~(thirteen(C60(molecules.(The(ball(models(c(and(d(
show(the(morphologies(of( the(C60( layer( if(dim(molecules(are(evenly(distributed( in(a(
periodic(manner,(where(the(red(balls(correspond(to(the(dim(C60(molecules.(The(unit(
cells( for( the( two( periodic( phases( are( indicated( with( two( rhombuses( in( blue( c( and(
green(d(respectively.(Along(the(close(packing(directions(the(separation(between(two(
neighbouring(dim(molecules(is(sixOmolecule(for(c(and(twelveOmolecule(for(d.(
(If( the(dim(molecules(occupy(the(same(lattice(site,(based(on(the(method(proposed(by(Schull(and(Berndt([2],(Figure(4.4(is(a(map(representing(the(commensurability(of(a(row(of(close(packed(C60(molecules(on(the(nonVreconstructed(Au(111)(lattice.(The(unit(lattice(vectors(!(and(!(are(as(shown(in(the(inset(of(Figure(4.4.(The(vector!!(for(a(superstructure( in( terms( of(!(and(!(has( the( form(! = !!+ !!(where( m( and( n( are(integers.( The( commensurability( C( is( defined( by( the( quantity(1− !!+ !! / !" (where(b( is(the(molecular(diameter(10.02(Å(and(k( is(an(integer(that(minimizes(the(absolute(value(of(C.(The(centreVtoVcentre(distance(between(two(adjacent(Au(atoms(in(the((111)(plane(is(2.88(Å,(the(same(as(the(Au(lattice(constant(in(bulk.(The(closer(the(C( is( to( zero,( the( smaller( the(mismatch.( A( positive( value( of(C(means( that( the(normal( C60( layer( needs( to( expand( to( revise( the( commensurability( C( to( be( zero,(while(a(negative(value(of(C(indicates(the(necessity(of(compression(of(the(C60(layer(to( make( C( zero.( In( Figure( 4.4( the( colour( blocks( from( dark( red( to( dark( blue(represent( the( commensurability( C( from( 0.5( to( about( V0.5,( and( the( light( green(squares(are(the(most(commensurable(superstructures(of(C60(layer(on(Au(111).(On(
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the( map( the( (20,7)( point( marks( the( superstructure( with( the( denotation((√589×√589)VR14.5°(with(a(periodicity(of(7(C60(molecules(and(a(mismatch(of(0.35%([2].(((
(
Figure(4.4(Commensurability(map(of(C60(overlayer(on(Au(111).(Color(blocks(on( the(
graph(correspond(to(the(degree(of(commensurability(! = 1− !! + !! !"(where(b(
is(the(C60(intermolecular(distance(10.02Å(in(bulk,(and(k(is(the(integer(that(results(in(
the(smallest(absolute(value(of(C.(The(color(to(red(is(positive(and(the(color(to(blue(is(
negative.( The( smaller( the( absolute( value( of( C,( the( more( commensurate( the(
superstructure.( Assuming( that( the( Au(111)( surface( is( rigid,( a( positive( value( of( C(
means(that(in(order(to(become(a(commensurate(layer,(the(intermolecular(distance(in(
the(superstructure(needs(to(be(larger(than(the(bulk(value(of(intermolecular(distance(







vectors( on( the( Au(111)( surface.( The( color( block( (20;7)( corresponds( to( the(
(√589×√589)OR14.5°(superstructure(proposed(by(Schull(and(Berndt.([2](((Based( on( the( experimental( observation( and( the( commensurability( map( of( C60(overlayer(on(Au(111),((we(can(generally(assign(a(superstructure(to(each(of(the(two(periodic(phases( in(Figure(4.3.(There(are(a( few(possible( structures(on( the(map( in(Figure(4.4(for(a(C60(layer(with(the(same(periodicity(regarding(the(occupation(sites(of( C60( molecules( on( Au(111).( Obviously( the( smaller( the( unit( cell( is( for( the(superstructure,(the(more(likely(it(is(to(be(observed.(In( the( commensurability( map( (Figure( 4.4),( within( the( range( of( 0≤m≤25( and(0≤n≤25,( the( smallest( mismatch( for( the( periodic( phase( in( which( every( 7( C60(molecule(occupies(the(same(lattice(site(is(0.09%,(in(which(case((m,n)(equals((12,16)(and( the( rotational( angle( is( 37.8°( antiVclockwise( from( the( vector(!.( Therefore,( the(superstructure(can(be(denoted(as(16√2×16√2VR37.8°(in(terms(of(the(2D(lattice(of(Au(111).( ( Figure(4.5( is( a( colour( graph( for( the(periodic( phase(where( the( average(separation(between(the(C60(molecules(on(the(same(lattice(site(is(the(distance(of(six(C60( molecules.( In( Figure( 4.5( the( values( of( m( and( n( are( confined( within( 26( as(superstructures.( The( background( colour( in( light( green( represents( other( periodic(phases( of( different( commensurability( where( the( separation( between( dim(molecules( is( either( larger( or( smaller( than( six( molecules( in( the( close( packing(direction.(The(colour(scale(bar(on(the(right(of(Figure(4.5(shows(that(the(degree(of(mismatch( is( in( the( range( of( ±7%.( The( two( data( points( (12,16)( and( (16,12)(highlighted(by(two(black(squares(are(the(most(commensurable(structure(for(the(7Vmolecule(periodic(phase.(The(periodic(phase(in(Figure(4.3a(exhibits(a(periodicity(of(
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7( molecules( in( the( superstructure( formed( by( dim( molecules.( The( inset( there(indicates( that( the(close(packed(direction(of( the(C60( layer( in( the(periodic(phase( is(shifted(by(about(53°(or(7°.(From(the(commensurability(map(the(point((m,n)=(4,22)(is(the(most(commensurable(structure(with(a(rotational(angle(8.2°(and(a(mismatch(value(0.43%.((
(
Figure(4.5(Map(for(the(periodic(phase(where(every(7(C60(molecules(occupy(the(same(
lattice( site(on(Au(111)(along( the(close(packed(direction(of(C60( layer.(The( two(black(
square( on( the( map( mark( the( most( commensurable( structure( of( the( 7Omolecule(
periodic(phase.(Each(colour(block(represents(one( superstructure( for( the(7(molecule(
periodic(phase.(The(rest(area( in(green(represents(other(periodic(phases(of(different(






Another(periodic(phase(in(Figure(4.3b(shows(a(shortVrange(periodicity(of(the(dim(C60(molecules(in(the(overlayer.( (The(STM(image((Figure(4.3b)(indicates(a(distance(of( about( 10( C60( molecules( between( two( adjacent( dim( molecules( in( the( close(packing(direction.(The(superstructures(for(the(periodic(phase(in(Figure(4.3b(with(the(least(mismatch(between(the(C60(layer(and(Au(111)(are(when((m,n)(equals((5,32)(or((17,23),(with(a(mismatch(of(0.06%.(The(corresponding(rotational(angles(for(the(two(superstructures( (5,32)(and( (17,23)( (are(52.8( and(35.0°( respectively.( If( the(dim(molecules(are(arranged(like(the(pattern(and(shape(of(the(unit(cell(highlighted(by(a(rhombus(in(green(in(Figure(4.3b,(the(corresponding(ball(model((Figure(4.3d)(reveals( that( the( separation( between( two( neighbouring( dim( molecules( is( 13(molecules.( This( periodic( phase( is( associated( with( a( large( unit( cell( on( Au(111)(which( is( (12,38)(or( (22,30).(The( rotational( angles( for( the( superstructure( (12,38)(and( (22,30)( are( 46.7°( and( 35.1°( respectively.( Numerical( data( for( the(commensurability(of(C60(layer(on(Au(111)(are(listed(in(the(Appendix.((The( commensurability(maps( about( the( periodic( phase( assume( an( ideal( Au(111)(surface( without( reconstruction,( no( changes( of( the( lattice( constants( of( both( the(closeVpacking(Au(and(C60( layer,( and(do(not( take( into(account( the(energy( cost( for(different(occupations(of(C60(molecules(on((the((111)(surface.(In(reality,(with(stress(from(the(adsorption(of(C60(layer(the(arrangement(of(Au(atoms(of(the((111)(surface(may( have( small( fluctuations( in( both( vertical( and( lateral( positions.( However,( the(commensurability( map( gives( a( general( guidance( when( considering( the(superstructures(for(different(phases(of(C60(domains.(This(simple(geometric(model(can( provide( a( qualitative( understanding( of( complex( overstructures.( In( empirical(researches,( from( both( geometric( and( energetic( considerations,( the( most( stable(phase(for(C60(single(layer(on(Au(111)(is(the(disordered(R30°(phase.((
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Figure( 4.6( Au( islands( formed( on( large( terraces( after( Au( atom( deposition( at( room(
temperature.( The( black( shadows( are( due( to( background( subtraction.( On( both( Au(
islands,( surface( dislocations( can( be( observed( as( shown( on( the( two( insets( on( each(
image( and( the( defects( are( highlighted( by( rectangles.( The( closeOpacking( direction(110 (of(the(Au(111)(substrate(is(shown(on(each(image.((a)(The(C60(overlayer(on(top(
of(the(gold(island(is(partially(in(disordered(phase.((b)(The(C60(overlayer(on(top(of(the(
gold( island( takes( on( the( uniform(phase( in( contrast( to( the( C60( layer( around( the( Au(
island,(which(is(in(disordered(phase.(((The(two(insets(in(Figure(4.6(show(the(surface(dislocations(on(the(Au(111)(surface(and( the( C60(molecules( on( top( of( the( surface( dislocations( look( like( in( depression.(Although(these(two(Au(islands(formed(within(the(C60(domains(of(disordered(phase,(C60( molecules( that( cover( the( Au( islands( are( in( the( uniform( phase( before( the(transition(from(the(uniform(phase(to(the(disordered(phase(happens.(The(insertion(of(Au(atoms(beneath( the(close(packed(C60( layer( leads( to( the(phase(change(of( the(molecular(layer(from(disordered(phase(to(uniform(phase.(However,(the(disordered(phase( is( more( energetically( favored.( The( C60( domain( in( the( uniform( phase( was(observed(to(turn(into(the(disordered(phase(at(elevated(substrate(temperatures.(In(Figure(4.6,(due( to( the(difference(between( the( close(packing(direction(of(Au(111)(and(that(of(the(C60( layer,(the(contour(of(the(step(of(the(Au(islands(are(not(always(straight(but(faceted.(There(are(segments(of(straight(steps(which(run(along(the(close(packing( direction( 110 (of( the( Au(111)( substrate.( This( type( of( Au( step( is(energetically(favoured.(Figure(4.7(shows(a(series(of(STM(images(acquired(at(various(sample(temperatures.((The( substrate( temperature( was( further( increased( gradually( from( room(
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and( image( b( are( obtained( at( room( temperature.( A( dashed( line( highlights( the(
boundary(between(the(uniform(phase(and(disordered(phase.(By(comparing(image(a(
and( b,( a( clear( phase( transition( happens( from( rightOhand( side(with( the( shift( of( the(
phase(boundary.(Image(c(and(d(are(obtained(separately(at(temperature(of(297(K(and(
302(K.(During(the(annealing(process,(the(phase(transition(continues(but(is(hindered(
by( an( irregular( domain( boundary( at( the( lower( part( of( the( island.( After( the( phase(
transition(is(complete,(image(e(and(f(show(a(ripening(process(during(which(the(shape(
of(the(gold(island(became(more(compact.((First(of(all,(a(gradual(phase(transition(occurs(for(the(C60(overlayer(in(the(uniform(phase,(with(few(dim(molecules(at(room(temperature,(as(indicated(in(Figure(4.7aVd(on( which( a( dashed( line( highlights( the( phase( boundary.( The( phase( transition(proceeds( from( right( to( left(which( can( happen( at( room( temperature( (Figure( 4.7a(and( b).( The( directional( transition( implies( a( correlation( within( adjacent( C60(molecules( in( the( close( packed( layer,( as( the( phase( transition( doesn’t( happen(randomly( in( the( C60( layer( of( the( uniform( phase( but( from( one( side.( The( domain(boundary(can(hinder(the(phase(transition,(as(indicated(in(Figure(4.7c(and(d.(On(the(lower(part(of(the(phase(boundary(on(Figure(4.7d(is(a(domain(boundary(with(small(gaps( of( the( size( of( a( C60( molecule( between( adjacent( domains.( Then( at( elevated(substrate(temperatures(and(after(an(extended(period(of(time,(the(phase(transition(is( complete,( with( the( C60( overlayer( on( top( of( the( Au( island( entirely( in( the(disordered( phase.( And( finally,( the( Au( island( itself( changes( to( a( more( compact(structure,( Figure( 4.7f.( Due( to( the( constraint( of( the( C60( overlayer,( and( therefore(limited(Au(atom(diffusion,(the(ripening(process(of(the(Au(island(seems(slow.(
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As(demonstrated(above,(deposition(of(Au(onto(C60/Au(111)(can(form(single( layer(Au( islands( on( the( flat( terraces.( Many( Au( atoms( are( found( to( have( diffused( to(existing(surface(steps,(and(a(step(flow(type(of(growth(takes(place,(Figure(4.8.(The(nucleation(of(Au(atoms(on(the(lower(terrace(leads(to(the(lifting(of(C60(molecules(on(the( lower( terrace.( The( lifted( C60( layer( conserves( its( original( phase.( If( the( C60(domains( on( the( upper( and( lower( Au( terraces( are( in( different( phases,( a( clear(domain(as(well(as(a(phase(boundary( forms(at( the( initial(step,(as( is(highlighted( in(Figure( 4.8( by( dashed( lines.( The( C60( molecules( beside( the( Au( step( edge( have( a(stronger( interaction(with( the( adjacent(molecules( on( the( lower( terrace( than(with(the( adjacent(molecules( on( the( upper( terrace,( which( is( the( reason(why( they( can(remain( in( their( original( phase.( If( the( C60( domains( on( the( lower( and( the( upper(terraces(are(in(the(same(phase,(there(is(no(boundary,(but(an(extended(Au(terrace((Figure( 4.8c).( The( domain( boundary( in( Figure( 4.8a( is( obvious( and( like( the(boundary(between(a(R0°(phase((denoted(by(α)(and(a(R14°(phase((denoted(by(β)(as(has(been(pointed(out(in(connection(with(Figure(4.2,(while(the(domain(boundary(in(Figure(4.8b(is(very(vague(as(the(relative(rotational(angle(between(the(closeVpacking((directions(of( the( two(phases( (β( and(γ)( is( small,( and(only( a( few(gaps( exist( at( the(boundary( as( shown( in( the( inset( of( Figure( 4.8b.( There( it( seems( that( the( dim(molecules( on( the( extended( terrace( are( arranged( in(what( approaches( an( ordered(manner.(The(interaction(between(the(C60(overlayer(and(the(Au(111)(surface(is(not(strong( enough( to( form( a( well( ordered( phase,( as( compared( to( the( cases( of( C60(monolayer(on(either(Pt(111)([9,(10](or((Cu(111)([11].(Another(phase(boundary(of(the(C60(layer(between(C60(domains(in(the(periodic(phase(δ(and(in(the(uniform(phase(is(shown(in(Figure(4.8c,(where(a(step(flow(growth(of(an(Au(terrace(covered(by(the(C60(layer(in(the(uniform(phase(does(not(show(a(boundary(between(the(original(C60(
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atoms( diffuse( to( the( step( edge,( Au( step( edges( extend( on( the( lower( terrace( and( the(
extended(Au(terraces(lift(C60(molecules(originally(on(the(lower(terrace.(The(lifted(C60(
layer(conserves(its(original(phase.(All(the(boundaries(are(marked(by(dashed(lines.((a)(































with( superstructure(of(dim(molecules( in( longOrange(order.( (b)(A(domain(and(phase(
boundary( separates( two( periodic( phases( β( and( γ( of( different( periodicities.( (c)( Step(
flow( growth( of( the( Au( terrace( covered( by( C60( layer( in( different( phases.( The( C60(
domains( on( the( upper( and( lower( Au( terraces( share( the( same( phase( –( the( uniform(
phase;( there( is( an( extended( Au( step( with( no( boundary( (the( upper( inset).( A( clear(
boundary((zoomOin(image(shown(in(the(lower(inset)(between(the(C60(domains(in(the(
uniform(phase((upper(terrace)(and(the(periodic(phase(δ((lower(terrace)(forms(after(
the(C60(molecules(on(the(lower(terrace(are(lifted(by(the(extended(Au(terrace.((At( room( temperature(Au( atoms( cannot( be( confined( at( the(C60/Au(111)( interface(unless(they(are(trapped(by(surface(defects(on(the(Au(111)(substrate.(The(diffusion(barriers( at( the( C60/Au(111)( interface( with( the( C60( layer( in( different( phases( are(lower( than( the( kinetic( energy( of( Au( atoms( at( room( temperature,( and( therefore(there( is( no( difference( in( the( nucleation( of( the( deposited( Au( atoms( at( the(C60/Au(111)( interface.( The( kinetic( energy( of( the( deposited( Au( atoms( is( reduced(after( they( land( on( the( cold( C60/Au(111)( substrate,( and( a( divergence( of( the(morphology(of(Au(islands(formed(by(the(deposited(Au(atoms(under(the(C60(layer(in(different(phases( indicates( a(different(bonding( configuration(of( the(C60( layer(with(the(Au(111)(substrate.(
4.2(Au(Island(Sandwiched(at(the(Interface(of(C60/Au(111)(at(Low(Temperature(Substrate(temperature(plays(a(vital(role(in(the(diffusion(of(Au(atoms(and(affects(the(final( structure( of( the( Au( island( at( the( interface.( At( room( temperature,( a( large(fraction(of(the(Au(atoms(deposited(on(the(C60/Au(111)(substrate(diffuse(to(the(step(
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edges,(and(only(a(small(portion(form(Au(islands(on(the(terrace,(anchored(by(surface(dislocations.( In( the( following,( I( will( present( results( from( another( experiment(where(Au(are(deposited(on(the(substrate(at(low(temperatures.(
4.2.1(The(Au(Islands(beneath(the(C60(Overlayer(in(the(R30°(Disordered(Phase(I(first(introduce(findings(on(the(disordered(R30°(phase.(Au(atom(deposition(on(the(postVannealed(C60/Au(111)(sample(was(carried(out(at(substrate(temperature(122(K.(The(coverage(of(Au(atoms(deposited(is(about(0.11(ML.(In(the(disordered(phase,(besides( the( brightness( contrast( among( the( C60(molecules(within( the( layer,( extra(bright( features(are(observed(after(Au(atom(deposition( (Figure(4.9aVe).(These(are(attributed(to(C60(molecules(sitting(on(top(of(small(Au(islands,(because(the(height(of(the(extra(bright(features(has(been(measured(to(be(the(same(as(that(of(singleVlayer(Au.(Based(on( the(physical(dimensions(of( the(molecule(and( the(atom,( the(average(size(of(a(compact(Au(island(beneath(one(C60(molecule(should(be(around(12(atoms.(The(substrate(temperature(was(gradually(increased(to(study(Au(atoms(diffusion(in(the(disordered(phase.(At(122(K,(only(about(13(%(of(the(deposited(Au(atoms((0.11(ML)( are( found( staying( at( the( C60/Au(111)( interface( based( on( the( number( of( the(extra( bright( C60( molecules( in( disordered( domains( (Figure( 4.9a).( When( the(substrate(temperature(reaches(188(K,( there(are(more(C60(molecules(raised(by(Au(atoms( (Figure( 4.9b).( These( emerging(Au( atoms( could( possibly( be( trapped( at( the(interstitial(sites(and(they(penetrate(the(C60(layer(during(the(process(of(temperature(rising(from(122(K(to(188(K(forming(Au(islands(at(the(C60/Au(111)(interface.(At(228(K((Figure(4.9c)(and(room(temperature((295(K,(Figure(4.9d),(more(small(Au(islands(form(at(the(C60/Au(111)(interface(and(the(Au(steps(become(less(smooth(compared(with( the( Au( steps( at( lower( temperatures( (Figure( 4.9a( and( b)( due( to( the(
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part( of( e)( indicates( a( lower( degree( of( diffusion( confinement( for( Au( atoms( at( the(
C60/Au(111)( interface( there.( Small( Au( islands( can( stay( in( the( disordered( phase( at(
room(temperature(d(until( the( substrate( temperature(reaches(388(K,(accompanying(
the(Au(terrace(outgrowth.((In( contrast( to( the( formation( of( small( Au( islands( beneath( C60( molecules( in(disordered(phase,(the(Au(islands(in(the(uniform(phase((Figure(4.9e)(are(relatively(large.(The( interfacial(diffusion( length(of(Au(atoms( in( the(uniform(phase( is( larger(than(that(in(the(disordered(phase(due(to(the(lower(content(of(dim(molecules(there.(The(dim(molecules(in(the(disordered(phase(play(an(important(role(in(the(formation(of(isolated(small(Au(islands(at(the(interface,(which(further(validates(the(assumption(that( the( dim(molecule( has( stronger( bonding(with( the( substrate.( There( is( thus( a(higher(barrier(against(Au(atom(insertion(beneath(the(dim(molecule(and,(in(the(end,(a(shorter(diffusion(length(of(Au(atoms(at(the(interface.((The(diffusion(and(nucleation(of(the(deposited(Au(atoms(reveal(the(buried(different(interfacial( structures( of( the( rotational( C60( domains( in( the( disordered( and( in( the(uniform( phase.( When( we( vary( the( substrate( temperature( during( Au( atom(deposition(and(the(quantity(of(deposited(Au(atoms,(additional(interesting(features(appear(on(the(C60/Au(111)(substrate(presented(in(the(following(section.((
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the(upper(and( lower( terraces.(The(C60( layer(does(not(completely( cover( the(Au(111)(
Surface.( Small(Au( islands(are(attached( to( the( step( edges( of( the(C60( layer.( These(Au(
islands(are(formed(by(the(deposited(Au(atoms.(((b)(The(STM(image(is(processed(by(the(
function( of( unsharp( mask( to( set( all( the( terraces( on( the( same( level.( Solid( lines( of(
different( colours(are(used( to(outline(C60(domains( in( the(R0°( (red( line),(R14°( (green(
line)(and(R30°((red(line)(phases.((c)(A(height(profile(along(the(yellow(line(on(a.(The(
height( of( the(bare(Au(111)( surface( is( set( to( be( zero.( The(height( of( the(Au( island( is(
about( 0.23(nm.( ( The(C60( layer( is(measured( to( be( about( 0.63(nm.(And( there( are(C60(
islands(that(are(0.21(nm(and(0.45(nm(higher(than(that(of(C60(layer(on(Au(111),(which(



























The( small( second( Au( layer( is( grown( on( top( of( the( first( Au( layer( on( the( Au(111)(
substrate.((It:(0.03nA,(Vsample:(O2.0V)((The(line(profile(in(Figure(4.10c(is(plotted(along(the(yellow(line(in(Figure(4.10a(from(left(to(right.(The(heights(of(various(features(on(the(sample(surface(indicate(that(C60(molecules( sit( on( three( levels( of( Au( terraces( or( Au( islands.( Along( the( yellow( line(from( left( to( right,( the(height(profile( firstly( shows( the(height(of( the(bare(Au(111)(surface(which( is(set( to(zero.(The(next(rise( in(height(corresponds(to(the(Au( island(0.23(nm(attached(to(the(C60(layer.(The(height(of(the(C60(layer(is(measured(to(be(0.64(nm.(Above( the( initial( C60( layer,( there( are( two(kinds( of( C60(molecules( of( different(height(0.21(nm(and(0.405(nm(which(are(close( to( the(height(of( single(and(double(Au(111)(step(s).((The(large(C60(islands(with(porous(structures(are(lifted(by(one(Au(layer(and(a(few(C60(molecules(sit(on(top(of(double(Au(layers,(a(result(of(longVtime(Au(deposition( (20(minutes)( such( that( incoming(Au( atoms(nucleate(on( top(of( the(freshly(formed(Au(islands(at(the(interface(of(the(C60(layer(and(the(Au(111)(surface.(On( the( right( of( the( black( solid( line( in( Figure( 4.10a( are( lower(Au( terraces(where(similar(features(also(exist.((Figure(4.10b(has(been(processed(with( the( function(of(unsharp(mask,( to( enhance(the(contrast(of(surface( features(by(offsetting(all( terraces(to(the(same( level.(Three(phases( of( C60( layers( are( observed( as( highlighted( on( the( image.( The( blue( lines(outline(the(regions(of(C60(layer(in(the(uniform(R0°(phase,(the(red(lines(a(region(of(C60( layer( in(the(disordered(R30°(phase(and(there(are(C60(domains( in(the(periodic(R14°(phase(on(the(upper(right(of(Figure(4.10b.(Close(examination(reveals(that(the(porous(structure(in(each(of(the(three(phases(differs.(In(the(uniform(R0°(phase,(two(types( of( porous( structures( have( been( observed.( The( “pores”( in( the( porous(
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of(the(original(Au(111)(substrate.(To(elucidate(the(formation(of(this(structure,(we(need(to(recall(the(findings(about(the(molecular(orientations(of(C60(molecules(in(the(close( packed( layer( on( Au(111).( In( the( uniform( R0°( phase,( seven( C60( molecules(cluster( into( one( group( with( a( certain( pattern( of( molecular( orientations,( as(indicated(in(the(STM(image((Figure(4.13c)(and(the(corresponding(ball(model(Figure(4.13d.((The(internal(structures(of(the(C60(molecules(obtained(from(STM(images(have(been(applied(to(deduce(the(molecular(orientations([2].(The(molecule(in(the(centre(of(the(group(with(a(well(defined(structure(of(three(bright(lobes,(takes(on(the(most(stable(orientation(with(a(hexagonal(ring(in(direct(contact(with(the(Au(111)(substrate.(At(the(same(time(the(other(six(molecules(all(exhibit(a( threeVlobe(structure(with(two(bright( lobes(and(one(dim( lobe,(which( indicates( that( the(molecules(are(not( in( the(position(of(hexagonal( ring(parallel( to( the( substrate(but( tilted(by(a( small( angle(as(demonstrated(in(the(ball(model((Figure(4.13d).(These(molecules(have(a(C=C(double(bond( facing( the( Au(111)( substrate.( In( the( ball( model( Figure( 4.13d( the( six(surrounding(molecules( are( placed( on( the( background( Au(111)( substrate( with( a(C=C( double( bond( and( the( pentagon( rings( in( yellow( colour( represent( the( bright(lobes(while(the(six(pentagonal(rings(in(light(brown(correspond(to(the(dim(lobes(in(the(STM(image.(From(the(ball(model(we(can(see(that(the(two(molecules(at(the(two(opposite(sides(of( the(central(molecule(along(the(close(packed(direction(tilt( in( the(same( direction.( (When(Au( atoms( diffuse( to( these(molecules( at( the( interface,( the(tilted(C60(molecules(are(more(likely(to(capture(the(Au(atoms.(The(central(molecule(has(a(large(area,(i.e.,(more(carbon(atoms(in(direct(interaction(with(the(Au(surface,(which( builds( a( higher( barrier( for( the( diffusing(Au( atoms.(After(Au( atoms( lift( the(tilted(molecules,(as(a(direct(result(the(stability(of(the(molecule(in(the(central(of(the(
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interface.( (a)(STM( image( showing( the(porous( structure(after( the(deposition(of(0.45(
ML(of(Au(atoms(at(135(K.(The(blue(rectangle(highlights(the(zigzag(boundary(of(the(
C60( island( that( sit( on( top( of( the( Au( island.( A( small( area( of( the( porous( structure(
enclosed(in(the(black(rectangle(is(enlarged(and(shown(in(the(STM(image(b.((c)(STM(
image( with( internal( molecular( structure.( The( circle( encloses( a( group( of( seven( C60(
molecules.((d)(A(ball(model(for(the(group(of(seven(C60(molecules(in(the(image(c.( ((e)(
and((f)(Two(structural(models(to(explain(the(formation(of(the(honeycomb(structure.(
The( background( is( the( Au(111)( substrate( (( tangerine( colour).( The( Au( islands( are(

















(The(structures(of(the(Au(islands(indicate(general(trends(in(the(bonding(strength(of(the( C60( layer( to( the( Au(111)( substrate,( where( the( interfacial( stress( for( both( the(close(packed(top(Au(111)(layer(and(C60(layer(plays(a(role.(For(the(disordered(R30°(phases( every( C60( molecule( occupies( an( area( of( a( 2√3×2√3VR30°( unit( cell.( The(diagonal( length(of( the(unit( cell( is( about(9.98(Å( (taking( the(Au( lattice( constant(as(2.88(Å).(The(molecule(diameter(in(bulk(is(10.02(Å.(If(the(Au(111)(surface(is(rigid,(the(close(packed(C60(layer(needs(to(contract(by(about(0.4(%(to(ensure(that(all(the(C60(molecules(occupy(the(same(lattice(site(on(the(Au(111).(Similarly(the(C60(layer(in(the(uniform(R0°(phase((38×38VR0°)(also(experiences(compression(by(about(0.7%.(On(the(contrary,(the(Au(111)(surface(experiences(the(tensile(stress(exerted(by(the(C60(overlayer.((In( fact( both( the( C60( layer( and( the( Au(111)( surface( are( not( rigid.( The( system( of(C60/Au(111)( is( dynamically( stable( to( reach( an( optimized( condition.( Before( the(adsorption(of(C60(layer,(Au(atoms(in(the((111)(surface(are(compressed(along(three(equivalent(directions(to(form(the(herringbone(structure.(The(coverage(of(C60(layer(leads( to( anisotropic( stress( due( to( the( misorientation( between( the( close( packed(direction(of( the(C60( layer(and(the(direction(of( the(tension( in(the(Au(111)(surface.((The(elimination(of(the(herringbone(construction(due(to(adsorption(of(C60(indicates(that(the(compression(stress(in(the(Au(111)(surface(between(the(Au(111)(and(the(vacuum( surface( has( been( relieved.(However,( the( stress( at( the( interface( between(Au(111)(and(the(C60(overlayer(gradually(accumulates.(The(interfacial(stress(has(a(local( effect( on( the( interface( in( the(C60/Au(111)( system,( and( the( formation(of( the(dim(C60(molecule( is(a(way(to(release(the(interfacial(tension.(The(interfacial(stress(can(cause(subtle(vertical(movement(of(Au(atoms(within( the( layer(and(changes(of(
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C60(molecules( in( geometrical( position(on( the( surface,(molecular( orientations( and(molecular(electronic( structures.(The(nucleation(of( the(deposited(Au(atoms(at( the(interface( is(affected(by( the( interfacial( structure( induced(partly(by( the(stress.(The(two(types(of(shortVrange(porous(structures(of(Au(islands(reflect(the(local(variation(of(the(interface(structures(of(the(C60/Au(111).(
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Figure( 4.16( STM( images( showing( the( topography( of( C60( monolayer( on( Au(111),(




layer( on( the( same( terrace;( (b)( at( low( imaging( bias( the( bright( feature( becomes(
invisible,(except(the(molecule(in(the(centre(which(is(of(about(1.2(Å(in(height(seen(from(














V,( c( 1.0(V,( d(0.8(V,( e( 0.6(V( to( f( 0.4(V(and( the( same( tunnelling( current(0.06(nA.(The(
bright(C60( island(on( the( lower( terrace(becomes( faint(with(decreasing(bias(and(only(
the(C60(molecule(in(the(centre(remains(bright.(((The(changing(heights(of(the(C60(molecule(in(the(centre(of(the(bright(island(versus(bias(are(listed(in(table(4.1(and(range(from(130(pm(to(197(pm((the(heights(in(table(4.3.1(are(averaged(values(of(four(measurements(at(each(bias).((









(The(relation(between(the(tunnelling(bias(and(the(height(is(plotted(in(the(Chart(4.1(below.(The(chart(clearly(reveals( the( trend(of(a(positive( increase(of( the(heights(at(increasing(positive(sample(biases.(The(changes(of(the(heights(at(negative(biases(are(relatively(smooth(and(the(fluctuations(are(within(17(pm.(((
(
Chart(4.1(Variations(of(the(height(differences(between(the(C60(molecule(in(the(centre(
and( the( background( C60( layer( with( imaging( biases.( At( positive( bias,( the( height(
difference( increases(with(bias(while(at(negative(bias( the(height(difference(does(not(














molecules( in( the(underneath( layer(excited(by(highVenergy(electrons((100(eV( to(2(KeV).(The(bright(C60(molecule( in( the( centre(of( the( cluster( show( larger(heights(at(negative(sample(bias(than(at(positive(sample(bias((Figure(4.18b),(which(indicates(the(change(of(the(LUMO,(i.e.,(extra(electrons(transferred(to(the(LUMO.(The(authors(did( conductance( spectra( for( both( the( pristine( C60(molecule( (spectra( A( in( Figure(4.18a)(and(the(irritated(C60(molecule((spectra(B(in(Figure(4.18a).(The(two(spectra(in( Figure( 4.18( demonstrate( that( after( electrons( were( injected( into( the( C60(molecules,(their(LUMO(and(HOMO(had(been(altered(significantly.((
(
Figure(4.18((a)(Normalized(conductance(spectra(for(two(types(of(C60(molecules.(The(































The( C60(molecule( has( been( anticipated( to( be( a( component( for( nano.devices( and(when(combined(with(other(atoms(and(molecules,(many(novel(structures(have(been(discovered( (as( stated( in( the( literature( review).( The( realization( of( these( nano.structures( is( the( first( step( toward( the( final( goal( of( nano.device( fabrication.( In(chapter(5(the(study(about(the(self.defined(nanoclusters(made(of(C60(molecules(and(Au( clusters( is( discussed.( We( took( advantage( of( the( Au(111)( surface( with( the(unique( herringbone( reconstruction( to( grow( well( ordered( arrays( of( the(nanoclusters.( The(Au(111)( surface( plays( an( important( role( in( the( formation( and(the(properties(of(the(nano.clusters.( (The(experiment(was(carried(out(with(the(VT(STM.(
5.1(The(Fabrication(Process(
5.1.1(In.Situ(Deposition(of(C60(Molecules(and(Au(Atoms(C60(molecules(are(thermally(evaporated(from(a(pocket(made(of(Tantalum(foil(at(a(temperature(of(about(650(K(measured(with(a(thermocouple(attached(to(the(body(of(the(pocket.(A(diagram(of(the(simple(C60(pocket(evaporator(is(drawn(in(Figure(5.1.(The(pocket(is(made(of(tantalum(foil.(Two(tantalum(wings(are(used(as(the(electrical(contacts( between( the( pocket( and( the( copper( rods( fixed( to( a( flange,( which( is(mounted(on(the(STM(base.( (The( joints(of( the(pocket(are(welded(and(only(a(small(opening(is(left(where(C60(molecules(can(escape.(Inside(the(pocket(is(the(C60(powder(with(a(purity(of(99.9%((product( from(MER(Corp.(US).(The(deposition(rate( for(C60(molecules(is(controlled(at(around(0.05(ML(per(minute.((
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This( design( can( sufficiently( control( the( deposition( angle( to( prevent( spreading( C60(
molecules( on( the( STM( stage.( Two( wings( (horizontal( bars)( are( the( electrical(
connections(between(the(pocket(and(the(copper(rods(of(the(flange.(Current(flows(from(































































(Fig.( 5.3.( C60/Au( clusters( formed( on( Au( (111)( at( various( substrate( temperatures.(
Temperature(on(each(image(is(the(temperature(of(the(substrate(during(imaging.(C60(
molecules( on( top( of( Au( clusters( are( brighter( than( C60( molecules( on( the( Au(111)(
substrate.(When(C60(molecules(are(around(a(gold(cluster,( there( is(a(hole(due( to( the(








at( the( pinched( elbow.( The( structures( of( C60/Au( clusters( in( e( are( open( and( in( f( are(
closed(at(temperatures(from(120(K(to(170(K.((There(is(no(specific(structure(for(the(C60/Au(clusters(except(that(the(C60(molecules(are(close(packed(when(forming(islands(around(the(Au(clusters((Figure(5.3a.d).(At(the(Au(terrace(edge,(the(deposited(Au(atoms(are(not(fully(integrated(with(the(step(to(form(a(straight(edge(at(121(K.(Instead(they(form(isolated(clusters(attached(to(the(step(edge(and,(when(C60(molecules(diffuse(to(the(“rough”(edge,(they(organize(into(close(packed( islands(around(protrusions(of(Au(clusters,(or( into( rows(of( irregular(shapes(along(the(step(edge(as(can(be(seen(in(Figure(5.3a,(in(which(a(horizontal(Au(step(edge( is(on( the( top(part(of( the( image.(For(C60(molecules(attached( to( the(step(edge( (Figure( 5.3a),( there( is( no( preference( for( the( FCC( region( of( the( step( edge(compared(to(their(adsorption(behaviour(to(step(edge(at(room(temperature(when,(
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at(low(coverage,(isolated(rows(of(C60(molecules(form(at(the(FCC(regions(of(the(Au(step(edges(and(no(molecules(stay(at(the(HCP(regions(of(the(Au(step(edges([1].(Some(single(C60(molecules(are(brighter(than(others((Figure(5.3c)(on(the(same(terrace,(as(these(brighter(molecules(are(sitting(on(top(of(Au(clusters(of(single.layer(height.((After(the(deposition(of(C60(molecules,(Au(clusters(are(hard(to(see(directly( in(STM(images.(Their(existence(can(be(determined(through(the(appearances(of(the(C60/Au(clusters.(As(has(been(mentioned(above,( for( a(C60/Au(cluster,( if( the(C60(molecules(are( not( in( the( same( degree( of( brightness,( the( brighter( C60( molecules( have( Au(clusters(underneath(while(the(others(sit(on(the(Au(111)(substrate.(Moreover,(when(C60(molecules(are(around(a(void,(there(is(an(Au(cluster(at(the(void,(which(prevents(the( molecules( forming( a( close( packed( structure.( Based( on( this( knowledge,( by(comparing( the( two( images( in( Figure( 5.3c( and( d,( we( can( generally( see( the(distribution(of(Au(clusters(after(the(adsorption(of(C60(molecules.(Figure(5.3c(and(d,(obtained( at( 170(K,( is( one( STM( image(with( a( different( brightness( contrast.( From(Figure( 5.3c( the( structures( of( C60/Au( clusters( can( be( clearly( resolved(while( from(Figure(5.3d(the(locations(of(the(Au(clusters(are(readily(known(because(of(the(clear(view( of( the( herringbone.( The( red( dots( in( Figure( 5.3d( mark( the( location( of( Au(clusters(and(one(bulged(elbow(is(indicated.(In(Figure(5.3d(a(majority(of(Au(clusters(remain(in(the(FCC(regions(at(the(bulged(elbow(and(the(HCP(region(at(the(pinched(elbow(at(170(K.((At(low(temperature(from(120(K(to(170(K,(the(structures(of(C60/Au(clusters(can(be(classified(into(two(categories.(One(is(open(structure((Figure(5.3e)(and(the(other(is(closed( structure( (Figure(5.3f).( The( “open”( structure(means( that( the(Au( cluster( is(not(fully(surrounded(by(C60(molecules,(and(the(“closed”(means(that(the(Au(cluster(is(fully(enclosed(by(C60(molecules,(with(or(without(the(coverage(of(molecules(on(the(
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top.(For(open(structures((Figure(5.3e),(the(number(of(C60(molecules(attached(to(a(small( Au( clusters( ranges( from( one( to( five( and( part( of( the( Au( clusters( are( still(sometimes(visible.( Large( clusters( (the( two(clusters( at( the(bottom(of(Figure(5.3e)(with(large(Au(clusters(and(more(C60(molecules(frequently(form(at(the(elbow(sites(which(are(connected(with(long(and(straight(discommensurate(lines((DLs).(For(the(closed(structures((Figure(5.3f)( the(Au(clusters(are(usually(out(of( the(reach(of( the(STM( tip,( due( to( the( attachment( of( C60( molecules( and( their( small( area.( A( C60(molecule((~(7(Å(in(height(on(Au(111))(is(about(three(times(higher(than(an(Au(atom((2.35(Å(in(diameter).(Occasionally(the(closed(structure(on(the(right(side(of(Figure(5.3f(with(one(bright(C60(molecule(surrounded(by(six(molecules(is(observed(at(low(temperature.((In(order(to(get(the(thermodynamic(stable(structures(of(the(C60/Au(clusters(which(can( be( more( uniform,( the( substrate( temperature( is( gradually( raised( to( room(temperature.(
5.2(The(C60/Au(Nanocluster(at(Room(Temperature(At(room(temperature,(the(interactions(with(the(Au(substrate(are(weak(enough(for(C60(molecules(and(Au(atoms(to(diffuse(on(the(surface,(and(strong(enough(to(direct(the( reorganization( of( the( C60/Au( clusters( through( a( surface( template( effect.( One(structure(with( one( bright( C60(molecule( and( six(molecules( around( the( bright( one(populates(the(surface.(
5.2.1(Close.Shell(Structure(of((C60)7(Au)19((The( introduction( of( a( slow( annealing( treatment( from( about( 170( K( to( room(temperature( 295( K( leads( to( significant( changes( of( the( C60/Au( clusters( on( the(Au(111)(substrate(so(that(a(large(portion(of(one(type(of(C60/Au(cluster(prevails(as(
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shown(in(Figure(5.4a.(In(Figure(5.4a,(all(the(clusters(stay(at(the(elbow(sites(and(the(space(in(between(these(clusters(are(the(bare(Au(surface.(In(order(to(clearly(show(the( features( of( the( typical( cluster,( the( background( is( dark( but( the( herringbone(reconstruction( of( the(Au(111)( substrate( is( still( visible( at( the( bottom(of( the( STM(image((Figure(5.4a).(A(height(profile(across(the(cluster(proves(that( the(bright(C60(molecule(is(sitting(on(top(of(an(Au(cluster(of(single(layer(height,(because(the(bright(C60(molecule(is(about(0.220(nm,(the(height(of(an(Au(atomic(layer,(higher(than(the(surrounding( C60( molecules.( The( surrounding( six( C60( molecules( that( are( on( the(substrate,(are(about(0.747(nm(in(height(with(reference(to(the(Au(111)(surface.(This(is(the(height(of(a(C60(molecule(attached(to(an(Au(step.((
(
Figure(5.4( (a)( STM( image(of( some(C60/Au( clusters( on( the(Au(111)( surface(at( room(
temperature.(One( typical( cluster(with( one( bright( C60(molecule( and( six( surrounding(
molecules(populates(substrate.( (b)(Height(profile(across(a(cluster( indicates( that( the(
bright(C60(molecule(sits(on(top(of(an(Au(cluster(of(single( layer(height,(as( it( is(about(
0.220(nm(higher(than(the(surrounding(molecules.(The(height(difference(is(close(to(the(








clusters(have(been(discovered(on( the( sample( surface,(which(will( be(discussed( in(section( 5.2.3.( The( number( of( C60( molecules( in( each( cluster( can( be( accurately(counted,(but(the(size(of(the(Au(cluster(underneath(the(bright(C60(molecule(cannot(be(seen(directly.(With(the(knowledge(of( the(C60(monolayer(on(Au(111),(a(general(estimation( of( the( number( of( Au( atoms( underneath( the( bright( C60( molecule( is(possible.(For(a(close(packed(C60(layer(on(Au(111),(each(C60(molecule(takes(up(the(area(of(12(Au(atoms(in(the((111)(surface.( (The(number(of(12(atoms(is(an(average(value( for( one( C60( molecule.( The( number( of( Au( atoms( that( one( C60( molecule(interacts(with(should(be(more( than(12(as( there(are(Au(atoms( that(are(shared(by(other(molecules.(A(ball(model(for(the(typical(C60/Au(cluster(is(shown(in(Figure(5.5c,(with(one(brown(C60(molecule(on(top(of(an(Au(island(in(yellow(colour.(The(Au(atoms(in(the(Au(111)(substrate(are(in(purple(except(18(Au(atoms,(around(the(yellow(Au(cluster,( that( are( in( red.(We(name( this( cluster( the( (C60)7(Au)19( cluster.(The(19(Au(atoms(organize(into(a(hexagonal(island(and(six(molecules(each(attach(to(one(side(of(the( Au( hexagonal( island.( The( cavity( formed( by( the( six( surrounding(molecules( is(just(the(right(space(to(fit(in(one(C60(molecule.(Figure(5.5a(is(a(zoom.in(image(of(the(smallest(and(most(compact(C60/Au(cluster(on(the(substrate(at(room(temperature.(In(the(ball(model,(the(bright(C60(molecule(occupies(atop(site(over(an(Au(atom((the(red(Au(atom(in(the(centre(of(the(Au(cluster(in(Figure(5.5b)(in(the(Au(cluster,(while(the(other(six(C60(molecules(around(the(Au(cluster(all(sit(over(the(hollow(sites(on(the(Au(111)( substrate.( Each( of( the( six( hollow( sites( is( formed( by( three( Au( atoms,( as(indicated(in(Figure(5.5b(–(the(six(groups(of(three(Au(atoms(in(red.(We(place(all(the(seven(C60(molecules( as( shown( in(Figure(5.5c,( i.e.,( a( hexagonal( carbon( ring(of( the(cage(being(parallel(to(the((111)(surface(and(the(C.C(edges(of(the(hexagonal(ring(in(the( parallel( orientation( to( the( step( edges( of( the( hexagonal( Au( cluster.( ( The(
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C60(molecules(have(one(hexagonal( carbon( ring( in(direct( contact(with(Au( substrate.(
The(C60(molecule( on( the( top(of( the(Au( cluster( occupies( a( top( site( and( the(other( six(








Figure( 5.6( Schematic( diagram( for( the( distance( between( the( carbon( atoms( and( the(
relevant( Au( atoms.( Red( and( yellow( balls( are( Au( atoms( at( the( same( positions( as( in(
Figure(5.5b(and( c.(Other(Au(atoms(are( removed( in(order( to( show( the( carbon( rings(
that(are(near(the(step(edge(of(Au(cluster(more(clearly.(Carbon(atoms,(in(yellow,(blue(
and(black,(of(the(hexagonal(carbon(ring(concern(the(shortest(separation(between(a(
carbon(atom(and(an(Au(atom( in( the(step(edge(of( the(Au(cluster,(and( the(centre.to.
centre(distances(between(each(of(the(six(carbon(atoms(and(the(Au2(atom(are(listed(in(
the( table(above.(The( shortest(distance( is(2.5(Å(between(one(of( the(carbon(atoms( in(





















room( temperature.( (a)( Overview( of( the( substrate( at( room( temperature.( Sizes( of(
C60/Au(clusters(can(be(simply(grouped(in(two(categories:(one(the(big(C60/Au(clusters(
with( large(Au( islands,(where(Au( islands(are( large( enough( to( be( visible( on( the( STM(
image;(the(other(compact(C60/Au(clusters.((b)(There(is(an(Au(step(on(the(STM(image.(
Short(rows(of(C60(molecules(adsorb(to(the(step(edge(and(the(gaps(between(these(C60(
rows( are( HCP( regions( of( the( herringbone( reconstruction.( Red( circles( enclose( large(
























the( herringbone( reconstruction.( Openings( at( the( edge( of( large( clusters(marked( by(
yellow(circles(are(in(HCP(regions(of(the(substrate.(At(low(coverage(of(C60(on(Au(111),(
C60(molecules(prefer(to(stay(in(or(adsorb(to(the(FCC(regions(over(the(HCP(regions.((We(also(studied(the(thermal(stability(of( the(C60/Au(clusters(at(elevated(substrate(temperatures( up( to( about( 410( K.( Some( of( these( large( clusters( grow( even( larger(with(a(supply(of(Au(atoms(from(other(C60/Au(clusters(that(physically(decompose.((At(410(K,(there(are(large(Au(islands(of(some(clusters(having(the(discommensurate(lines(visible,(and(the(width(of(the(Au(island,(although(not(in(the(shape(of(a(polygon(or(circle,( is(about(10(nm.(The(change(of( two( large(clusters( followed(by(STM(with(increasing(substrate( temperature( is( shown( in(Figure(5.8.(The( four( images(on( the(top( are( the( appearances( of( one( cluster( from( room( temperature,( about( 295(K,( to(330( K.( The( four( STM( images( below( are( of( a( second( large( cluster.( ( The( biggest(change(of(the(cluster(in(Figure(5.8a1(is(the(detachment(of(a(compact(cluster(at(330(K( (Figure( 5.8d1),( and( there( are(more( C60(molecules( around( the(Au( island( in( the(centre.( Another( cluster( in( Figure( 5.8a2( has( an( Au( island(with( a( corner( at( room(temperature.(With(increasing(temperature(of(the(substrate,(the(sharp(corner(of(the(Au(island(gradually(disappears(and(the(shape(of(the(Au(island(becomes(near(to(a(circle.(The(C60(molecules(that(are(not(attached(to(the(Au(island(are(detached(from(the(C60/Au(cluster.(At(316(K((Figure(5.8c2),( there(are(one(bright(molecule(on(the(big(Au(island(and(one(bright(molecule(on(the(small(Au(island(forming(a((C60)7(Au)19(cluster( aside( the( big( Au( island.( At( 330(K,( the(movement( of( C60(molecules( in( the(tunnelling(junction(causes(streaks(on(the(images.((
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At(temperature(up(to(410(K,(there(is(increasing(proportion(of(large(C60/Au(clusters(on( the( substrate(due( to( the(decomposition(of( the( small( compact(C60/Au(clusters.(The( openings( at( the( edge( of( the( Au( island( is( supposed( to( be( the( place( where(incoming(Au( atoms( are(merged( into( the( Au( island.( C60(molecules( can( also(move(around(the(Au( island( for( the(cluster( to(reorganize.(The(restructuring(of( the( large(cluster(follows(the(process(of(Ostwald(ripening([4].((
5.2.3(Relocation(of(C60/Au(Clusters(As(aforementioned(at(low(temperature,(Au(clusters(stay(in(the(HCP(regions(of(the(pinched( elbows( and( the( FCC( regions( of( the( bulged( elbows( of( the( herringbone(reconstruction.( When( the( substrate( temperature( reached( room( temperature(almost( no(Au( clusters( stay( in( the(HCP( regions( at( either( type( of( elbows( from( the(statistics( of( hundreds( of( STM( images,( which( means( that( during( the( process( of(heating(the(sample(from(115(K(to(295(K,(some(C60/(Au(clusters(with(Au(islands(in(the( HCP( regions(move( to( a( nearby( location( (FCC( region)( with( a( local( minimum(energy( activated( by( increasing( thermal( kinetic( energy.( From( the( STM( image( in(Figure(5.9a,(rows(of(C60/Au(clusters(can(be(clearly(distinguished(as(marked(by(the(white(rectangles.(The(type(of(the(elbows(where(C60/Au(clusters(are(anchored(are(written( inside( the( rectangles.( The( brightness( contrast( of( the( STM( image( (Figure(5.9b)( is( adjusted( to(make( the( herringbone( structures(more( clear.( Among( all( the(clusters(in(Figure(5.9b(only(three(C60/Au(clusters(have(their(Au(clusters(in(the(HCP(regions( at( the( pinched( elbow( as( marked( with( circles.( Other( Au( clusters( at( the(pinched(elbows( stay( in( the(FCC( regions(with( the( relocation(of( the(Au( clusters(of(these(C60/Au(clusters( from(the(HCP(regions( to( the(adjacent(FCC(regions(over( the(discommensurate( lines.(One( interesting(observation( is( that( two(additional( elbow(
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The( Au( clusters( prefer( to( stay( in( the( FCC( region( to( have( the( most( compatible(overlayer( configuration( for( the( stability( of( the( clusters( as( a( whole.( The( closed(structure( of( the( (C60)7(Au)19( cluster( makes( it( stable( on( the( substrate.( This(conclusion(can(be(proved(not(only(by(the(fact(that(it(is(the(most(popular(structure(on(the(substrate(at(room(temperature,(but(also(by(the(observation(that(the(cluster(can( move( slightly( across( the( surface( as( a( unit.( In( Figure( 5.10,( a( series( of( STM(images(obtained(at(different(substrate(temperatures(exhibit(the(movement(of(one(cluster( –( the( third( from( top,(where(white( lines( are( used( to( indicate( the( relative(positions( of( the( clusters.( In( Figure( 5.10a,( obtained( at( the( substrate( temperature(313(K,(the(third(cluster(is(at(the(left(side(of(the(white(line.(In(Figure(5.10b(and(c,(it(moves(to(a(new(place(so(that(one(C60(molecule(of(the(cluster(is(at(the(right(side(of(the( white( line.( At( 322( K( (Figure( 5.10d)( it( has( moved( back( to( its( original( place.(During( imaging( the( third( cluster( is( the( only(molecule( that( causes( streaks( on( the(images(when(the(tip(scans(over(the(cluster.((
(
Figure( 5.10( Movement( of( a( C60/Au( cluster( as( a( unit.( The( four( STM( images( are(
obtained(at(the(substrate(temperature,(from(a(to(d,(313(K,(316(K,(319(K,(and(322(K.(
The( white( line( is( the( reference( to( mark( the( positions( of( the( clusters.( The( third(
(C60)7(Au)19(cluster(down(slightly(shifts(its(position(to(the(right(side(of(the(white(line(
in(b(and(c(and(come(back(in(d.(
a" b c" d"
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Because( the( limited( resolution( of( the( herringbone( structures( around( the( C60/Au(clusters( it( is(hard( to( tell(what( the( reason( is(behind( the(movement(of( the(cluster.(However,(what(can(be(concluded(from(this(observation(is(the(high(stability(and(the(strong(internal(binding(strength(of(the((C60)7(Au)19(cluster(as(a(unit.(
5.3(Structural(Evolution(of(the((C60)m(Au)n(Clusters(at(Elevated(Temperatures(During( the( annealing( process( of( the( sample,( the( selection( of( stable( clusters( in(particular( structures( and( the( evolution( of( the( remaining( clusters( in( metastable(structures( have( been( observed( as( the( STM( follows( changes( in( the( clusters(continuously( from( room( temperature( to( about( 330( K.( With( the( substrate(temperature( in( the( range( 330( K( to( 410( K,( the( sample( is( heated( to( the( desired(temperature(and(kept(at( that( temperature( for(about(1(hour,( and(STM( imaging( is(taken(after(the(sample(is(cooled(down(to(room(temperature.(
5.3.1(Vanishing(of(the(Open(Structure(The( compact( (C60)7(Au)19( cluster( has( six(molecules( around( the(Au( cluster( in( the(centre.(What( if( the( step( edge( of( a( small( Au( cluster( is( not( fully( protected( by( C60(molecules?( (The(disintegration(of(a((C60)6(Au)n(cluster( is(displayed(in(Figure(5.11(when(increasing(substrate(temperature(from(room(temperature(295(K(to(304(K.(In(Figure(5.11( the( cluster( has( one(C60(molecule,( imaged(brightest,( on( top(of( the(Au(cluster(and( there(are( five(C60(molecules,(dimer( than( the(centre(molecule,( around(the(Au(cluster.(These(five(C60(molecules(are(too(few(to(entirely(cover(the(step(edges(of( the( Au( cluster( and( therefore( there( is( a( gap( between( two( of( them.( The( gap( is(observed(to(change(its(place(around(the(Au(cluster(due(to(the(movement(of(the(five(C60(molecules.( The( bonding( of( the( carbons( atoms( of( the( C60(molecule( to( the( Au(atoms(at(the(step(edge(of(the(Au(cluster(and(the(van(der(Waals(interaction(between(
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adjacent(molecules(are(large(enough(to(prevent(the(molecules(to(detach(from(the(step( edge,( but( not( enough( to( prohibit( the( diffusion( of( the(molecules( around( the(step( edge.( It( seems( that( adding( one( molecule( to( the( five( molecules( at( the(circumference(of(the(Au(cluster(is(all(that(is(needed(to(change(this(restless(C60/Au(cluster( to( a( compact( cluster( of( relative( high( stability.( When( the( substrate(temperature(reaches(304(K((the(STM(image(at(the(right(bottom(of(Figure(5.11),(this(cluster( collapses( and(disappears( from(view.(The( scanning( tip(may( impact(on( the(disintegration(of(the(cluster.(However,(the(imaging(parameter(.1.8(V(and(0.03(nA(should(not(impose(a(large(force(on(the(cluster(as(the(tip(is(farther(from(the(sample(surface( compared( with( the( imaging( conditions( for( atom( manipulation.( The(structure(of(this((C60)6(Au)n(is(not(stable(in(nature.(((
( (
Figure(5.11(Series(of(STM(images(focusing(on(one(C60/Au(cluster(denoted((C60)6(Au)n.(











step(edge(of( the(Au(cluster(not( fully( covered(by(molecules.(This(gap( is( seen(moving(
around(the(Au(cluster(due(to(the(movement(of(the(five(molecules(at(the(circumference(
of( the( Au( cluster.( This( cluster( is( not( stable( and( at( 304( K( collapses( disappearing(
completely(from(view.(
(For(the((C60)7(Au)19(cluster(the(movement(of(C60(molecules(around(the(Au(cluster(is( not( observed( because( of( their( compact( configuration.( The( formation( of( the((C60)6(Au)n(cluster(may(be(the(result(of(a(smaller(Au(cluster(whose(atom(number(n(is( less( than( 19,(without( enough( room( left( at( the( step( edge( to( accommodate( one(extra(molecule.((












at(309(K( the( five(molecules( left( the(stable(core.(When( the(substrate( temperature(reached(310(K,(three((C60)7(Au)19(clusters(existed(on(the(surface(in(the(same(size,(shape(and(composition.((
(
(
Figure(5.13( Series( of( STM( images( showing( the( response(of( three(C60/Au( clusters( to(
thermal(annealing(treatment.(At(first(there(were(three(clusters(A,(B,(and(C(of(different(
sizes( and( shapes.( The( cluster( C( in( the( first( image( is( the( (C60)7(Au)19( cluster( which(




















With( increasing( substrate( temperatures,( fewer( and( fewer( (C60)7(Au)19( clusters(existed( on( the( surface,( but( they( can( survive( on( the( Au(111)( surface( up( to( the(temperature( of( about( 410( K.( Besides( the( detachment( or( reorganization( of( C60(molecules(the(restructuring(of(Au(clusters(also(happened(as(shown(in(the(next(two(figures((Figure(5.14(and(Figure(5.15).((




















a1$ a2$ a3$ a4$ a5$
b1$ b2$ b3$ b4$ b5$
c1$ c2$ c3$ c4$ c5$
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((If(the(Au(cluster(does(not(take(on(a(stables(structure(due(to(the(confinement(by(the(attached(C60(molecules(on(top(of(and(around(the(Au(cluster,(thermal(treatment(can(promote( the( transition( from( metastable( structure( to( stable( structure.( The( Au(cluster(in(the(large(C60/Au(cluster(in(Figure(5.15(can(support(five(C60(molecules.(At(room(temperature( the(shape(of( the( five(bright(molecules(was(near(a(polygon.(At(306(K(two(C60(molecules(that(were(marked(by(two(red(dots(in(Figure(5.15b2(were(missing,(which(seemed(to(cause(disturbance(to(the(structure(of(the(Au(cluster.(The(cluster( changed( a( lot( in( Figure( 5.15c2,( which( was( obtained( five( minutes( after(Figure(5.15b2(at(the(same(substrate(temperature.(The(C60(molecules(that(had(been(affected(are(marked(by(dots(in(different(colours((Figure(5.15c2).(In(Figure(5.15c2(the(red(dots(marks(the(place(where(two(molecules(was(in(the(cluster(but(missing(latter( compared(with( Figure(5.15b2.( The(blue(dots(mark( the( two(molecules( that(newly(joint(there,(and(the(green(dot(is(the(molecule(that(was(originally(sitting(on(top(of(the(Au(cluster(in(Figure(5.15b2.(The(organization(of(the(Au(cluster(changed(from(Figure(5.15b2(to(Figure(5.15c2,(and(raised(one(molecule(that(was(next(to(the(molecule(highlighted(by(the(green(dot((Figure(5.15c2).((
(
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that( there(are(dots( on( the( images( to(mark( the( reorganization(of( the(molecules.(By(
comparing(the(cluster( in(a1(and(b1,(we(can(see( that( two(molecules(marked(by( two(
red( dots( in( b2( moved( away( from( the( cluster.( From( b1( to( c1,( two(more( molecules(
marked(by(two(red(dots(in(image(c2(disappeared(and(two(molecule(marked(by(blue(
dots( jointed( the( cluster.( The( green( dot( in( c2( highlights( the( molecule( that( was(
originally( on( top( of( the(Au( cluster.( The(Au( cluster( reorganized( and( raised( another(








Figure( 5.16( STM( image( showing( the( distribution( of( the( C60/Au( clusters( in( size( and(
shape( at( the( two( types( of( elbow( sites.( The( image( is( processed( by( the( function( of(
unsharp(mask( to( show(both( the( clusters(and( the(herringbone( structure( clearly.( (a)(
Rectangles( in( two( colours( each( mark( one( type( of( elbow( site.( The( blue( rectangles(
highlight( the( rows( of( bulged( elbow( sites,( and( the( green( rectangles( single( out( the(
pinched( elbows.(A( clear( view( (without( unsharp(mask(processing)( of( the( clusters( at(
the(two(types(of(elbows( is(shown(below(image(b.(The(clusters(staying(at(the(bulged(
elbows( are( all( the( compact( (C60)7(Au)19( clusters( while( the( other( clusters( at( the(
pinched(elbows(have(larger(sizes(and(irregular(shapes.((b)(A(STM(image(of(Au(111)(
with( the( herringbone( reconstruction.( The( blue( dot( indicates( the( area( of( the( FCC(
region(at(the(bulged(elbow.(The(green(dot(at(the(pinched(elbow(shows(that(the(area(
of(the(FCC(regions(is(larger(than(that(at(the(pinched(elbow,(formed(by(the(same(two(






C60(molecules(and(they(also(pin(the(clusters(during(the(ripening(process(from(low(to(room(temperature.(As(the(majority(of(Au(clusters(stay(in(the(FCC(regions(at(the(elbows,(the(difference(in(the(area(of(the(FCC(regions(at(the(bulged(elbow(and(the(pinched( elbow( (Figure( 5.15b)( possibly( contributes( to( the( final( evolution( of( the(clusters( from( the(meta.equilibrium(state( at( low( temperatures( to( the( equilibrium(state(at(room(temperature.(The(two(dots( in(Figure(5.15b( indicate( the(size(of(FCC(regions(at( the( two(types(of(elbow(sites.(The(area(of( the(FCC(region(at( the(bulged(elbow( is( obviously( smaller( than( that( at( the( pinched( elbow.( Therefore,( the( Au(clusters( are( confined( to( smaller( sizes( at( the( bulged( elbows( than( those( at( the(pinched(elbows,(especially(during(the(time(when(the(structures(of(clusters(evolve(at( elevated( temperatures.( ( At( the( stage( when( the( C60/Au( clusters( ripen( due( to(thermal( activation,( the( properties( of( the( elbow( sites( are( one( of( the( key( factors(leading(to(the(formation(of(the(well(defined(structures.((
5.4.2(Role(in(the(Stability(of(the(Clusters(The(stability(of(a(C60/Au(cluster( is(determined(by(many(factors( including( its(size,(structure,( and( its( local( environment,( i.e.,( the( type( of( the( elbow( site( where( the(cluster( is( attached.( During( annealing( treatment( to( the( sample( at( a( temperature(above(room(temperature,(the(clusters(at(the(bulged(sites(exhibit(less(stability(than(those( at( the( pinched( elbow( as( demonstrated( in( Figure( 5.17( of( four( STM( images(obtained(sequentially(at(temperatures(from(295(K(to(333(K.(The(specific(substrate(temperature(during(imaging(is(written(on(the(respective(image.(Due(to(the(thermal(drift(at(changing(substrate(temperatures,(the(scanning(range(on(the(sample(is(not(exactly(the(same,(but(from(the(four(images(shown(in(Figure(5.17(the(vanishing(of(some( C60/Au( clusters( from( the( surface( can( be( seen.( In( Figure( 5.17a( the( C60/Au(
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temperature.( The( temperature( of( the( substrate( when( the( image( was( taken( is(
indicated(on(each( image.(All( the( images( include( three( rows(of( clusters( that( stay(at(
two(types(of(elbow(sites(on(the(Au(111)(substrate.((a)(The(blue(rectangle(marks(the(














bulged(elbow(site.((Compared(with( Figure( 5.17a( obtained( at( 295(K,( Figure( 5.17d( obtained( at( 333(K(gives( a( clear( contrast( in( the( numbers( of( clusters( at( the( bulged( elbows,( fewer(clusters(remaining( there(except(one(cluster( that(has(a( large(Au( island( to(support(three(C60(molecules(and(nine(molecules(protect(the(edge(of(the(Au(island.((A(close(look(at( the(clusters(at( the(pinched(elbows(discloses(the(structural(rectification(of(the( clusters( during( the( annealing( process( from( 295( K( to( 333( K.( There( are( new(compact( (C60)7(Au)19( clusters( emerging( at( the( pinched( elbows( in( Figure( 5.17d,(which( are( transferred( from( C60/Au( clusters( in( metastable( structures.( And( the(shape( of( the( Au( clusters( of( the( large( clusters( gradually( evolved( to( shapes( with(rounded(edges.((






distinct.( The( blue( rectangles(mark( the( bulged( elbows(where(C60/Au( clusters( hardly(









commonly( observed( (C60)7(Au)19( cluster.( The( size( of( the(Au( cluster( for( each( C60/Au(
cluster( increases( from( two( to( eight( one( by( one( as( the( number( of( C60( molecules(
supported(on(the(Au(cluster(increases.((Based(on(the(model(for(the((C60)7(Au)19(cluster,(the(structures(for(the(larger(C60/Au(clusters( above( in( Figure( 5.19( can( be( easily( obtained( as( demonstrated( in( Figure(5.20.(Similar( to( the( description( of( the( ball( model( in( Figure( 5.5b,( Figure( 5.20( only(indicates( the( structures( of( the( Au( clusters( and( the( adsorption( sites( for( each( C60(molecules,(which(are(eliminated(to(show(the(structures(of(the(Au(clusters(clearly.(In(the(four(ball(models((Figure(5.20),(all(the(C60(molecules(on(top(of(the(Au(clusters(are(at(the(top(site(over(an(Au(atom((the(red(ball( in(the(centre(of(the(Au(atoms(in(yellow)(while( the(rest(molecules(around(the(Au(clusters(are(sitting(at( the(hollow(site( (the( site( within( three( Au( atoms,( in( red,( of( the( Au( substrate),( all( with( a(hexagonal(ring(facing(parallel(to(the(Au(111)(substrate.((
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clusters( whose( images( are( attached( to( the( right( upper( corner( of( each(model.( The(
(C60)m(Au)n( denotations( for( each( cluster( a( –( d( are( (C60)10(Au)35,( (C60)12(Au)49,(
(C60)14(Au)63( and( (C60)16(Au)77,( respectively.( The( yellow( balls( and( the( red( balls(
encompassed( by( the( yellow( balls( are( Au( atoms( forming( the( Au( clusters.( The(
background( Au( atoms( in( the( (111)( surface( are( in( purple( except( the( Au( atoms( in(
groups(of(three(in(the(red(colour,(which(are(used(to( indicate(the(adsorption(sites(of(





between(molecules(and(atoms.(The(pattern(of(C60(molecules(within(the(clusters(can(be(unambiguously(resolved(by(STM.(For(one( type(of(C60/Au(cluster,( there(can(be(more(than(one(structure(of(the(Au(cluster.(However,(the(structure(of(the(Au(cluster(we( introduced( could( be( the( primary( structure( among( all( the( possible(arrangements(of(Au(atoms(underneath(the(molecule(s).(((The(C60(molecule(is(free(of(ligands(for(directional(bonding,(but(the(C60/Au(clusters(can(still(take(on(certain(compact(structures(as(described(above(and(one(reason(for(this(tendency(is(that(both(Au(atoms(and(C60(molecules(incline(to(form(close.packed(structures( of( high( stability( with( optimized( coordination( between( the( two(components.( If( the( two( components( are( separated( and( placed( on( the( Au(111)(substrate,( they( cannot( stay( at( the( elbow( sites( at( temperatures( above( room(temperatures.( Thermal( stability( of( the( bi.component( clusters( is( justified( by(molecule.atom(and(cluster.substrate(interactions.((




6.1&Summary&This! thesis!gives!a!detailed!account!of! the!study!of! the! interface!between! the!C60!monolayer!and!the!Au(111)!substrate,!and!the!selfAassembled!structures!of!Au/C60!complex!supported!on!the!Au(111)!substrate.!The! change!of! the!herringbone! reconstruction!upon!adsorption!of!C60!makes! the!experimental! investigation! more! complicated.! We! predict! the! molecule!configurations! in!the!overlayer!through!a!pure!geometric!view!of!commensurism!that! is! lattice! registry! between! the! overlayer! and! the! substrate.! Although!consideration!of!the!energetic!optimisation!and!of!the!characterization!of!detailed!structure!are!missing,!the!geometric!modelling!offers!a!possible!explanation!of!the!relative! structures! of! the! C60! overlayer! on! the! Au(111)! substrate.! The! various!superstructures! of! dim! C60! molecules! within! the! close! packed! layer! indicate!complex!interfacial!structures!between!the!two.!Following!the!STM!observations!of!the! C60! monolayer! on! Au(111),! Au! atoms! are! used! as! a! probe! to! explore! the!interfacial! properties! of! C60/Au.! Their! diffusion! behaviour! within! constraint! of!kinetic!energy,!and!the!nanoAstructures!at!the!interface,!indirectly!give!information!on! the! different! binding! strength! among! the! ordinary! and! dim! C60!molecules! in!various!phases!of!the!C60!layer.!The!stress!exerted!at!both!the!Au!substrate!and!the!C60!overlayer!makes! the!porous!nanoAstructures!–! the!honeycomb!and! the! linear!structures!–!of!Au!islands!at!the!interface,!exhibiting!shortArange!orders.!The!study!is!important!in!the!investigation!of!nanoscale!devices!or!electronics!involving!the!
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interface! properties.! Other! surface! science! techniques! are! needed! to! further!explore!the!detailed!interface!structure!of!the!C60!layer!on!Au(111).!The! second! part! of! the! work! concerns! the! self! assembled! nanoAstructures! of!C60/Au! clusters! supported! on! the! Au(111)! substrate! fabricated! by! sequential!deposition! of! Au! atoms! and! C60!molecules! at! low! substrate! temperatures,! when!both! elements! on! the! cold! substrate! can! be! confined! at! the! elbow! sites! of! the!herringbone! which! is! the! unique! feature! of! the! clean! Au(111)! surface.! The!characteristics!of!the!C60/Au!clusters!including!their!size,!shape!and!compositions!are! thoroughly!studied!at!changing!kinetic!energies!of! the!system!by!varying! the!substrate! temperature! from! 110! K! to! about! 410! K.! One! particular! nanocluster!consisting!of!six!C60!molecules!around!an!Au!cluster!and!one!C60!molecule!on!top!of!the!Au!cluster!–!denoted!(C60)7(Au)19!cluster!–!existed!abundantly!on!the!substrate!at!the!elbow!sites,!forming!wellAordered!arrays!of!nanoclusters!of!uniform!size!and!shape.! A!model! is! proposed! for! the! (C60)7(Au)19! cluster!with! the! Au19! cluster! of!single!Au!layer!high!in!a!hexagonal!shape,!one!C60!molecule!on!the!top!of!the!Au19!cluster!and!six!other!around! it.!The!model! is!based!on! the!existing!knowledge!of!the!bond!length!between!a!carbon!atom!and!a!Au!atom,!the!physical!and!chemical!structure!of!the!C60!molecule.!During!the!ripening!process!at!temperatures!above!room!temperature!(~!295!K),!the! disassembling! of! some! metastable! structures,! and! the! evolution! of! the!metastable! structures! to! one! specific! nanoAstructure! of! the! (C60)7(Au)19! cluster!reveal! the! intrinsic! stability! of! the! (C60)7(Au)19! cluster! with! the! optimized!coordination!between!the!molecules!and!the!Au!atoms!in!the!closeAshell!structure.!
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Large!C60/Au!clusters,!the!Au!clusters!of!which!are!large!enough!to!be!visible!under!STM! observation,! also! experienced! changes! of! size! and! shape! due! to! thermal!activation!at!elevated!temperature.!!The!importance!of!the!herringbone!reconstruction!is!emphasized!in!the!last!part!of!Chapter! 5.! At! an! early! stage! during! the! formation! of! C60/Au! clusters,! the! elbow!sites!confine!the!movements!of!the!molecules!and!the!Au!atoms!there.!During!the!ripening!process,!the!elbow!sites!play!the!role,!besides!stabilizing,!of!regulating!the!organization! of! the! clusters,! as! the! discommensurate! lines! can! impact! the!transportation! of! the! molecules! and! atoms! moving! across! the! surface.! At! low!temperature,! the! DLs! are! like! walls! of! potential! well! so! that! the! atoms! and!molecules!inside!can!only!move!inside!the!well.!
6.2&Future&Plan&
Further! experiments! as! well! as! theoretical! calculations! are! necessary! for! more!information!concerning!the!selfAassembled!structures!of!C60/Au!clusters!presented!in! this! thesis.! The! electronic! structures! of! each! the! seven! C60! molecules! in! the!(C60)7(Au)19! cluster! are! important,! as! their! changes! compared! to! pristine! C60!molecules!in!bulk!reveal!the!interaction!between!the!molecules!and!the!Au!atoms!via! charge! transfer,! which! is! the! binding! pathway! for! the! C60! monolayer! on!Au(111).! Scanning! tunnelling! spectroscopy! (STS)! is! a! useful! tool! to! study! the!electronic!structures!of!an!individual!atom!or!molecule.!The!experiment!needs!to!be!carried!out!at!low!temperatures!in!order!to!freeze!the!rotational!motion!of!the!C60! molecule! and! to! insure! a! stable! tunnelling! junction! during! data! acquisition.!Theoretical!calculations!based!on!STM!observations!(and!STS!measurements)!can!
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provide!insight!into!the!forces!or!energies!that!act!during!the!formation!of!the!biAcomponent!C60/Au!clusters.!The!fabrication!of!the!C60/Au!cluster!of!one!size!and!structure!may!be!possible!via!proper! choice! of! deposition!methods! such! as! size! selected! cluster! source,!which!can! produce! a! uniform! size! distribution! of! Au! clusters! on! the! substrate! at! low!temperatures.!Which!size!of!the!C60/Au!clusters!is!abundant!on!the!substrate!can!be!tuned!by!changing!the!Au!cluster!sizes.!Some!large!and!compact!C60/Au!clusters,!for!example!the!(C60)10(Au)35!cluster!that!has!two!C60!molecules!on!top!of! the!Au!cluster,!can!also!widely!exist!on!the!Au(111)!substrate!if,!at!the!beginning,!the!size!of!the!Au!clusters!is!large!enough!(about!35!atoms).!The!nanoAtemplate!can!also!be!tuned!to!guide!more!ordered!growth!of!nanostructures![1,!2].!SelfAassembly!of!biAcomponent!clusters!is!a!promising!research!subject!as!they!can!be! used! to! design! and! fabricate! nano! devices! on! surfaces.! By! changing! the!components!of! the! cluster!various! structures!may!be!produced!and! the!physical,!chemical! and! electronic! features! of! each! element! or! the! cluster! can! be!modified!according!to!the!needs!of!the!actual!application.!





Pressure&STM&Study&The!metal!Pt!is!of!great!scientific,!technological!and!industrial!interest!for!its!vital!role!in!catalysing!many!chemical!reactions![i,!ii,!iii].!Many!experiments!concerning!the! formation! of! Pt! oxide! have! been! carried! out! on! various! crystallographic!surfaces!of!Pt!crystal,!where!the!step!is!found!to!be!the!preferential!adsorption!and!reaction!site!for!Pt!oxide![iii,!iv].!In!our!study,!we!deposit!oxygen!and!Pt!atoms!at!the!same!time!on!the!inert!Au(111)!surface,!in!order!to!study!the!formation!of!Pt!oxide!by!STM.!An!STM!experiment![v]!has!revealed!the!formation!of!Pt/Au!alloy!via!replacing! Au! atoms! with! Pt! atoms! in! the! Au! substrate,! and! the! increased! Pt!reactivity!with!assistance!from!the!Au!substrate.!The!replacement!of!Au!atoms!by!Pt! atoms! is! possible! as! Pt! and!Au! are! adjacent!metals! in! the! periodic! table,! and!their!atomic!diameters!are!very!close!to!each!other.!!




Figure( I.1(Schematic(Diagram(of( the(oxygen(dosing(device.(A(Pt( tube(of(diameter(4(
mm(is(welded(to(the(flange(with(two(copper(rods((isolated(from(the(flange).(The(Pt(
tube( is( connected(with( one( copper( rod( through( thin( thread( of( Pt(wires.( The( other(
copper(rod(is(used(to(fix(a(shield(to(confine(the(dosing(angle.(During(oxygen(dosing,(a(
direct( current( passes( through( the( Pt( tube( to( heat( the( tube( to( about( 1300( K(while(
oxygen( gas( flows( through( the( Pt( tube.( The( whole( setup( is( mounted( on( the( UHV(
chamber.((!


























stay! in! the!FCC! regions.!A! large!portion!of! the!new!substances! is! amorphous! (as!highlighted!by!the!green!square!in!Figure!I.3),!and!may!be!a!mixture!of!metals!(Pt,!Au)!and!metal!oxides,!as!their!heights!are!usually! larger!than!the!height!of!single!layer! Au.! We! also! observe! clusters! of! some! complex! roughly! in! the! shape! of! a!sphere!as!shown!in!the!inset!of!Figure!I.3.!They!don’t!have!directional!bonding,!and!just! randomly! gather! together.! The!most! interesting! feature! is! a! linear! structure!highlighted!by!the!blue!rectangle!in!Figure!I.3.!Only!a!small!amount!of!this!type!of!linear!structure!exists!in!such!oxygen!dosing!conditions.!!!!
!
Figure( I.3( Oxygen( dosing( through( a( hot( Pt( tube( at( pressure( 6.0×10N7( mbar.( Three(





























































n&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&m& 1" 2" 3" 4" 5"
1( 0.5022! 0.2395! *0.0363! *0.3171! 0.1998!
2( 0.2395! 0.0043! *0.2529! 0.2395! 0.1025!
3( *0.0363! *0.2529! *0.4935! 0.1258! *0.0060!
4( *0.3171! 0.2395! 0.1258! 0.0043! *0.1224!
5( 0.1998! 0.1025! *0.0060! *0.1224! *0.2446!
6( 0.0576! *0.0363! *0.1407! 0.1648! 0.0860!
7( *0.0850! *0.1763! 0.1484! 0.0761! *0.0003!
8( *0.2279! 0.1219! 0.0564! *0.0139! *0.0882!
9( 0.0860! 0.0277! *0.0363! *0.1049! 0.1170!
10( *0.0094! *0.0669! *0.1296! 0.1025! 0.0494!
11( *0.1049! *0.1616! 0.0826! 0.0333! *0.0187!
12( 0.0996! 0.0576! 0.0121! *0.0363! *0.0874!
13( 0.0279! *0.0137! *0.0585! *0.1062! 0.0749!
14( *0.0438! *0.0850! 0.0966! 0.0589! 0.0194!
15( *0.1155! 0.0749! 0.0398! 0.0027! *0.0363!
16( 0.0502! 0.0177! *0.0170! *0.0537! *0.0922!
17( *0.0072! *0.0395! *0.0739! 0.0748! 0.0431!
18( *0.0646! *0.0967! 0.0576! 0.0277! *0.0037!
19( 0.0649! 0.0383! 0.0101! *0.0196! *0.0506!
20( 0.0171! *0.0094! *0.0374! *0.0669! 0.0592!
21( *0.0308! *0.0572! 0.0700! 0.0450! 0.0188!
22( *0.0786! 0.0529! 0.0292! 0.0043! *0.0216!
23( 0.0344! 0.0120! *0.0116! *0.0363! *0.0620!
24( *0.0066! *0.0290! *0.0525! 0.0576! 0.0353!
25( *0.0477! *0.0699! 0.0433! 0.0220! *0.0002!
26( 0.0474! 0.0279! 0.0076! *0.0137! *0.0357!
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27( 0.0115! *0.0079! *0.0282! *0.0493! 0.0478!
28( *0.0244! *0.0438! 0.0542! 0.0356! 0.0162!
29( *0.0603! 0.0403! 0.0224! 0.0038! *0.0154!
30( 0.0256! 0.0084! *0.0094! *0.0279! *0.0471!
31( *0.0064! *0.0235! *0.0412! 0.0463! 0.0291!
32( *0.0383! *0.0553! 0.0342! 0.0177! 0.0006!
33( 0.0368! 0.0215! 0.0056! *0.0109! *0.0279!
34( 0.0081! *0.0072! *0.0231! *0.0395! 0.0396!
35( *0.0207! *0.0359! 0.0439! 0.0290! 0.0136!
36( *0.0494! 0.0321! 0.0178! 0.0030! *0.0123!
37( 0.0199! 0.0060! *0.0083! *0.0231! *0.0383!
38( *0.0062! *0.0201! *0.0343! 0.0383! 0.0244!
39( *0.0324! 0.0410! 0.0279! 0.0145! 0.0006!
40( 0.0297! 0.0171! 0.0040! *0.0094! *0.0232!
41( 0.0058! *0.0068! *0.0199! *0.0333! 0.0335!
42( *0.0182! *0.0308! 0.0365! 0.0242! 0.0115!
43( 0.0380! 0.0264! 0.0144! 0.0021! *0.0105!
44( 0.0159! 0.0043! *0.0076! *0.0199! *0.0325!
45( *0.0062! *0.0178! *0.0297! 0.0325! 0.0208!
46( *0.0283! 0.0344! 0.0233! 0.0120! 0.0003!
47( 0.0246! 0.0139! 0.0028! *0.0085! *0.0201!
48( 0.0041! *0.0066! *0.0177! *0.0290! 0.0288!
49( *0.0164! *0.0271! 0.0311! 0.0205! 0.0097!
50( 0.0322! 0.0222! 0.0119! 0.0014! *0.0094!!
n&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&m& 6" 7" 8" 9" 10"
1( 0.0576! *0.0850! *0.2279! 0.0860! *0.0094!
2( *0.0363! *0.1763! 0.1219! 0.0277! *0.0669!
3( *0.1407! 0.1484! 0.0564! *0.0363! *0.1296!
4( 0.1648! 0.0761! *0.0139! *0.1049! 0.1025!
5( 0.0860! *0.0003! *0.0882! 0.1170! 0.0494!
6( 0.0043! *0.0797! *0.1656! 0.0604! *0.0060!
7( *0.0797! *0.1616! 0.0659! 0.0017! *0.0634!
8( *0.1656! 0.0659! 0.0043! *0.0585! *0.1224!
9( 0.0604! 0.0017! *0.0585! *0.1201! 0.0537!
10( *0.0060! *0.0634! *0.1224! 0.0537! 0.0043!
11( *0.0730! 0.0966! 0.0502! 0.0027! *0.0458!
12( 0.0875! 0.0433! *0.0023! *0.0490! *0.0967!
13( 0.0330! *0.0105! *0.0553! 0.0823! 0.0431!
14( *0.0219! *0.0646! 0.0761! 0.0383! *0.0003!
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15( *0.0770! 0.0674! 0.0312! *0.0060! *0.0440!
16( 0.0564! 0.0218! *0.0139! *0.0506! 0.0673!
17( 0.0101! *0.0241! *0.0593! 0.0610! 0.0292!
18( *0.0363! *0.0701! 0.0529! 0.0223! *0.0091!
19( *0.0829! 0.0432! 0.0137! *0.0166! *0.0477!
20( 0.0318! 0.0035! *0.0257! *0.0557! 0.0494!
21( *0.0083! *0.0363! *0.0652! 0.0420! 0.0154!
22( *0.0485! 0.0583! 0.0333! 0.0076! *0.0187!
23( 0.0474! 0.0233! *0.0015! *0.0269! *0.0530!
24( 0.0121! *0.0117! *0.0363! *0.0616! 0.0334!
25( *0.0232! *0.0469! 0.0478! 0.0256! 0.0028!
26( *0.0585! 0.0382! 0.0167! *0.0054! *0.0279!
27( 0.0277! 0.0069! *0.0144! *0.0363! 0.0472!
28( *0.0038! *0.0244! *0.0456! 0.0394! 0.0194!
29( *0.0353! 0.0498! 0.0308! 0.0114! *0.0084!
30( 0.0398! 0.0215! 0.0027! *0.0166! *0.0363!
31( 0.0114! *0.0068! *0.0255! *0.0447! 0.0325!
32( *0.0170! *0.0351! 0.0421! 0.0248! 0.0071!
33( *0.0455! 0.0332! 0.0164! *0.0008! *0.0184!
34( 0.0237! 0.0074! *0.0093! *0.0264! *0.0439!
35( *0.0022! *0.0184! *0.0350! 0.0356! 0.0197!
36( *0.0281! *0.0442! 0.0277! 0.0121! *0.0037!
37( 0.0339! 0.0191! 0.0040! *0.0114! *0.0272!
38( 0.0101! *0.0046! *0.0196! *0.0349! 0.0302!
39( *0.0137! *0.0283! 0.0370! 0.0229! 0.0085!
40( *0.0374! 0.0289! 0.0152! 0.0011! *0.0132!
41( 0.0204! 0.0070! *0.0067! *0.0206! *0.0349!
42( *0.0015! *0.0149! *0.0285! 0.0320! 0.0188!
43( *0.0235! *0.0368! 0.0246! 0.0118! *0.0014!
44( 0.0292! 0.0169! 0.0043! *0.0085! *0.0216!
45( 0.0088! *0.0035! *0.0160! *0.0288! 0.0277!
46( *0.0116! *0.0238! 0.0328! 0.0209! 0.0088!
47( *0.0320! 0.0254! 0.0138! 0.0019! *0.0101!
48( 0.0177! 0.0064! *0.0052! *0.0170! *0.0290!
49( *0.0014! *0.0127! *0.0242! 0.0288! 0.0175!
50( *0.0204! *0.0317! 0.0220! 0.0110! *0.0002!!
n&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&m& 11" 12" 13" 14" 15"
1( *0.1049! 0.0996! 0.0279! *0.0438! *0.1155!
2( *0.1616! 0.0576! *0.0137! *0.0850! 0.0749!
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3( 0.0826! 0.0121! *0.0585! 0.0966! 0.0398!
4( 0.0333! *0.0363! *0.1062! 0.0589! 0.0027!
5( *0.0187! *0.0874! 0.0749! 0.0194! *0.0363!
6( *0.0730! 0.0875! 0.0330! *0.0219! *0.0770!
7( 0.0966! 0.0433! *0.0105! *0.0646! 0.0674!
8( 0.0502! *0.0023! *0.0553! 0.0761! 0.0312!
9( 0.0027! *0.0490! 0.0823! 0.0383! *0.0060!
10( *0.0458! *0.0967! 0.0431! *0.0003! *0.0440!
11( *0.0952! 0.0455! 0.0032! *0.0396! *0.0829!
12( 0.0455! 0.0043! *0.0374! *0.0797! 0.0379!
13( 0.0032! *0.0374! *0.0786! 0.0397! 0.0035!
14( *0.0396! *0.0797! 0.0397! 0.0043! *0.0314!
15( *0.0829! 0.0379! 0.0035! *0.0314! *0.0668!
16( 0.0344! 0.0009! *0.0331! *0.0676! 0.0353!
17( *0.0033! *0.0363! *0.0699! 0.0339! 0.0037!
18( *0.0412! 0.0604! 0.0313! 0.0017! *0.0282!
19( 0.0556! 0.0273! *0.0015! *0.0307! *0.0603!
20( 0.0220! *0.0060! *0.0345! 0.0548! 0.0287!
21( *0.0117! *0.0394! 0.0510! 0.0256! *0.0003!
22( *0.0456! 0.0462! 0.0214! *0.0038! *0.0294!
23( 0.0403! 0.0162! *0.0084! *0.0334! 0.0472!
24( 0.0100! *0.0139! *0.0383! 0.0433! 0.0206!
25( *0.0205! *0.0442! 0.0385! 0.0164! *0.0060!
26( *0.0510! 0.0330! 0.0114! *0.0105! *0.0327!
27( 0.0266! 0.0056! *0.0158! *0.0375! 0.0367!
28( *0.0010! *0.0219! *0.0431! 0.0321! 0.0122!
29( *0.0287! *0.0494! 0.0269! 0.0074! *0.0123!
30( 0.0396! 0.0209! 0.0019! *0.0174! *0.0370!
31( 0.0143! *0.0042! *0.0231! *0.0422! 0.0268!
32( *0.0110! *0.0294! 0.0392! 0.0218! 0.0040!
33( *0.0363! 0.0333! 0.0162! *0.0011! *0.0187!
34( 0.0268! 0.0101! *0.0068! *0.0241! *0.0416!
35( 0.0035! *0.0131! *0.0299! 0.0335! 0.0174!
36( *0.0199! *0.0363! 0.0279! 0.0122! *0.0037!
37( 0.0370! 0.0219! 0.0065! *0.0091! *0.0249!
38( 0.0154! 0.0004! *0.0149! *0.0304! 0.0285!
39( *0.0062! *0.0211! *0.0363! 0.0233! 0.0088!
40( *0.0278! 0.0318! 0.0178! 0.0035! *0.0110!
41( 0.0255! 0.0118! *0.0022! *0.0164! *0.0308!
42( 0.0054! *0.0083! *0.0222! 0.0328! 0.0194!
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43( *0.0147! *0.0284! 0.0273! 0.0142! 0.0008!
44( *0.0349! 0.0214! 0.0086! *0.0045! *0.0177!
45( 0.0153! 0.0027! *0.0101! *0.0231! 0.0284!
46( *0.0036! *0.0161! *0.0289! 0.0233! 0.0110!
47( *0.0224! 0.0298! 0.0179! 0.0058! *0.0065!
48( 0.0238! 0.0121! 0.0003! *0.0117! *0.0240!
49( 0.0061! *0.0055! *0.0173! *0.0293! 0.0198!
50( *0.0116! *0.0232! 0.0260! 0.0147! 0.0033!!
n&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&m& 16" 17" 18" 19" 20"
1( 0.0502! *0.0072! *0.0646! 0.0649! 0.0171!
2( 0.0177! *0.0395! *0.0967! 0.0383! *0.0094!
3( *0.0170! *0.0739! 0.0576! 0.0101! *0.0374!
4( *0.0537! 0.0748! 0.0277! *0.0196! *0.0669!
5( *0.0922! 0.0431! *0.0037! *0.0506! 0.0592!
6( 0.0564! 0.0101! *0.0363! *0.0829! 0.0318!
7( 0.0218! *0.0241! *0.0701! 0.0432! 0.0035!
8( *0.0139! *0.0593! 0.0529! 0.0137! *0.0257!
9( *0.0506! 0.0610! 0.0223! *0.0166! *0.0557!
10( 0.0673! 0.0292! *0.0091! *0.0477! 0.0494!
11( 0.0344! *0.0033! *0.0412! 0.0556! 0.0220!
12( 0.0009! *0.0363! 0.0604! 0.0273! *0.0060!
13( *0.0331! *0.0699! 0.0313! *0.0015! *0.0345!
14( *0.0676! 0.0339! 0.0017! *0.0307! 0.0548!
15( 0.0353! 0.0037! *0.0282! *0.0603! 0.0287!
16( 0.0043! *0.0269! *0.0585! 0.0308! 0.0023!
17( *0.0269! *0.0579! 0.0319! 0.0038! *0.0244!
18( *0.0585! 0.0319! 0.0043! *0.0235! *0.0515!
19( 0.0308! 0.0038! *0.0235! *0.0510! 0.0291!
20( 0.0023! *0.0244! *0.0515! 0.0291! 0.0043!
21( *0.0264! *0.0529! 0.0283! 0.0039! *0.0207!
22( *0.0553! 0.0266! 0.0027! *0.0215! *0.0458!
23( 0.0240! 0.0006! *0.0231! *0.0470! 0.0262!
24( *0.0023! *0.0255! *0.0490! 0.0248! 0.0030!
25( *0.0287! 0.0439! 0.0227! 0.0012! *0.0204!
26( 0.0407! 0.0199! *0.0011! *0.0224! *0.0439!
27( 0.0164! *0.0042! *0.0251! 0.0410! 0.0215!
28( *0.0079! *0.0284! 0.0383! 0.0191! *0.0003!
29( *0.0324! 0.0351! 0.0162! *0.0028! *0.0221!
30( 0.0312! 0.0127! *0.0060! *0.0249! 0.0363!
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31( 0.0087! *0.0097! *0.0283! 0.0335! 0.0159!
32( *0.0139! *0.0322! 0.0302! 0.0130! *0.0045!
33( *0.0366! 0.0264! 0.0095! *0.0076! *0.0249!
34( 0.0222! 0.0056! *0.0113! *0.0283! 0.0292!
35( 0.0011! *0.0154! *0.0321! 0.0259! 0.0101!
36( *0.0199! *0.0363! 0.0223! 0.0067! *0.0091!
37( 0.0333! 0.0182! 0.0028! *0.0127! *0.0284!
38( 0.0137! *0.0014! *0.0166! *0.0320! 0.0222!
39( *0.0060! *0.0210! 0.0330! 0.0186! 0.0041!
40( *0.0257! 0.0288! 0.0147! 0.0005! *0.0139!
41( 0.0243! 0.0104! *0.0036! *0.0177! *0.0321!
42( 0.0058! *0.0079! *0.0219! 0.0288! 0.0154!
43( *0.0127! *0.0264! 0.0248! 0.0116! *0.0016!
44( *0.0312! 0.0205! 0.0076! *0.0055! *0.0187!
45( 0.0159! 0.0032! *0.0097! *0.0227! 0.0251!
46( *0.0015! *0.0141! *0.0269! 0.0213! 0.0089!
47( *0.0189! 0.0292! 0.0172! 0.0050! *0.0072!
48( 0.0246! 0.0128! 0.0009! *0.0112! *0.0234!
49( 0.0082! *0.0035! *0.0154! *0.0275! 0.0181!
50( *0.0082! *0.0199! 0.0256! 0.0142! 0.0028!!
n&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&m& 21" 22" 23" 24" 25"
1( *0.0308! *0.0786! 0.0344! *0.0066! *0.0477!
2( *0.0572! 0.0529! 0.0120! *0.0290! *0.0699!
3( 0.0700! 0.0292! *0.0116! *0.0525! 0.0433!
4( 0.0450! 0.0043! *0.0363! 0.0576! 0.0220!
5( 0.0188! *0.0216! *0.0620! 0.0353! *0.0002!
6( *0.0083! *0.0485! 0.0474! 0.0121! *0.0232!
7( *0.0363! 0.0583! 0.0233! *0.0117! *0.0469!
8( *0.0652! 0.0333! *0.0015! *0.0363! 0.0478!
9( 0.0420! 0.0076! *0.0269! *0.0616! 0.0256!
10( 0.0154! *0.0187! *0.0530! 0.0334! 0.0028!
11( *0.0117! *0.0456! 0.0403! 0.0100! *0.0205!
12( *0.0394! 0.0462! 0.0162! *0.0139! *0.0442!
13( 0.0510! 0.0214! *0.0084! *0.0383! 0.0385!
14( 0.0256! *0.0038! *0.0334! 0.0433! 0.0164!
15( *0.0003! *0.0294! 0.0472! 0.0206! *0.0060!
16( *0.0264! *0.0553! 0.0240! *0.0023! *0.0287!
17( *0.0529! 0.0266! 0.0006! *0.0255! 0.0439!
18( 0.0283! 0.0027! *0.0231! *0.0490! 0.0227!
Appendix(
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19( 0.0039! *0.0215! *0.0470! 0.0248! 0.0012!
20( *0.0207! *0.0458! 0.0262! 0.0030! *0.0204!
21( *0.0455! 0.0269! 0.0040! *0.0191! *0.0422!
22( 0.0269! 0.0043! *0.0184! *0.0413! 0.0244!
23( 0.0040! *0.0184! *0.0409! 0.0250! 0.0040!
24( *0.0191! *0.0413! 0.0250! 0.0043! *0.0165!
25( *0.0422! 0.0244! 0.0040! *0.0165! *0.0372!
26( 0.0232! 0.0032! *0.0170! *0.0374! 0.0234!
27( 0.0017! *0.0182! *0.0383! 0.0229! 0.0041!
28( *0.0199! *0.0396! 0.0219! 0.0033! *0.0154!
29( *0.0416! 0.0204! 0.0021! *0.0163! *0.0349!
30( 0.0184! 0.0004! *0.0178! *0.0361! 0.0208!
31( *0.0018! *0.0197! *0.0377! 0.0195! 0.0024!
32( *0.0221! 0.0344! 0.0178! 0.0009! *0.0160!
33( 0.0320! 0.0156! *0.0009! *0.0177! *0.0345!
34( 0.0130! *0.0033! *0.0197! 0.0328! 0.0171!
35( *0.0060! *0.0222! 0.0307! 0.0153! *0.0003!
36( *0.0251! 0.0282! 0.0130! *0.0023! *0.0177!
37( 0.0254! 0.0104! *0.0047! *0.0199! 0.0294!
38( 0.0075! *0.0074! *0.0224! 0.0273! 0.0130!
39( *0.0105! *0.0253! 0.0248! 0.0107! *0.0036!
40( *0.0285! 0.0220! 0.0081! *0.0060! *0.0202!
41( 0.0189! 0.0051! *0.0087! *0.0227! 0.0242!
42( 0.0019! *0.0117! *0.0255! 0.0217! 0.0085!
43( *0.0151! *0.0287! 0.0189! 0.0059! *0.0072!
44( 0.0286! 0.0159! 0.0030! *0.0099! *0.0230!
45( 0.0125! *0.0001! *0.0129! *0.0258! 0.0189!
46( *0.0035! *0.0161! *0.0289! 0.0162! 0.0039!
47( *0.0196! 0.0252! 0.0132! 0.0011! *0.0110!
48( 0.0218! 0.0100! *0.0019! *0.0139! *0.0261!
49( 0.0065! *0.0052! *0.0171! 0.0251! 0.0137!
50( *0.0088! *0.0205! 0.0221! 0.0108! *0.0006!!
n&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&m& 26" 27" 28" 29" 30"
1( 0.0474! 0.0115! *0.0244! *0.0603! 0.0256!
2( 0.0279! *0.0079! *0.0438! 0.0403! 0.0084!
3( 0.0076! *0.0282! 0.0542! 0.0224! *0.0094!
4( *0.0137! *0.0493! 0.0356! 0.0038! *0.0279!
5( *0.0357! 0.0478! 0.0162! *0.0154! *0.0471!
6( *0.0585! 0.0277! *0.0038! *0.0353! 0.0398!
Appendix(
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7( 0.0382! 0.0069! *0.0244! 0.0498! 0.0215!
8( 0.0167! *0.0144! *0.0456! 0.0308! 0.0027!
9( *0.0054! *0.0363! 0.0394! 0.0114! *0.0166!
10( *0.0279! 0.0472! 0.0194! *0.0084! *0.0363!
11( *0.0510! 0.0266! *0.0010! *0.0287! 0.0396!
12( 0.0330! 0.0056! *0.0219! *0.0494! 0.0209!
13( 0.0114! *0.0158! *0.0431! 0.0269! 0.0019!
14( *0.0105! *0.0375! 0.0321! 0.0074! *0.0174!
15( *0.0327! 0.0367! 0.0122! *0.0123! *0.0370!
16( 0.0407! 0.0164! *0.0079! *0.0324! 0.0312!
17( 0.0199! *0.0042! *0.0284! 0.0351! 0.0127!
18( *0.0011! *0.0251! 0.0383! 0.0162! *0.0060!
19( *0.0224! 0.0410! 0.0191! *0.0028! *0.0249!
20( *0.0439! 0.0215! *0.0003! *0.0221! 0.0363!
21( 0.0232! 0.0017! *0.0199! *0.0416! 0.0184!
22( 0.0032! *0.0182! *0.0396! 0.0204! 0.0004!
23( *0.0170! *0.0383! 0.0219! 0.0021! *0.0178!
24( *0.0374! 0.0229! 0.0033! *0.0163! *0.0361!
25( 0.0234! 0.0041! *0.0154! *0.0349! 0.0208!
26( 0.0043! *0.0149! *0.0342! 0.0216! 0.0035!
27( *0.0149! *0.0340! 0.0221! 0.0041! *0.0139!
28( *0.0342! 0.0221! 0.0043! *0.0135! *0.0314!
29( 0.0216! 0.0041! *0.0135! *0.0312! 0.0209!
30( 0.0035! *0.0139! *0.0314! 0.0209! 0.0043!
31( *0.0147! *0.0320! 0.0205! 0.0041! *0.0123!
32( *0.0331! 0.0198! 0.0036! *0.0127! *0.0290!
33( 0.0186! 0.0027! *0.0134! *0.0296! 0.0195!
34( 0.0014! *0.0145! *0.0305! 0.0189! 0.0037!
35( *0.0159! *0.0317! 0.0179! 0.0029! *0.0122!
36( *0.0333! 0.0166! 0.0017! *0.0132! *0.0282!
37( 0.0149! 0.0003! *0.0145! *0.0293! 0.0172!
38( *0.0015! *0.0160! *0.0307! 0.0160! 0.0020!
39( *0.0179! 0.0283! 0.0146! 0.0007! *0.0132!
40( 0.0264! 0.0128! *0.0008! *0.0146! *0.0284!
41( 0.0108! *0.0027! *0.0163! 0.0273! 0.0142!
42( *0.0048! *0.0182! 0.0256! 0.0127! *0.0003!
43( *0.0205! 0.0236! 0.0109! *0.0019! *0.0148!
44( 0.0214! 0.0088! *0.0038! *0.0166! 0.0248!
45( 0.0065! *0.0060! *0.0186! 0.0230! 0.0109!
46( *0.0084! *0.0208! 0.0210! 0.0091! *0.0030!
Appendix(
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47( *0.0233! 0.0188! 0.0070! *0.0049! *0.0169!
48( 0.0164! 0.0047! *0.0071! *0.0190! 0.0206!
49( 0.0021! *0.0095! *0.0212! 0.0186! 0.0073!
50( *0.0121! *0.0237! 0.0164! 0.0053! *0.0060!!
n&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&m& 31" 32" 33" 34" 35"
1( *0.0064! *0.0383! 0.0368! 0.0081! *0.0207!
2( *0.0235! *0.0553! 0.0215! *0.0072! *0.0359!
3( *0.0412! 0.0342! 0.0056! *0.0231! 0.0439!
4( 0.0463! 0.0177! *0.0109! *0.0395! 0.0290!
5( 0.0291! 0.0006! *0.0279! 0.0396! 0.0136!
6( 0.0114! *0.0170! *0.0455! 0.0237! *0.0022!
7( *0.0068! *0.0351! 0.0332! 0.0074! *0.0184!
8( *0.0255! 0.0421! 0.0164! *0.0093! *0.0350!
9( *0.0447! 0.0248! *0.0008! *0.0264! 0.0356!
10( 0.0325! 0.0071! *0.0184! *0.0439! 0.0197!
11( 0.0143! *0.0110! *0.0363! 0.0268! 0.0035!
12( *0.0042! *0.0294! 0.0333! 0.0101! *0.0131!
13( *0.0231! 0.0392! 0.0162! *0.0068! *0.0299!
14( *0.0422! 0.0218! *0.0011! *0.0241! 0.0335!
15( 0.0268! 0.0040! *0.0187! *0.0416! 0.0174!
16( 0.0087! *0.0139! *0.0366! 0.0222! 0.0011!
17( *0.0097! *0.0322! 0.0264! 0.0056! *0.0154!
18( *0.0283! 0.0302! 0.0095! *0.0113! *0.0321!
19( 0.0335! 0.0130! *0.0076! *0.0283! 0.0259!
20( 0.0159! *0.0045! *0.0249! 0.0292! 0.0101!
21( *0.0018! *0.0221! 0.0320! 0.0130! *0.0060!
22( *0.0197! 0.0344! 0.0156! *0.0033! *0.0222!
23( *0.0377! 0.0178! *0.0009! *0.0197! 0.0307!
24( 0.0195! 0.0009! *0.0177! 0.0328! 0.0153!
25( 0.0024! *0.0160! *0.0345! 0.0171! *0.0003!
26( *0.0147! *0.0331! 0.0186! 0.0014! *0.0159!
27( *0.0320! 0.0198! 0.0027! *0.0145! *0.0317!
28( 0.0205! 0.0036! *0.0134! *0.0305! 0.0179!
29( 0.0041! *0.0127! *0.0296! 0.0189! 0.0029!
30( *0.0123! *0.0290! 0.0195! 0.0037! *0.0122!
31( *0.0289! 0.0198! 0.0042! *0.0116! *0.0274!
32( 0.0198! 0.0043! *0.0113! *0.0269! 0.0186!
33( 0.0042! *0.0113! *0.0268! 0.0189! 0.0042!
34( *0.0116! *0.0269! 0.0189! 0.0043! *0.0103!
Appendix(
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35( *0.0274! 0.0186! 0.0042! *0.0103! *0.0250!
36( 0.0181! 0.0038! *0.0106! *0.0251! 0.0181!
37( 0.0030! *0.0112! *0.0255! 0.0179! 0.0042!
38( *0.0120! *0.0262! 0.0173! 0.0038! *0.0098!
39( *0.0272! 0.0166! 0.0032! *0.0103! *0.0238!
40( 0.0155! 0.0023! *0.0110! *0.0244! 0.0167!
41( 0.0011! *0.0121! *0.0253! 0.0160! 0.0033!
42( *0.0133! *0.0264! 0.0151! 0.0025! *0.0102!
43( 0.0263! 0.0139! 0.0015! *0.0111! *0.0237!
44( 0.0125! 0.0002! *0.0122! *0.0247! 0.0147!
45( *0.0013! *0.0136! *0.0259! 0.0136! 0.0017!
46( *0.0151! 0.0240! 0.0123! 0.0006! *0.0112!
47( 0.0224! 0.0109! *0.0007! *0.0124! *0.0242!
48( 0.0092! *0.0023! *0.0139! 0.0233! 0.0122!
49( *0.0040! *0.0155! 0.0219! 0.0108! *0.0003!
50( *0.0173! 0.0203! 0.0093! *0.0017! *0.0127!!
n&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&m& 36" 37" 38" 39" 40"
1( *0.0494! 0.0199! *0.0062! *0.0324! 0.0297!
2( 0.0321! 0.0060! *0.0201! 0.0410! 0.0171!
3( 0.0178! *0.0083! *0.0343! 0.0279! 0.0040!
4( 0.0030! *0.0231! 0.0383! 0.0145! *0.0094!
5( *0.0123! *0.0383! 0.0244! 0.0006! *0.0232!
6( *0.0281! 0.0339! 0.0101! *0.0137! *0.0374!
7( *0.0442! 0.0191! *0.0046! *0.0283! 0.0289!
8( 0.0277! 0.0040! *0.0196! 0.0370! 0.0152!
9( 0.0121! *0.0114! *0.0349! 0.0229! 0.0011!
10( *0.0037! *0.0272! 0.0302! 0.0085! *0.0132!
11( *0.0199! 0.0370! 0.0154! *0.0062! *0.0278!
12( *0.0363! 0.0219! 0.0004! *0.0211! 0.0318!
13( 0.0279! 0.0065! *0.0149! *0.0363! 0.0178!
14( 0.0122! *0.0091! *0.0304! 0.0233! 0.0035!
15( *0.0037! *0.0249! 0.0285! 0.0088! *0.0110!
16( *0.0199! 0.0333! 0.0137! *0.0060! *0.0257!
17( *0.0363! 0.0182! *0.0014! *0.0210! 0.0288!
18( 0.0223! 0.0028! *0.0166! 0.0330! 0.0147!
19( 0.0067! *0.0127! *0.0320! 0.0186! 0.0005!
20( *0.0091! *0.0284! 0.0222! 0.0041! *0.0139!
21( *0.0251! 0.0254! 0.0075! *0.0105! *0.0285!
22( 0.0282! 0.0104! *0.0074! *0.0253! 0.0220!
Appendix(
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23( 0.0130! *0.0047! *0.0224! 0.0248! 0.0081!
24( *0.0023! *0.0199! 0.0273! 0.0107! *0.0060!
25( *0.0177! 0.0294! 0.0130! *0.0036! *0.0202!
26( *0.0333! 0.0149! *0.0015! *0.0179! 0.0264!
27( 0.0166! 0.0003! *0.0160! 0.0283! 0.0128!
28( 0.0017! *0.0145! *0.0307! 0.0146! *0.0008!
29( *0.0132! *0.0293! 0.0160! 0.0007! *0.0146!
30( *0.0282! 0.0172! 0.0020! *0.0132! *0.0284!
31( 0.0181! 0.0030! *0.0120! *0.0272! 0.0155!
32( 0.0038! *0.0112! *0.0262! 0.0166! 0.0023!
33( *0.0106! *0.0255! 0.0173! 0.0032! *0.0110!
34( *0.0251! 0.0179! 0.0038! *0.0103! *0.0244!
35( 0.0181! 0.0042! *0.0098! *0.0238! 0.0167!
36( 0.0043! *0.0095! *0.0235! 0.0172! 0.0039!
37( *0.0095! *0.0233! 0.0174! 0.0042! *0.0090!
38( *0.0235! 0.0174! 0.0043! *0.0088! *0.0220!
39( 0.0172! 0.0042! *0.0088! *0.0219! 0.0167!
40( 0.0039! *0.0090! *0.0220! 0.0167! 0.0043!
41( *0.0095! *0.0223! 0.0165! 0.0042! *0.0081!
42( *0.0229! 0.0161! 0.0039! *0.0083! *0.0207!
43( 0.0155! 0.0034! *0.0088! *0.0210! 0.0160!
44( 0.0027! *0.0094! *0.0215! 0.0156! 0.0040!
45( *0.0102! *0.0222! 0.0150! 0.0035! *0.0081!
46( *0.0231! 0.0143! 0.0028! *0.0087! *0.0202!
47( 0.0133! 0.0020! *0.0094! *0.0208! 0.0146!
48( 0.0009! *0.0103! *0.0217! 0.0139! 0.0030!
49( *0.0114! *0.0227! 0.0130! 0.0022! *0.0087!
50( 0.0227! 0.0120! 0.0012! *0.0095! *0.0204!!
n&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&m& 41" 42" 3" 44" 45"
1( 0.0058! *0.0182! 0.0380! 0.0159! *0.0062!
2( *0.0068! *0.0308! 0.0264! 0.0043! *0.0178!
3( *0.0199! 0.0365! 0.0144! *0.0076! *0.0297!
4( *0.0333! 0.0242! 0.0021! *0.0199! 0.0325!
5( 0.0335! 0.0115! *0.0105! *0.0325! 0.0208!
6( 0.0204! *0.0015! *0.0235! 0.0292! 0.0088!
7( 0.0070! *0.0149! *0.0368! 0.0169! *0.0035!
8( *0.0067! *0.0285! 0.0246! 0.0043! *0.0160!
9( *0.0206! 0.0320! 0.0118! *0.0085! *0.0288!
10( *0.0349! 0.0188! *0.0014! *0.0216! 0.0277!
Appendix(
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11( 0.0255! 0.0054! *0.0147! *0.0349! 0.0153!
12( 0.0118! *0.0083! *0.0284! 0.0214! 0.0027!
13( *0.0022! *0.0222! 0.0273! 0.0086! *0.0101!
14( *0.0164! 0.0328! 0.0142! *0.0045! *0.0231!
15( *0.0308! 0.0194! 0.0008! *0.0177! 0.0284!
16( 0.0243! 0.0058! *0.0127! *0.0312! 0.0159!
17( 0.0104! *0.0079! *0.0264! 0.0205! 0.0032!
18( *0.0036! *0.0219! 0.0248! 0.0076! *0.0097!
19( *0.0177! 0.0288! 0.0116! *0.0055! *0.0227!
20( *0.0321! 0.0154! *0.0016! *0.0187! 0.0251!
21( 0.0189! 0.0019! *0.0151! 0.0286! 0.0125!
22( 0.0051! *0.0117! *0.0287! 0.0159! *0.0001!
23( *0.0087! *0.0255! 0.0189! 0.0030! *0.0129!
24( *0.0227! 0.0217! 0.0059! *0.0099! *0.0258!
25( 0.0242! 0.0085! *0.0072! *0.0230! 0.0189!
26( 0.0108! *0.0048! *0.0205! 0.0214! 0.0065!
27( *0.0027! *0.0182! 0.0236! 0.0088! *0.0060!
28( *0.0163! 0.0256! 0.0109! *0.0038! *0.0186!
29( 0.0273! 0.0127! *0.0019! *0.0166! 0.0230!
30( 0.0142! *0.0003! *0.0148! 0.0248! 0.0109!
31( 0.0011! *0.0133! 0.0263! 0.0125! *0.0013!
32( *0.0121! *0.0264! 0.0139! 0.0002! *0.0136!
33( *0.0253! 0.0151! 0.0015! *0.0122! *0.0259!
34( 0.0160! 0.0025! *0.0111! *0.0247! 0.0136!
35( 0.0033! *0.0102! *0.0237! 0.0147! 0.0017!
36( *0.0095! *0.0229! 0.0155! 0.0027! *0.0102!
37( *0.0223! 0.0161! 0.0034! *0.0094! *0.0222!
38( 0.0165! 0.0039! *0.0088! *0.0215! 0.0150!
39( 0.0042! *0.0083! *0.0210! 0.0156! 0.0035!
40( *0.0081! *0.0207! 0.0160! 0.0040! *0.0081!
41( *0.0206! 0.0162! 0.0042! *0.0077! *0.0197!
42( 0.0162! 0.0043! *0.0075! *0.0195! 0.0154!
43( 0.0042! *0.0075! *0.0194! 0.0156! 0.0042!
44( *0.0077! *0.0195! 0.0156! 0.0043! *0.0070!
45( *0.0197! 0.0154! 0.0042! *0.0070! *0.0183!
46( 0.0151! 0.0040! *0.0072! *0.0184! 0.0151!
47( 0.0036! *0.0075! *0.0186! 0.0150! 0.0043!
48( *0.0080! *0.0191! 0.0147! 0.0040! *0.0067!
49( *0.0196! 0.0142! 0.0036! *0.0070! *0.0176!




n&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&m& 46" 47" 48" 49" 50"
1( *0.0283! 0.0246! 0.0041! *0.0164! 0.0322!
2( 0.0344! 0.0139! *0.0066! *0.0271! 0.0222!
3( 0.0233! 0.0028! *0.0177! 0.0311! 0.0119!
4( 0.0120! *0.0085! *0.0290! 0.0205! 0.0014!
5( 0.0003! *0.0201! 0.0288! 0.0097! *0.0094!
6( *0.0116! *0.0320! 0.0177! *0.0014! *0.0204!
7( *0.0238! 0.0254! 0.0064! *0.0127! *0.0317!
8( 0.0328! 0.0138! *0.0052! *0.0242! 0.0220!
9( 0.0209! 0.0019! *0.0170! 0.0288! 0.0110!
10( 0.0088! *0.0101! *0.0290! 0.0175! *0.0002!
11( *0.0036! *0.0224! 0.0238! 0.0061! *0.0116!
12( *0.0161! 0.0298! 0.0121! *0.0055! *0.0232!
13( *0.0289! 0.0179! 0.0003! *0.0173! 0.0260!
14( 0.0233! 0.0058! *0.0117! *0.0293! 0.0147!
15( 0.0110! *0.0065! *0.0240! 0.0198! 0.0033!
16( *0.0015! *0.0189! 0.0246! 0.0082! *0.0082!
17( *0.0141! 0.0292! 0.0128! *0.0035! *0.0199!
18( *0.0269! 0.0172! 0.0009! *0.0154! 0.0256!
19( 0.0213! 0.0050! *0.0112! *0.0275! 0.0142!
20( 0.0089! *0.0072! *0.0234! 0.0181! 0.0028!
21( *0.0035! *0.0196! 0.0218! 0.0065! *0.0088!
22( *0.0161! 0.0252! 0.0100! *0.0052! *0.0205!
23( *0.0289! 0.0132! *0.0019! *0.0171! 0.0221!
24( 0.0162! 0.0011! *0.0139! 0.0251! 0.0108!
25( 0.0039! *0.0110! *0.0261! 0.0137! *0.0006!
26( *0.0084! *0.0233! 0.0164! 0.0021! *0.0121!
27( *0.0208! 0.0188! 0.0047! *0.0095! *0.0237!
28( 0.0210! 0.0070! *0.0071! *0.0212! 0.0164!
29( 0.0091! *0.0049! *0.0190! 0.0186! 0.0053!
30( *0.0030! *0.0169! 0.0206! 0.0073! *0.0060!
31( *0.0151! 0.0224! 0.0092! *0.0040! *0.0173!
32( 0.0240! 0.0109! *0.0023! *0.0155! 0.0203!
33( 0.0123! *0.0007! *0.0139! 0.0219! 0.0093!
34( 0.0006! *0.0124! 0.0233! 0.0108! *0.0017!
35( *0.0112! *0.0242! 0.0122! *0.0003! *0.0127!
36( *0.0231! 0.0133! 0.0009! *0.0114! 0.0227!
37( 0.0143! 0.0020! *0.0103! *0.0227! 0.0120!
38( 0.0028! *0.0094! *0.0217! 0.0130! 0.0012!
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39( *0.0087! *0.0208! 0.0139! 0.0022! *0.0095!
40( *0.0202! 0.0146! 0.0030! *0.0087! *0.0204!
41( 0.0151! 0.0036! *0.0080! *0.0196! 0.0135!
42( 0.0040! *0.0075! *0.0191! 0.0142! 0.0031!
43( *0.0072! *0.0186! 0.0147! 0.0036! *0.0074!
44( *0.0184! 0.0150! 0.0040! *0.0070! *0.0180!
45( 0.0151! 0.0043! *0.0067! *0.0176! 0.0142!
46( 0.0043! *0.0065! *0.0174! 0.0145! 0.0040!
47( *0.0065! *0.0173! 0.0147! 0.0043! *0.0062!
48( *0.0174! 0.0147! 0.0043! *0.0061! *0.0165!
49( 0.0145! 0.0043! *0.0061! *0.0164! 0.0143!
50( 0.0040! *0.0062! *0.0165! 0.0143! 0.0043!!!
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